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On June 28, 1977 a discussion in the form of a debate was held

. on the validity of three assumptions central to education-and-work
*grams. The debate was sponsored by the National Institute of
Education and by the, Federal Interagency Panel for Resetrch on
Adolescence as part of a larger.examinatton.of the school-to-work
transition, particularly.in relation to youth employment. .*

it The notion of a'debate around assumOtfons was an experiment.
Would such a'focus could help bring.to bear the,deepest knpwledge
and the best thinking on concepts reflected in programs underway
throughout the'country? Selecting tHree assumptions, which seemed
like a good start, from among the possible was a task in which
Stephen Heyneman thin Executive Secretary of the Panel, Sam Phillips,
then of the Institute and meMbers of the Federal Interagency Panel
for Research on AUolescents participated.

How well the experiment succeeded is uncertain. There was almost
as much debate around-the.centrality of the assumptions to which
education and work programslas around the assumptions themselves. .

'Not everyone will agree with the arguments which the debaters felt
most crucially addressed the issues nor satisfied with the extent
to which the arguments are based on research-evidence, in contrast
to other forms of knowledge.

The papers and Stephen Heyrieman's anatYsis of the discussion do
represent, however, a status report as'of asne 1977 on what six
very thoughtful veoplt believed could be said with some certainty
about th'Pee assumptions which evident in many, if not all, of the
school-to-work transition programs. We hope that the intellectual

/ excitement of the debate itself will come through these written words,
and.that the report of this experience will s.timulate further exami-
nation of assumptions unclerlying education and work pol.icy.

411.
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Question 1: Who ShouldfSay What a Child .

-Should Prepaie For: The Child_
or the Community?

The qUestion was stated to the participants
as follows:

Can.the contention be supported that
individual exercise of informed free choice

rof career direction wilkreigult in occupa-
tional choices that 'are coaistent with the
preferences og relevint social Units (for

*example, paredts of compulsory school age
-children, minority groups, communities, etc.).

1/4



INDIVIDUAL FREE' CHOICE

Peter Schrag

If this question has any meaning at all, it can ;way
be answered affirmatively. The more importan isiue is
whether it has any meaning. Every phrase in thd-questiOn
is slippery: What are "relevant social units?" Who speaks
for them? To what extent are their own "preferences"
determinable and, if they are, can they ever betconsistent
with each other? Are the expressed preferences legitimate
that.is, dq thOse who express them have,any ficanding as
against the hypothetically opposed choices of individuals?
More impoitant still; how do the "preferences of relevant
social units" square Idith what may'be a higher (and also
undefined) commitment to discipline, high standards of
performance and the maintenance of cultural and.ethical
ideals and traditions which transcehd individual choice
as. Well as the "preferences of relevant social units?"

Obiriously,."informed free choice" is limited. It 1s
.

limited by economics, by technology, by the individual's
oWn ability; by social,and cultural influences, by-the.
inherently'u4neutral means by which information'iS
provided, and'by accident. I became a.writer because my
father was a writer, and because I was encouraged to
write by friends and relatives and, at ap early. age, by
a' respected editor. Other people.become electricians or
bricklayer's because some relative wasable to get them an
apprentices slot in the. appropriate union. In the. sixties
a great many people became teachers or community organizers
or civil servants because of the fervent and perhaps
chimerical idealism about education and social xeform
generated by the New Frontier and the Great Society and
,because the jobs were there. All this is onlyto state
:the obvious: that in any real world, jobs and eareers
a.re finally determined by the interplali of an almost 7

_infinite'set of elements of which'some are subject-to the
influenpe of poliCy decisions, but of which many are not.
If any'influence is effectively.exercised,,probably the

..most effective target .is *not the individual's choice but
the technology, the social conditions, and the economy in

ihe choices are made. Government policy not.only
,can (add Oes) create jobsi'it can (and does) create

profeiiiods. If more fellowships are available for
'the training of scientfats or doctors, more people will
become screntists or doctors. How that policy affects
"free choice" is a matter of.semantics, yet it is patently
clear that when government'subsidizes one form of education
.or'training (e.g.; public.universities) far more than all
ot ers (w.g., apprenticeships or independent learning), .

the "free choice" is already skewed:



I don't think -teas much argument to demonstraie
that "the preterencg ok iblevant social unidis (parents,
minority groups1.00 unites)" are themselves inter:ugly
ambiguous arid externally hconsistent.,.Even if one
asemmed*(for example) that the perpon wilb purports to )
speak for black People really doss speak for them (a
fact not in eVidence and more susceptible.to disproof.
,than to proof), there is still no reason .to assume that
the claims and demands of any one group are conilstent
with those of. another, and even less that any of them -
or, in4eed, all of theth collectively- exprese the needs
or wishes of the "cbmmunity." What /abor unions want for
the children of their members may be the same as.what .

unions in every casee we.spokesmen for for theirs, but it
may not necessarily bhat th
want.for the chi/dren of minorities. To the extent that
it can be said that the.wishes 9f each group for its
children are consistent with what others' Want for their.
.childrenl-the whole proposition becomes a pious cliche:
"We all want the best*for our children." I happen
agree with the critics ctf.career education thatkit was
(and probably still anothei slogan for benign
neglect; but if that is the caie it is because carAer
education, or any similar program imposed in an extran-
eous, superficial manner, has little to do with either
"informed free choice" 2r with "the preferences of
relevant social unis."" At best it is another excuse
for educational faiolure, another trough foi buroaucrats,
or another "achievement" for politicians.

coo

In the context of this discussion we're talkinq
about fostering "informed free choice" t4ough a program
directed at people who are - roughly speaking - between .
six and eighteen years of age. The key phrase - elusive
enough in any case -'is even more difficult when it is
applied to children: dlearly such choices cannot be
fexercised if the individual.lacks the basic confidence
and skills to make;the decision'similarly, he or she
cannot make the decision if he is isolated from "the
preferences of relevant social units," from an understand-
ing of the possibilities and limitations of skills and
technology and from a variety of other elements and

.considerations. We have all seen fifteen and sixtden
year olds going through vocational programs and shop-
courses which, even if they helped develop skills that

. were not technologically obsolete, led directly to thd
locked doors of a trade to which only the relatives of
members were admitted. We are also seeing hundreds of
,thousands of people completing degrees iA education, -

psychology, law,'English; history, fine arts, and jour-
nalism.who.will not find the jobs that their teachers,
parents and certain other "relevant social units".taught
them to expect. The edudation itself may be totIlly

f
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appropriate - as liberal arts, as discipline, AS educa-
tion - but it rimy be largily irrelevant ttv)the job
market. Whether that situation reflects "informed' free.
choice" or the,"preferences of relevant social units" is
a question better left to semantics and metaphysics.

TO return to_the question: in an open society neither
side of the equation can have meaning without reference to
the other; there can be nothing that is "informed" without
taking account of a comprehensiVe situation that includes
such considerations as the job market, equal'opportunity
laws and regulations, group aspirations, parental
ambitions - and, often, parental restrictions - and the
.general condition of the economy. At the same time, in
the first years of schooling, and perhaps through the
first years of adolescence, neither the choices of indivi-
duals nor the .prefer,ences of social.groups, however
expressed, should havemuch bearing, if any, on the
specific "career direction" that the individual is likely
to follow. I don't intend here to reiterate the ease
against tracking or the follies of the self-fulfilling
processes of intelligence tests, ability groupings and
all the rest.. The point here is that by definition, no
choice gan be ."informed" if it is made prematurely,-
made, that is, beford all the returns are in and before
the individual is sufficiently mature properly to assess
them, nor is there anything in the nature of learning
that requires such early foreclosure. At the age of
thirteen I was certain that I mas going to be a scientist:
at sixteen I was a novelist; at twenty7two a newspaper
reporter. All'thole "careers" were consistent iiith the
preferences of my parents.

At the-heart of the controversy reflected by the .

question at,hand the major concern is not directed to the
faCt of intervention 4n ihe choices of individuals (or
its absence), but to the course that the intervention
takes. Almost every form of education that is not
totally auto-didactic involves some form of outside
.intervention - Ilome expression of the "preferencei of
relevant social units;" me try to encourage, if not force,
children to learn to read*(for example), even though soMe
of them would prefer to play kickball on the playground.
'We make them go to school because - in theory at least -
we assUMe that six year Olds are not always able 4.po make..

"informed" choices. The trick is to be able to .distin-.
gulish the choices which are. informed from those wn4.ch 'are
nok and, even more difficult, to tIonor them. Tlae inter-
vention sucdeeds where its own4references and commit-
ments - a teacher's passidn for art or good writing or
clean work -*and his intelligence - comprehend and honor
a pupil's curiosity, skills-and commitment - where the
style oi one meshes with the style of the other,- and



where. the interaction of the two eaarged the capacity
to make informed free-choices.

Most of the time, and nearly ail the tilhe in a child's
first fourteen od fifteen years, those dynamics - this
process of education - have little if any explicit relatio
shrp.to "career direction*.except in the.most.general te
They will encourage one set orskills and interests more
than another - to give them all equal weightis to give
none of them any value - tricl they willoobviously influen
the general outlines'of subsequent career direttion. -Bu

iwho is to say whether a high level'of verbal skill will'
produce a lawyer, a writer or a con man, or whether an
unusual ability in visualizing spatial relations will
lead to a career. as a mechanic, a designer, a draftsma
a sculptor or.an airpla4e pilot? A Rood.many of us ch nge.
careers-a half dozen times, not because.we were poorly
counselled or because we made the wrong phoices, but
because there is no way to know what is right until o e
is more or less fely committed to something as an adult.
The important thing about a real education is'that it
does not require the kihd of foreclosure thht will shut
the individual out from anything for which his ability
and hit evolving intirests might have qualified him.

If we have learned anything in the past generationr,
it is the fact that education almost always fails when it
disregards the "preferences of relevant social units" in
the name of individual free choice (the ultimate free
'school) or when it disregards individual choice for the
sake of some rigid, external order - some agenda which
makes all children, or all children of one classe.or one
age, or one sort df background, dependent variables in
a pre-ordained system. To isolate the individual's
free choice from "the preferences of relevant social
units" is to make it, at best, uninformed and, more
commonly, undisciplined and chaotic; to disregard the
individual's choices and preferences is to practice
indoctrination and foster stupidity. Both involve the
irresponsible encouragement of irresponsibility.. There
is not much point or meaning in either without constant
tension and interplayswith the.other.

The drawback of most schools is that they operatet
with only one of these two agendas (and sometimes, of

- courselwith not even one); this is generally called the
school's "philagoehy." The problem, as I suggested
iarlier, with the controversy about "career eduCation"
or any other extraneous agenda, is that it ii primarily .

a debate about whether one program. of "social preferences"
should replace another. Presumably the real issue is

. the quality of education, and that concerns the difficult
interplay of the individual's agenda with flose of'the-
society, paOnts, minorities, and any other element with

5,9.
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some. Claim,to-social legitimmoy..--Crassicis 1 quarrel
'With vocationalists; traationalists-with p ogreseivea,
the advdcates ef free schools witii.the: dere. der! 'of
structure and diSciplinee .Everyone has..an./agenda for
the children, evean-if.` the aigiande .-purtor;Eedly.. only'
what the child 'Wants 'for himeelf'esbut almOst no 'one
confironty- the 'difficult' problem 13f resolving the; child'
agenda 'With that of the.progiam - crlaiting what .is,_
in effect a third. agenda --ahd it therefOrd hdrdly
mattgrs- whether on the 'one hand, -.the id dtultified
with pre-set eicademic Iotitines; 'br 14Qte4 mitt* collages,b
abotit horse-doctors ahd beauticiani, or., on the other,
let"loose. in a hermetic .child!s-preferer,Ice World whiCh
tries to isolate, him froth -all external standards- end
demands. 7 ..

Particularly in the early .years the specessiul-4
curriculum may 'Observe feW of the formal bowids.that .
separate one *field from another; 'the search Kaa-to be .

for connections connection's-between worlds, 'and _-

between.elements = and in that search the imaginative'
'and the -fanciful' may well be mOre. real and 1relevant than
the prosaic;and the commonplace. -I don't know of. anyone --
sensitive to children who would want to deprive a "seven-
year-old of a "career" as aspace Man, a dinosaur hunter.,
or a' Homeric voyager; clearly the; pOssibillgities of
learning valuable things connected with thoSe- prpfeesionS
are( far greater than ar'e the poisibilities rel&k.ed to
whatever it is ,\ai. young child perhaps even in _Adolescent -
can understand about accountants,: appliance dealers or
asset)* *line workers . For most Of the years of compulsory
schooling - perhaps for all of them - there is, no way that
any -individual can make a.genuinely informed "-free choice"
about a career, nor is there- any possible way that ah
instructional system, no matter how oriented, can provide
realistic information about the boredom, the fatigue or-
the depersonalization of most industrial jobs or the
pretentious stupidity of Most college courses, nor can
it, describe with even rough-precision just what the
average lawyer does, or the average, account executive,
or the average salesman. We should know by now that to
push someone into college ,is likely to be almost as
destructive as to put artificial barriers in the way of /
a,persOn who really Wants to go. I con no more think of /
reasons to send peopie to college because they are black
than to keep 'them outibecause they are black.

The- informed choices that are made almost necessarily
have to concern -themselves with areas and styles of
learning, with the things that interest an individual
and those that do not,' and with the ways that he or she
pursues them. -If the educational environment is really.
inteJdigent - if it is a real systein of education, and
not merely a closed program of training - the end result

-,
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of th6se.pursuits is highly unpredictable. The, fourteen-
, year-old who learns to read engine manuals becaudi he.

dreams of ownnk a'hot car may end up.as,a driver at,
Daytoni ten yeitrs later', but it is'far morelikely 'that
Wwill -be a mathematician, a systems analyst, an engineer,
dr an auto mechanic. Ln this context the argument. that
children lack the'"capacity to make "informed" choices" is
altogether irrelevant. Of course,they lac the-capacity
to choctge.between; say, careit*in data processing and
nuckear.physics if they canT.464.tiply, but those are

..choices'that needn't'be madc,W that, in any.case, ere.
beside the point. In the con,te*t of the Situation there'
is Always !'inform

.

edP choice. A:two-yeat-old is better
"informed" on whether to use his eight or left Mend to
hdid a spoon or a tby hastier than all the-"relevant" social
units in exiS4ence, bebter-'informed" on whethe'r-to color

eiS)green, or purple than the editor of Art News. And
those choices, atethat moment, are not oitiant
choic s, Aihey'are,*in fact, much larger choices than a

e choice of career at the age of-tWpnty-five. The
important.issue is the ability of those who have power
over.his.young life to distinguish when "capacity" - i.e.,
"informed choice" exists, and. when itt does not; The .

. . fect that the individual may not be able to make an
informed Choice about the career he will follow twenty
.years later does not mean that he cannot make an informed
choice about the wety'he begineito proceed toward the
ability to make that choice. Unless one blindly folrows
some sort of behavioristic model and regards every child
as'a laboratory rat there is always "capacity" - which is
to say that there is always space for informed choice
"end, as Chomsky so elegantly pointed out in his critique
of Skinner) a capacity for a language that the individUkl
has never heard before.

The fear of labor and minority groups, as expiessed
iA The Question of Career Education'(p. 27) is that "if the
philosophy of the school is to allow a child to decide. .*.
their children may not choose college." But that fear, if

, indeed it expresses the real feelings of the majority
of those in mhose name it is made, reflects a.misunder-
standing of'what goes in schools and-iihat college can
deliver: Of course schools are stulifying and discrimin-

-atory; they always have been and, as presently constiEuted,
are always likely:to be. The very things that make those
labor and minority groups believe that the schools have

o

power to select people in (intd college, into:white collar
jobs, into ptestige) ate - by definition - also the things
that empower them to select people out. ;whether Ehe claim'
of the schools that thekselections are made on reasonable

- grounds is correct is rick at issue here; the.fact ts that
they help make it, and they provide the mydtification
("equal opportunity" - intelligence tests, "objective stan-
dards") that is used to justify it. The A is meaningless



without the DI the top of the class without the bottoM;
as the sch6ol defines them, half the'children ih any
group gre below average. One can legitimately inquire
whether the choices .schools make are'legitimate; more
significantly, one can Also ask,whether s selections
should be-made at,all. But no debate°abd career
education" touches anything.more. than a facade, another
rationalization for choices that Shad been made before

- and which'will be made long after "Career education" is
ielegated to the dust bin of forgotten programs. What
is signgicant is that the selections have little to do
with the ."informed free choice" of individuals - that
they invariably restrict informed free choice,,reduce
options, -and teach tlae individual that he is, one way or

e another; incompetent. Stultification is as mucb the
'product of the "preferences of relevant social units" -
of middle-class bias, -of snobbery, of fear, of teacher

.attitudes, of parental ambitions - as is any tort' of.
individual'enlargement. No individual, acting under
"informed free choice,"1 elects to be stupid, limited or
incompetent.: Stupidityl_as Jules Henry pointed out long
ago, is almost always the consespence-of.training - i.e.,
.1the work of "relevant socialAinits."

.

All this seems to beg:la question: Who judges what
is stupid? Is the' individual the only judge? The answer
to the last question ks. obviously "no;" there is no
simple answer to the other. Obviously what one "relevant .

social unit" (say the school) regards as -apprdspriatel.
another (say'the parents) does not. The whole exercise
.of Which this paper is.a part is obviously a reflection
of a disagreement between "relevant social units' about
what is or-is'not.htupid. That disagreement itself'-.
like any disagreement - creates room for choice:.if
'.there were cultural unanimity (las in a primitive society)
or enforced consensus:(as in a-totalitarian state) that
room would be much more restricted. The whole point of e

education ins. a free-sOciTty is that "cap'acity" for choice
mnust be enlarged through the exercise of such choice,
apd through the undirstandinci that finally it is the

...individual who makes the...choice for himself: Is this
stupid, or is it not?

1

In ank ideal world, the. Onlyreasonable course for
the educationally disenfrinchised. would be to work to,
disestab/ish the academiC piiesthoods andliierarchils,
to demand that 4ll people Of a certain age get' the

. same public subsidies to be spe'nt in any educational,
program, thatecertification:and credentialling, where.' ,

they are absolutely necessary for'the public safety
(this wourd.exclude teachers,..for exainple) yoAild.be basea.,
on competence and'hot on certain couesestaken or.yeard
of college completed...In he real world the degvee

0
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4- '1 itoilelf Atill hap to be. recbgniied as-a, way of conveiAng

: _class or-economic advantage into%."eductiioe'and,"eduCa- li
.

.;.,
tioh"-back.into economic advarOage. .The'only way to

.
.

,- break that cycle for the.large groups who are now
, 4 .

r. . exclude& from it.is through fundamental epphogic.and social
changes.. There is-no way to rediStribute What ihe degrde'
appears to buy by redistributing the degrees.; to-try ia.
stmpli to reinforce the system.- . .

.. The isiue always comes bacls tO educatibn - not
schogling, not administrative.donvenience, not community

,
presnte for order - but the sort of. education (which is
the only real education) which implies ehlargementf.
confidence and the ability to control one's own life.

i. It is not something that is handed out six hours a day
. by members of the'teachers union, it does not begin An

P

t ,kindergarten;'add it does not end-with (or. niscessarilir.-
,

include) graduate schbol.. The400ncern,about the formal'
) categories of degrees', coliege admission and careers'

is itself an eillement that'corrupti'"informed frie choice" '

.and thus impedes genuine education: The more capriciously
that concern. is expressed, the earlier it is injected.
in the educational process, the more corrupting it:becomes.

. he'whole. point of formal education is thft lt givis
. i

..
.

: children the spAce to grow, to make choices, to'followo -A interests, to puritue activities which do not-necessarily
,\
.

track with Any hpecific adult careAr. I have alreAay
, t °pointed out that partiCklarly in the early years tne

%., ,ctioice is limited, but it should be limited only at,. the
point where no reasonable person can argue that it is "

k ...

infotmea - where, for the child, it becomes daAgerous or
destkuctive or chaotic. 'In those Alts there, will be
little chdice ot.career direction, but.there will be
choices. If one defines the "preferences of releyantA
social units" as the creation of the largest number of

c-o-Otions for each individual - including, at the"appro-;
i priate time, a rea/ option to reject cbllege*- then by

. deftnition "informed free choice"- cif career direction.
.hasto be consistent with those preferences. Which is '44'
onlir to say that both the "relevant social'units"-and
the individual, exercising "infoimed' free choice," will
prefer rill education to training, growth to stultifica-

'tion, opportunitY -to restriction. If they do not, then
the terms are. meanincileis. t

a
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. INFORMED? FilE? C4OICET

'Margaret rallers

ft 0 0.
This section of the debate is framed as follows: tan

the contention be-Supported,ppat individual exercise ,of"
informed free choice Of carder direAloapwill xesult in
occupittional dhoices tilei ire consistent With the'prefer-

.

ences of relevant social units?. Ot co se, this is a
Most difficult question, but to answer 1t mbst directlV.
career direction is and only can be decl ed by a complex
interaction of expectations of the commv ity and the
individual development of a growing young person. ,

To take. some hard examPles:IpIf a young woman wants
to plan herlife as a lovtng wife and mother, and the
media, the school, het peers, and perhaps her restless
mother are endlessly bombarding her.with her responsibility
to have a career, can you say that she is in a positión #o
makeian infopted free choice?

If the brightest black boy in school is dying to be
a professional basketball player, and the'leaders of his
community,,the media, and his high school biology teacher,
knowing of' his Science Fair project on sickle cell anemia,
endlessly ask him why he doesn't plan to be a doctor, can;
he be said'to be in a position to,make informed free choice?

If a yoting man with average ability Snd average grades
in college and with more than his share of self-doubt, wants
to be a bank teller and his driving, workaholic father is
endlessl after him to apply to law school, can he be said
to be in a position to,make informed free choice?

The question is framed in this way0oprohably,
. bebause the proponents of the Career.Education programs

claim that their plans will make possible individual,
informed free choice of career direction. But, of course,
no 4.ndividual is free of .community pressures, or of the
influences of the-institutions frk which he develops; and
no institutions are free of forces seeking to mold them.

Jlow does.a person make a career choice? (Or is it
eyen possible to-ask that question in that form which
seems to leave,so much,freedom in the hands of the,indivi-
dual?) We all know from our' own experiences, and from
those of others, that many factors are involved; so many
that listing them would be endlessv although we know that
they ,wouId include: expectations of parents; models of
parents and siblings; earlAPchildhood play experiences:
influence of friends; state of the economy; political

. Climate; media pkggsures; school experience; work done;
to say nothincf0ApativS physical endowment.

41
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' We are only Concerned here with two pieces of this9

large puzzle: .

.
...

(
9

%

.

' ..,...

. 1) What part-scan, or shouldoschools play'in
. career direction or career education? ."

$

1/444-
. .

2) Is.it reasonable to suggest that an indir
vidual can have the opportunity for'infOkmed.
free choice of Career? . r"

the concegi with these questions arises, I. believe,
because there does not'seem to be a sUitable role fo;
great many ydunii people in our society'. There does4ot
seem to he a satisfactory series of steps by which young
people become adults. This unsatisfactory situation' causes
us.to question our piesent institutions. Mose-young people
are notUsed, maybe are not needed, very extensively in
household workv and .they are not needed, and not welcome,
iji the work world. Over the years, oar society, for many
converging reasons, has come to expect most young people

,tor.be best served by being in school.
.

At -ihe same time, no thinking person has really sup-
posed that schools wete the onlyNinstitutiOns which would
socializeyoung people, and it has been assumed that
families, religious groups, the media, etc., would each
play a part. However, there has been some'evidence that
for many young people, both families and religious groups
are inadequate support; and it is, as yet, very difficult
to evaluate the place of the media; and there has been
increasing evidenpe that schools can not fulfill as many .

expectations as have often been asked ot them-dnd that
'many young pe2ple do not seem to be able to be litied so
exclusively into the student role, especially.in high school.

Discontent with the schools has expressed itself in
sevetal ways, but among others, it has been claimed that
schools are not pteparing young people for the world of
work. We are a Work oriented society; we value work; we
believe that a person's occupation defines his lifes'in
a remarkably complex way, we get our identity from our
work. The first question which an American asks someone
he meets is, what do you do?

It is understandable in an open society that this
emphasis on the crucial place of the occupational roles
should be so and evea more so in an open society with a
history of immigration of peoples from diverse back-
grounds. And it is.understandable.that we should put
great emphasis on training our youth for work. In fact,
the emphasis on training for occupational roles was sup-

. ported for years by the assumption that the schools were
preparing young people for work; but that assufiption ip
increasingly in doubt.

ft
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The combination of4 content:with'the -school .and .

the obvious fact.that thC*Ork wvirld doesn't-want he
Young people, has brought in$ r. to scrutinize OUr societylli
instiututiont tor.the.sociali*Ation of young people and .

theseinstitutions' Eoles inthe transit,ion, from schoO1i4
to. work. .0t.has. been a factotih bringing't4p
Educatioitprogram ihto considerin4-these ,

mitters`we begj.n.with'the assumition that young poopli,-
.

growing.up Must not only have training in.the skills eh&
knowledge of the society which hi4u.traditionally been
taught ih schools, but thust also '11) have experience in
fesponsibility, (2) share tasks wittilialltsand
(3) learn skills to be of service.tcioher*. .

What part of all this can, oi should, the schools
do?

What Should Schools Do?

SchOols should teach the basib skills and the common
culture. Easy to say; hard to accomplilth. As we all kno
over and over we have struggled bo work out how best to 0,

teach,basic skills. What about teaching, the common culture? '

Every 'Society must pass on to.its young people the common
wisdom of its ancestors. Of course, with. Marie Rodriguez,
David Stein, Alma Olson, George Fugikami, and Ali Musa
sitting there in the front row, it does give one'pause
to think what the common culture is. But on1S, momentary

. pause, because then one remembers that these young people.x
have much in common to learn as they 411 res4de in modern- 4

industrial society, in a democracy, in the United States,
in a world struggling with crowded cities, TV,, violence,
inflation and talk of a 3-4 day work Week.

In .elementary schdol all'students must be taaght
reading, writing, arithmetic and begin to learn joy in
imagination, skill in'playing with others, skill in
planning a group undertaking, sytnpathy tor those:11in pain,
,tolerance for.those who are different and some knowledge
of the history of the community and the country. All
high school curriculum must include reading of some classics;,
knowledge of math 'and statistics; understanding of some
kinds of artistic expression; more experience in reading
and writing; knowledge of science, of great men and women, 4.

-ofpolitios and economics, of criticism and appreciation
cif mass media; consideration of moTal problems-of right
and wrong; and, with luck, some exPerience of responsibility.

We must sympathize with the teach-who have the task.
They must teach this common culture, but do it in a vast
variety of ways, taking students, from where they are'and
moving them on toward undeestandIng. The range of ability

4
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, of -students.mdst be faced. To bé.;sure, Lt is-baffling to -
. plan.a. curriculum for students who are discouraged:Op

tutned off, who are deprived of organizedexistence or.
of.extensive training at.homel-who are ungUided in-disci-
pline Of thought,ahd emotion. There-are such students ln
every school.. Zt is one of the necessary. iguities qf
-democratic society thap we tust work, witho t cynicism,:
at the same time to offer the same curricu to all stu7.
dents and yet knowthat-to do kb is to hav each school
curriculum.unique.: .The-uniqueness may.come from-poverty,

.
-wealth, ethnic makeup of the community, cultural advahtage,
geography, size of cdmmunity, etc., but each school and:
each teacher must think of intellrgent ways to include ,

the diveirsity with the common- values and wisdom.
-

,It'is not that I don!t'see that deicribing the Ameri---
.can political systiem in-Harlem presents diffetent chal-
lenges to the teacher than teaching it in'Scarsdale,-but
a 4Ood teacher can see pitfalls in both place 1 'It is not

I

'that 'I donq see that presentatiorti of Mark- Tw

t
n ptesents

different obstacles in the gouth gide of Chlica o than.in
Evaniton;- or of describing the Civil Mar in Atlanta and
in Boston. , .

Mbat I have just described is;curricular direction.
And for young people in our society to become valuable
citizens in a working democratic Open society, ahd to
become fulfilled adults, I see no way but to-plow on, each

;teacher, and each school working on ways to teach ihe cen-
tral core curiiculum. n schools do more? We have said 1% . .

that growing gp requirj learning a sense of responsibility.
By that I mean opportunities to be responsible for one's
own acts.and decisions with awareness of the consequences
of such decisions and acts ih the livesOf others. Our
society makes this growth difficult.

There are young people in our society who have too
much responsibility, too soon. I see them in the community
in which I live4 and they are usually girls age'10-13.
One girl is in charge of 3-5 younger boys and girls foi
whole days and weeks at a time in the'summer; in the winter
for school vacations, Saturday. and Sundays. School is;
for those girls, protection from too much responsibility,
from exploitation. But it is much more common.for young
peopld to go on until they are 18-20 years old With rela- .

tively few opportunities to exercise Auch4respopkibility:

This is not the forum in which tio urge families to
give careful thought to this matter. And, of course; it
is.possible (and you,, änd'I, know some heartwarming
examples) for modern homes to gradually train young people
in responsibility, producing even in those who are stu-
dents for many years, adults greatly to be.admired
ehis quality.

" a
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But can .schipais- :offer chances for learain4 't0' take
increasedresponsOility? Yes, to a. degree; "mit it takes
perceptiveg intelligent teacheri..aneithey Are in very

6

short supply.* ResponsibilitY is taught-4n subtle ways:in
' elimentary school - in expecting coftelatency ok both .

teitchersAmi.studerrEs;,in. demanding justice in treatMent
of:W.:students byi-teitchers; in :Careful'evaluatiOn'of hachF
studenes:tal.ents-and expectation of eheir usdet,'tn setting
a tone of sdkious 'purpose in datly adtivities. 1n-high .

schoolsA oppOrttinities fOr training in' responsibility, too,6

are legion, but.they.are subtle and require more good'
teacheki than there*ever are: The need for mOre chances
for more young people to learn and to practice.responsi-
bility is one* of the reasons both the supporters of Career
Education and.I propose changeswhich willAinVolve more
Activities outside school, amok:more activities which May
-bring young people into_contaCt with other adults.

1...

The third of my elements of growing .up is training in
being of.service to others. Can sChOols,offer an oppor-.40A.
tunity for service.to-others?' tt is necessary to teach 4 re

all young people, regardless of the career'that they. are
to follow, to,have skills which make possible' and. attitudes
which impel tfiem, throughout their lives, to devote part
of their energies in_service to others. Such skills and
such an expectation are crucial for training peoPle who
will live in a society such is ours with all the fOrces
of impersonality and with sudh fragmented social services.
Let me say again, by training in"service. to others,. I do
not mean a career choice. I mean'that all young people,

.1

regardless of the careergthey %re to follow, .must learn to
expect to be ot service to otherp And must be taught skills
to make this possible:

-However., it is relative,Xy difficult for schools to
devise ways for ;bung people tq be of service to others on
any large scale and schools are-Rot the appropriate
institutions to do it. Time myst be made for other
institutions to serve this purpose in training young
people. Communities muse develop other institutiond in
which young people can, and must, participate in giving
serviceeto such.groups as very young children, the elderly
and the ill, the-handicapped or the weak; or to contribbte
to service in park districts, in hospitals, ih recreation
'areas, th.environment prOjects.

.The fourth and finia of My elements of socialization
is the learning of an occupation. Can schOols contribute
to learning about careers or teacWoccupational skills?
Of cogrse, they contribute. th no way would it be.possible
for schools to teach young people for eight to twenti

F.
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ytars of i46ir lives and not' coniriLute to their,knowledge
o

. .
. .

0 occtipationi'of their sOciety; to their attitudes.. -
tow dworkrto the skills necessaryfor- future careers.
Ho vv., the contributión must be 'indirect, not direct,
an should'inVOlve the -trai4ing in bagid skills, Fesponsi-
batty and service wftich.I hatre'already described44

As.stUdents go thioug0 high.schooleforces at home,
iethe.cómmunity, im the media, among.thftir peers,.force
.theSt to make choices which affect their future-occupatiOni..
It it at this time-that.young people begin to face the
limttations of their skills, abilitiei and.opportUnities.
Occugational-decisions comp out of the interaction of these
sets of forces.

Dd the prop9nents of. Career Educaeion offer help with the
prOblems raised?

The proponents of Career Education, if I understand
them correctly, speak to Matters I have mentioned. They,
too, are concerned that young people need more activek
roles, training in attitudes necessary for adulthood,
involvement with other adults as well as with teachers,..
skills and knowledge necessary to have a.productive occupa-
tion and tO have he abilify to be fulfilled adults. I so
much agree with ir concerns and so much disagree with
how they would mW the concerns!. Let me explaih.

To begin with, my overwhelming impression of. the 1

Career Education approach is that it asks a student to be
engropsed in self-analysis. We have enormous need in our
socieey foi people who can try to imagine themselves in

, the.shoes of others, for people who can work tilth and plan
with others in their community, for people who can give
up some of their own satisfactions for the common good.
It does not seem to me-that it is helPful to increase the

do. . natural self-centeredness of young people by asking them
. diver and over to think about themselves, who they are and

= what their characteristics are - even their.strengths and
weakneises.. The self-centeredness of the,Career Education
'program distresses me. Besides, the problem with early
self-analysis is that there has to be a self before there
can be analysis of it. Early self-analysis is premature
as well as selfish.

Second: We are an open society. An open society has
cosps, but it al has strengths. We do not need to ask
young people to m ke early specific choices of career. We
can keep open the pportunities while young people grow in
skiil and maturity. Surely we want young pqople to learn
about their Society and the occupations witOin it, but we

,
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d not want ,q:) epcouragii early. dteisions about goals.
T ey are too apt to be either too uhrealiitlp or too
n row.-

6

Third: I. agree with Mr. Koeiner when he says.that-
whateiver disclaimers Carter Education- suppOrters'may -giver'.
one ie aptelled.in reading'its literature.at the' "meannesiO

.

of its vision." I agree.when,he saYS that it.has ". a
definition that is so uncompromisingly:econothic so
unabashedly narrow in 'conception, só.telentres -tied to
the gross-national prodUct, and so anti-intelle
And when he says, "What-a commentary it would .on

.universal eduCation if after a century and more of exper7
fence with.public schooling, on the -scale that We have
-rittempted lt, the nation were 'to accept:the proposition
thaothe-greateet aim, of its schools, heir-higheet goal
.and ultimate purpose, wa4 not to lead peopfla-r.toward a
worthrand.examined life, not to provi4e them with some
grasp of the long culyural, esthetic-, and intellectual
tradition of which they are a.part - but.that the highest
goal is just to. get pebple, into jobs and to condition them
to a life in the marketplace." (What is Career Education?
Occasional Papers, No. 20, Council for Basic Education,
1972, p. 11.)

Fourth: It is an insult to children to pretend that
they can be taught that all jobs are equally prestigious.
Status differentiation is learned in the subtle early
emotional world of childhood, not in the abstract in the
classroom: If respect for work can be taught at all in
the classroom,'it is through daily obsetvance of a
competent teacher hard at work, expecting of the students
accomplishment of assigned tasks of good quality. The
enormous challenge'offte classroom is to try to teach
each student not that all careers are equal, bdt that
respect is expected for those'students more clever than
he and those less clever than.he: for those like him and
those different from him. As for providing guidance
toward career choice: by and large, teachers are not
experienced in the world of work outside school and will
not be convincing teachers about the occupational fields.

' An open society must live with the problems of young
people's stumbling along the path to occupational roles.
For elementary schools, it seems to me,.that the plans of
the Career Eduéation proponents are destructive intheir
definition of tasks. When I was in elementary school, our
class went to visit the local business street and came
back tobuild, with orange crates and cardboard, a post
office, a shop, and a booksVore, but I am almost sure theq,
thike was no thought that anyif us werelto po er during

16
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the prtoject what We might .do..asta career:1: Wwere being:).
taught to be observaatcAO pound in a ndil, to behave
wiVh.respdtt to Iocal'm4rchants,.tO wdtk together .as
team tei build the post:Office,.

-Young peoplein elementaryfschoOl Must nok .be.asked__
tO tryjto:010ture their life far ahead .or.to assims them-
selves n dnylletail.. They need to liVe in the present
and' tostore uptetrieriences on which to build in the
future. TWhat.are you going to bewhem yoU.grOW.Up?".is
a thrieetening and mesettling queition which.weAsk young
,people over and.over - demonstrating more. our anxieties
.about:an open society than.bur thought.as to how the child
could possibly answer, or/on,what basii he could answer.

0

.

In high school The objectiont which I have to Careir
. Education in high school have been well spelled out by
*other critics, i,e., to teachattitudes about work, Without
work experience, is an empty pretence: To teach that
specific career choice for most people is a matter of long-
ringe rational individual planning defies experience.
The proponents of careeiLL Education have tried to plan ways
for young peopld to have a more active experience, to have
more contact with.adults'in addition'to teadhers and to
have a. career goalt"give a purpose ,bo.learning. HoWever,
to visit a factoxty is an interesting activity, more vivid
for some young people than to read about it,,but still
basically it is a passive experience, a learning experi-
ence, not a work experience. To have the parents come to
a school to describe their work is chancy, but does engage
the parentd-in a school activity and does vary the routine
of a school day, but it does not give a. work experience to
the students. To have a seventh grader who has expressed
an interest in what banks do,,44udy about.banking, visit
&bank And try to picture himserf in one of the roles, is
an interesting projectl-but nOtit project which gives Much
basis for career'choice.

- spe k critically of these proposals because I am so
disappoin d. We need Answers and solutions to the very
prIlems Address, but these are not the answers.

If Not These Of The.Pro.onents Of Career Education Are
T ere anaes ic Wou Se 'e

Yes, I think that there are changes which we should
work toward, both changes in schools and changes to make
possible involvement df other ir;stitutions of our society
in the socialization of our young.people. My three
suggestions are:

17
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°- think comers
- think imall

hink less

.1

Think corners: When /*was a high school principal,
I used to lodk around the'school -and try to figure out for

,,which young people school was a.satisfying and constructive
- experience. Itsedmed tb me that in.lairge part.i.t was for

: those young.people who had 4corners" - stUdents.who telt-
that they had a 'place in school which gave them an orien-
tation: the basketball team, the newspaper,,the biology
room, the.theaterl'the snack bar office, the tutoring 1

program office, the ecology-project, the jazz.band, the
shop. The students with a corner sallied forth from the
corner to complete classwork on time, to help with other
ichool a4titrities, to enter into dlassroom discussions with
confidepce, to make friends, and they cApe to school each
day wie a.sense of purpose. It was noT because these

mr
students-were necessarily going.to work as a career in
drama, bio4ogy, bandgishop, basketball, or office work,
tput because that Iskas going.to involve some learning,
some companiFaap, and some responsibility. I long for
"high schooli with more corners.

2. Think small: If all schools had no more than 500
students, many of our.problems mould be.less serious. All
students would be known by all teachers and all admini-
strators; administrators could teach a class or two each
year; therp would be more corners and more students would
find.corndrs at their schools. In sports, there wOuld be
more places on the teams and we could join the slogan of
our University's intramural program: "Help stamp.out
spectators!"

IA

1

3. Think le.ss: Schools for 6any years now have been
the institutions Of our society, along with the family,
responsible for the teaching of young people. This is
thanging for various reasons, many already mentioned. We

.must strongly support the important role schools have to
play, strong Suppgrt giving adequate resources so that the
role can be well'fulfilled. But at the same time, wi must
speak out and say that young people do not need to be in
school so much time. Students *should be'in school fewer
hours/day and fewer days/year.

We must resist forces in our society which ake schools
custodial. In our society (and probably in all s ieties)
custo dilg. institutions do not command respect and have
great liTficulty in maintaining positive programs and.
adequate morale. Our society to a dismal extent has given
a custodiAl function to schools - to keep young people off
the streets, out Of the work force and away from the care t

of working parents.
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. We Itield io change to hallo young people in SCh001.
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less time, both -because ,it *ill _make it possible for
schools to do what they are beNt. equipped to do.better
and because. y.s , people ;need other experienCes as well.

,
Let us reco-$ Ufa that there is:a dri.ft in this direction
already,. whe 0 we are.plannins it or not. .Those 'who

*.... 'are not dlosely in touch with high schools May,-not. realize
. that attendance at schools, is ahtnging. Many, perhaps--

most, high school students are now in school only about . .

.

half It-the day. .031eien students need not come until their
first Class, leave afer their lass class, are ilict required

. to work in study halls at 41free.periods." Hiqh schoole-are
giving up the task of 'being .Conpletely responsibIe-for. . --

young people all day. It is tereting to notethat this
pattern of student attendance is most characteiistiO of
schools in wealthy districts and jjoor district$, lesS

.so in mOderate income districts ab-Alt. Truancy, toct, is .,

causing fewer young people io be in school each_day.-,The
very high level of -truancy in schools is under-ieported
and police, truant officers# and'irchool officials_haVe --:- --

no wish to see this tOo_clearly; they do hot kmpw'what,.
to do with- students whii iton't or don't. 47 vi.. to schqol.'

.

_

Conclusion

This brings me-to my final -point. .We-muSt 14ork to
engage °thee-Institutions in the sociaiiz*tion and '44114-,'
tion of -young ipeople. We must have -young . people from :
early ages paeticipating- with. 'adults,- outaide School,
tasks of the society. I do nOt' agree With 'E

tion proponents that we must encourage self-anal tis and T
teach about occupations and about'work. - Rathex-we must ,
so arrange our tasks- and our tinie so thatyoung .people.

(I speak mainly Of high-school-age studiutts) l: alongside- .
adults, gradually participate' in societY's tasks v

'14:hat other insiitlitiOns lidUst 'be involved? Different
ones in different communitiei. 'The proponen s of Career
Education have identified many of them and h vkipade Over-
tures tp thent.. We must support and watch an1 evaluate:the
few .iMaginative programs in which the Career Education
programs are Supporting not. schools, 'but other' institutions
in programs' of. work, training and alternative projects. #:
With the realization that .fpr. many people a 3-.4 day work'
week. is ahead, we must vsupport the-projects of altetOlatives
to work. These proposals suggest major institutional
changea.but ones which .can be made gradually and differently
in different communities.

4

However, the proponents of Career Education have tried
to assure everyone that there will be no cost in disruption
to make their changes. I make no such promises. They say

1
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to buiineSses that .bustillest -Will nO't---be"7-in-terriipiedi. -Thoiy,"--...- _

say to labor..Uniops-ttetho..jobs will be. threalterked4: no' .
i

.proposall-will". be made for. Juvenile wages'. They say that
yoUng people- working in 'the tasks of :social.:..serv-4est.7W01 .. .;::::-__.
not do jobs adults COuld do- for..paV-. Inie"-i-Ocial-..chaltfil . ..,,..11.,.......'v......_.

carinOt -be made without bumpi4rActittewheileartieet :Edueation
propompit.40 l'itit face...the iiisue.-that ..we may- need to p.1411.° -; ------:-.
for7.6i egper.i.Mint. "*ith.. 4:Notion'ar:',Y06 Corp*: : Career;_tWucas:' --.,,I..

: tion- propOhents-AVoid" Ogoposittgl;"partiCipation With:religious
institutions. Anat.. se /dom : .propOse. ;Vert ic-ipation:.with artietia -.:.:: ..:, _.-..,..7.--::

ones : .14any liveiett -.must- be _explored. -."-- -:. . '" , ...

... .......

;s1-./:

.;_.. _

And -fihally, in what"-we-:say iboUt the desirability .of
.. an individual's.. having-- informed free -chbice4:_ot, career .....

-diriliction, . the Proponep-ts-of:Careare.'244Cation". and"- I tiognet-:* . 1:.::,-. .- .,.... ._._

' the same.. ,MOit fuftdaMentally; 1 iMagiria, we 4 ife it, :in the' -_.....
: -, 'programs we propose ." tO prsPare." Vit..: this Oho i0e : Fhireis.-7 ..

the Career :Edudation progiam -wOuick like fro* eariy 0:c_hool-
on_to -have the- sttident : invOlved in.:planning arid:direCting-

*.- his'-actiiiities toward -his Career, -r_ feel that:. We 'shOUld ::
.-- 7 '7: :

attempt to mike it possible :for the young r;erson-to have
1-, experiencem _and learning l at many stageS , _Emit:al:4* for that

-Stage -of-development which .allow .him groWth, resporis-ibility :

aid service at the tilde: From these experiences will emerge
. a career -direction.- . .

.
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"Queption 2: Can We Predict-Which.Skills Will
Be Saleable?

.

The-gUestion was stated to the participants
As follows:

Can the contention be supported that the
future of occupations is sufficiently predicta- -
ble that the provision,through -formal schooling
of job-entry vocational skpas is tO be
prefetred to no provision at such skills during .
formal,schooling?

IMP
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'TgE,AFFIRRATIVE CASE

Garth L. .Manim

.

' m '

a
/

My case, is a simple,one:. Look. at the.Tedord. -The .

ocCupational structure has MO.ntiined a considerable degree
of stability-for the% past thikty years land ell'the:,projec-.
tions of the experts suggest no draitid &apertures Xor. at'
least the next' ten years. -The "statement is _genertigy true
for state and local.as well as national employMiint;6

4.

The Stibility of Occupational Strdcture

1

Observation of censusdata supplies ample evidende of
that\stability. .0ne.can compare employment by occupation
IV.each Of the 1950, 1960, and 1970 censq (DeCennial
C s:,1950, 1960, 1970) with Bureau of r dtatistics
pro ions to 1985 (Monthly Labor Review, Ndivember 1976).-
Sinde fictions are not available"for,ai many occupations
as there measurements', the, projections will.not,libt
as Many o tions as actual employment for all cendus .

%occupations Ssifications. As an indication that the
national stabi siMply a."washout" of offleiCting
trends*.state ,ocal levels, siMilat comparidons can

be. Adetkithift as the State of.Missouri.. The
1N1404016T doubts th icality of this s e.4s invited

oeW'' '.,Ed'oearchmthe census d eas,%afid also
to compare selected-SMSk various census years.

4"

Eximining.the projectick here are only 69 out_ok.1%"41
282 occupations listed with.sta orideclining trftds.;
Of these, only twelve - stenograp ,keypunch operators,
machinists pattern and model maker pol and die makers,
farm Emplement mechanics, compositor's, - typesetters,

'4akers, shoe repairers/ tailors, dress, s and seam-
Jaresses, and barbers - involve skill cont%, s ever learned
through.fdrmal schooling. StenograPhers, wh declining,
oVerlap with the rapidly expanding occUpatiortil secre- -

taries and typists-, Farm impleMOnt mechanics h& outlets
through expansion in other mechanical trades. C. itors.

.and typesetters are more'generally trained through en-
.

ticeship than by vocational educftion. Five of thosei., ,

tWelve occupations are holding stable in employment
six are declining. Of course, change has been substNtia
and one can emphasize the change or the stability aCcording\
to purpose and preference.- Hgwever, thereis no shred of
'evidence'to support the pobition that occupational change
is so:rapid that skiils tadght in vocational schools
!obsolesce too rapidly.to upport an adeqUate return on
leither. _She public's or the individual'uinvestment.

4.

4.

4

4.
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OccUpatior1 s. change b rilasOn

1. hnge 1.n onsumer tae1e, tnding to the aball
. .. %donment of ofe product or servicein.Preference

. . 0 k
, . '. MMr E..hellt . ..

.. . uW
y

,

.

. 11
, .

.. .2." .exhaustion orielati;re s misty of resourAlts .

. reqUiring,shifts in the naturep.orlocatidn, or
.

relativelxmts of'productions

v -

3t ohangei in the techniques st productign --teChnor
logigai gAtubge.asi usua14.1m4erstood. 4'

7. .

, -/ p

,.., The first is the most volatile, but. only %he Ourrer4
.,, version of_the "hula hoop" withogt-'

Warning. .: : * ,

, ,
_

d ..
N . '

. .

...
.

0 .' ,',
-The second.is-lbreseeable but wo often fail to'heed,

4.substantial warnings,_as note the energy lisue.-The shift
.troecoa1 to natural gaS'In. the 1950ls did-have.drastic ..-:

.:..: " affictsin Certain/localitiese.as-w41 the-reVerse process
during-the 1970's:: But.the impact On vocationaleducation
.locally Or'hationally, wavnot'large.

. . A,.4/.
J 0

a '''ft .

'Ow

%

The'latter r!, changes in techn4ie s) Of'production,-
actually.gives-longer warnings. 'The proCess Of discovery,
invention, innOvation, and. dissemination 1* a OsesOnably
long one:',UoWiong have we been tslking.,about computers,
.humeriekl_Controls, and laser beamO Research a dozen.
years ago .coicluded that no technological developMent could
have a sUbstantial impact on employment opportunities

. without-at 1,eaSt a. ten-year warning (1966). There is no

. subsequent reseaiCh indicating A shortenin%of this process.
If lonvterm decline in_occupatibnal demand catches4a
schbol, or.its students -ovep-inve0ed1 it is for want of
heeding the warning signs, noefrowthe lack of warning.

'The Selection of' Tralning Occupation%
. .

Even the most technologically vulnerable occupations
are not a significant threat to .vocational education-.
-Vocational educators are-not'great rish.takers, .The
courses they teach are those that tend to be in demand year
after year: clerid'al, health, aUtomotive, we14ing.ano.
machinery, graithic arts, electronic data'processing, and
drafting. Compare the catalogues of today and ten years

Reference List:.Lynni Frank, "An Inveitigation of the Rate
o?.Deve1opmilnt and Diffusion of.Technology in our-Modern .

Industrial SoCiety;* The Employment Impact of Technological
Change, U. S: Govern:mint Printing Ofkice, 1066.
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fori.4iny voCatinal.or cOilmUll,i42. --ago
college, or university. Where are thoie courses in which,
people were trained, only 'to find the occupation had

O'disappeared?. Table 1 lists the occipations in which.
training is provided by a.typical area vocational schoOl
and.téchnical college. Awiould befound wlth a substan-.
tially different roster. Oc U0ational education..is probabl
more justifiably criticized for Unwillingness to risk
training for unusual, new, and emgrging jobs than for
training.in vulnerable ones.°

The Trustworthinels of Prqjections

Thea debate iisue implies concern not only with the
durability of current training occupations, ,but also with
the ability to predict future occupational demand, whether
for purposes of education plelinning or for vocational
guidance. If.it is true that occupations change relatively
slowly, that 'change should be predictable. Projections of
employment by occupation and industry are nfterouS. The
primary projector of manpower requirements is the Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the U. S. Department of L'abor. A
number of professional and trade associations, research
organizations, and other .government agencies,make projedo-
tions in occupational areas of, special'interest, but most
of them base their work on that of the BLS. At the state
and local-level, sOme but not all of the State Department
of Employment Security'also do.their own projections.
Under recent amendments to Federal Vocational Education
laws,ifederal, state, and local education agencies are it
required to compile projectio4s in relevant training occu-
pations, but they rely primarily on the expertise of the
Labor Department and the SteNi Employment Services.

Can those projections.be trusted? Understanding the
limitations ot projections requires some knowledge Of the
methodology of their. construction. The projector compiles
data from the past and seeks to identify the nature of the
trend. Is it linear? Curvilinear? What is the.shape of
the 'curve? Will thefuture experience follow the same
trend line as the past? The projector tries to identify
the factors responsible for the trends which have occurred,
thin makes judgments concerning the future path of those
lactors. Assumptions must be,made about the fuiure and a
factor-by-factor analysis must be based on that future.
The projector acdumulates All possible information and then
turns the trend line up or down according to the indica-
tions from that information. Projections can go wrong
either because the assumptions proved false or because the
'projections based on them were.faulty.

5,
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Atethe natio411 level, the orators in Occupational
projectiOns heve generally been,from'undue 'conservatism
concerning the growth of new.industiie$ such as televipion
or computers.;Peace is usuilly among the .assumptions ihd
eruption of a war generally accelerates most trends.,
thaUgh dislocations will occUr from reallocation of
resources. Those occupations heavily influenclid by such"
long-range factdks as birth rites end population movement
are most dependable. Technological dhangeis not a .

disturbing factor in ten-year projections. Those impactea
by consumer tastes gp interlational develOpments are the
most volatile..

, Accuratevrojections are more difficult at the state
or local level because, with a mote limited economic base,
any shift in a.particular firm or industry exercises
greater leverage on.totat employment for en ocaupation.
For several years, the State Departmenti of Deployment
*Security conducted Area Sidon Surveys as a basis of local
projections. They would ask employerd how many persons by
occupation they expebted to emplo3eover the next five years.
Projections based on these expectations proved highly
undependable because most employets have no Ifty of knowing
what their customersLwill demand in'the futtre. These
have been abandoned in favor of projecti9n4,of past trends
tempered b more technicalV determined factors such as
demographib and technologidal developments and the state
of the naturaljaconomy.

To emerge from the schools in a time of recession is*.
a different issue.. Is it realistic te expect vocational
educatarsto be economia forecasters? Aside from the
businels cycle, local labor markets are'subject to many.
fluctuations. A new firm locate% of an exis nog one fails
or relocates. A major construction project Øreastempoiray
demand.and then falls off to an operating le el. The
smaller the location, generally, the greater the vulnera-
bility to these short-run structural changes.

t. .:--

Obviously, projecting the futurb iS risky business.
Nevertheless, the-experience has ',len that thefuture is
always more like than unIike the past and present.. There
is an essential stability in the society and the economy
with basic trends that do ribt leave the future entirely .

.opaque. Levitan, Mangum, and Marshall-(1976) .conclude:

On balance, although theresis need for
improvement in manpower projecbions,%their
deficiencies are not a seipus limiting

Reference List:
Human Resovces
New York, r976,

SOr, A.:' Mangum* Garth A.; and Marshall, Ray,
ahd Labor MarketS, Harper & Row Publishers:,
pg. 110.
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factor in prograM analysis lindecislOn....
makingt Methodological.improvements can
and should be made, but steps to'iMprove
thls presentation and dissemination of
eVailable projectionl,are probably more
important. In the end; the manpower'
problems of the past year's cannot be
blamed tpon the lack of information
concerning the manpower future. Action,
not,information, has beeli the absent
factor.

t.

atailging OccuPational Content

Chime within the content of occupations is more
frequent than the advent and decline of ocCupations.
A school may not have the most recent or most sophisti-
Cated technology available. Schools should and most do
try to keep up-ko-aate, but budgets are unlikely to keep

' them at the ftontier .of new developments. Nevertheless,
vocational education prepares for entry-level jobs. No
employer expects (or at-least none ever gets). a fully
productive individual from any school at any level. He
hires people with the rudimenfs.and they, learn the rest
on the jQ1a. That'i as true ofsprofessors as it is of
machinists. .A schdol could become outmoded in its treat-
ment of the"baiic requtraments of an occupation, bdt to
eep up is not an insuperable problem. Certainly not.one
that is SQ serious as to negate.the worth of formal 'occupa-
tional education within the schools.

go

-Supply Consideraiions

Why, then, data that say only 37 percent of vocational
graduates end up in t'aining-related jobs? Try.looking at
the suppiy side rathe than demand. How many.vocational
graduates decide to bntinue for additional schooling?
Over one out of five Seventy-peroent of those.available
for work find it in.training-related jobs. How many learn
in school what is perhaps the most important lesson.to
come from any employment - "I don't like it"? Is that an
argument-for abolishing occupational education?

If fopmal in-school occupational education is to be
faulted fob unlikely usefulness, the problems are to be
found primarily on the.supply side in the vagaries of,
human beings and their career. development process. Every-
thing We know about career development suggests that the
yearsAioefore about 25 are highly exploratory and that most

26
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dO'not, ettle dolln.0 the pr A OCPUpational *Windt;.
until ut age O. The age .4t6.and 17, Which are the
ages whe -most vocatOnal'ed n occurs, really precede,A
OCCUP0412 1 exploration for ml 1 A'high'pkopdrtiOn of
ld and 17-q r.,-olds work at'lea sporadically anitgai4
experience.' ow4ver, their motive's are-not those whOR
lead to serio s and lasting occupational choices. .ht
18-20, serious trial and error exploration among occtpa-
tional alternatives is under-way, either on the job or in
the explordtfon-oriented early years of college. Most'
majors are not chosen in college until after ager20, and
even then that-does not narrol.rto an occumtion. It is
unrealistic to expect the nOncollegebound to be more
foresighted and stable.' But even ifone argues against
deep and lastilng inyebtment in early training Lk-specific
occupations, that does not argue against exploratory. .

trainiug early and formal preparation in specific occupa-
tional skills later.

Alternative Methods of Skill Acquirement

Much of the issue.concerning the appropriateness of
vocational education is, at its-roots; an issue of the
relative efficiency of alternative methods of skill.acquire-'
ment. Only about one-third of the jobs in the U. S.
economy require any pre-entry training (Mangum, 1976).
About one-third can be performed by arle who can read,
write, and compute at the seventh-grade', evel (which is
the average for high school graduates), drike an automo- *
bile, and demonstrate modest manual dexterity. Another
one-third require no pre-entry training but some on-thevjob
training. The other one-third should technically be the
realm of formal occupational training, whether secondary
or post-secondaryi vocatibnal, technical, or acatemic.

Criteria fot determining which skills are best
learned in which settings have not been developed.and
promulgated. I have made a first cut at sdch criteria .

elsewhere and consider that one of the highest priorities
in occupational,research (Mangum, 1976, pp. 138-42).
Schools'frequently make the error of training for occupa-
tions which do not require their services. Then a cost
effectiveness comparison proyes them lacking because those
not undergoing costly training do as well. Or comparisons
are made between,vocational students and academic students
even though they are preparing for and enter quite
different jobs. Becagsethe apple.doesn't prove to be an
orange, the grower of it is criticized.

'et

Reference List: Mangum, Garth L., Em lo ability, Employment,
igrIgE5iii7-6Tympus Publishing Co.: Sa t Lake Clty, 106,
p. 132".
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RelevapCe tO Career .EdUcaticin
. .

. , . .

A* importahteas the issue'addressed'in thist:deOate
AilAYbel,. one should nOt be confused.that'it, has-anything
to.do withOareer education: Even.4the.negativevropd..;

' sition were positively proven and.accepted it would not
havelany significance, positive or,negative,.to the
question of thevorth'of career eduCation. Career.
education hasbeen clearlvdefined as.encompassing all
aspectd of education Which help prepare one for work'

.4 (Hoyt, 1974). It emphasites'wofk valUes, attitUdes
toward work, work-habits, qareer.relevince as motivation
for learning, awareness of the Meaning oUwork in life
and society, exploration of career alternatives, decision-
Making skills, ,job seaichskillt, and so' forth. Some .

career educators include occupational Skill trailing as .

one of many cOmponents of career education; others
consider the two t4 be basically separate but.related
things. Only those who do not understand career eaucation
confuse it with formal, in-schoolOccupational training,
and most of them apparently do not understand.that either.

Summary.

In summary, the pace of occupational change in the
U. S. economy is substantial but far less than popular
opinion would often have it.. Occupations almost never
diSappear or even decline substantially without at least
a decade's warning. Recession and special local circum-
stances may offer "horrible examples" but they are no
base for so drastic a policy as eliminating occupational
and vocational education.

Far more.impoitant is prevocational exploration to
help a student discover his or her preferences before
overinvesting in the unsatisfying. It is in this supply
.dimension that occupational training.shoWs its greatest
weakness - preparin4 for an occupation.before one is sure
that it will prove attractive. From these considerations
emerge two recommendations:

1. Develop criteria for determining which skills
are best acquired by wtom in wheit settings, and

2. Get on_with the teal issues of career education

Reference4List: Hoyt, Kenneth, Introduction to Caseer
Education, U. S. Office of Education, Washington,"AD. C.,
1974.: N'



b) Doe, it.improve long-term career satisfaction'?

On no other grounds can it be faulted or suported.
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TABLE 1: TYPICAL VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL COURSES'

Typical Technical-College
(UtaK Technica). College, Provo)

Apparel MAnufacturing
Auto Body.
Auto Mechanic
Buildings and GrouAds

Maintenance
Business Machine Technician
Business.Madhine and

Instrument Technician
Carpentry - Building Trades
Oarpentry - Millwork Cabinet

and Fixture Making
Clerk Typist
Dental Assisting
Design and Drafting
Diesel and Heavy Duty

Mechanics
Electrical and Automation

Technician
Electromochanical Technician
Electronics Technician
Fashion Merchandising
Graphic Communications
Heavy Equipment Operator
Hotel/Restaurant Management
Machine Shop
Marketing
Medical Secretary/Receptionist
Mental Health Aide
Nurse Aide
Petroleum Marketing
Professional Driving
Reftigeration and Air

Conditioning
Secretarial Science
Secretary, Legal
Stenographer
Television and Radio Technician
Watch Repair
Welding

ical Area VOcational Sehoq
. ($ev er ea

Vocational,Center, Utah)

Auto Body
Auto Mechanic
Busineds M

i

chine Ttchnician
Catpenter- Building Trades
Clerk Typi t
Cdimetology
Design and Drafting
Diesel and Heavy MeCturiCs
Electrician
Electronics Technician
Food SerVice
Nurse's Aide
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Mai /S. MONO WIT Txypia TO
. PROGRAM "SEILLS'"' PACKAGES roil CAREER EDUCATION?,

C. Arnold Anderson--

"Can the contention bio supported'thatAke iutnre of
occupations is sufficiently:predictable that the
provision through formal schooling of specific s.

job-entry skills is practicablW'

..1)

Career education, in current usage, embraces both
"learning to do" a marketable skill and also "leaining.
about career. options," including "acquirinipoOtive
attitudes toward work." All of these can occur in school
(presumably with increasing definiteness in successive
grades), between school and beginning work, or after
initial employment - and in various combiAstions such as
"sandwich courses." Since the world of work is.not soon
going to becomeless changeful, predictability must include
forecasts of altered profiles.of "demanded Skille-plus
forecasts of individual paths of career develoOmedt during
years of employment. Prediction, As will be elaborated at
several points, ii hindered by the fact that supplies of
skills alter demands for skills. I would today defend
the unduly simplifiel assertion that / wrote in 1967: "It
is not necessarily true that training in one specific
skill

1
is always better than no specializeditraining at

all."

The main headings of the paper are as follows. From
a forensic point of view, the'crux of this paper lies in
the fourthsection. r g

jo Introduction
2. Some foundations for any comprehensive approach

to Career Education
3. Will-of-thiv-wisp curricular plans
4. The central task: fitting candidates for occupa-

tions to manpower requirements.

-

IntrodaTion

It is said ihat three-fLirths of workers in the
United States possessing more than seconHary education
have no particularized training for their job. But what
is "readiness" for employment? Indeed, what is a Ijob"?2

4

Any policy discussion 'today dbout formal .education,
must steer bptween disillusionment'with schools and utopian
expectations from properly reformed schools.3 In advanced

.

(
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--:e0OndmiO4 the capitalizedyilue.of. 0huta& ca, al"' :-apptok.r.

'image* that of.physical pfua fiduciary wealth. 4Despite'lt.-
flood of repotts4boUtnew. designs for work'groUpS4 I
Wouid not expect'sdonto-Sea an ac6ompanying_ new-romance
of work.'" Just in the.ditcrepandy between the two fore-'
going.statementt.lies one APjor.impetuS for.the ongoing: .

4debate about new wam* to orient youth to a lifetime- of
earning a living.

WOrthington4'could serve ai spokesman for those whd
believe that Career Education can become a vehicle fot
educational trans.farmation. Earlier infusions of "voca-
tional education,l' Powever, seam to have had only modest
,effectsiiif we accept Grubb tind'Lazerson's recent history,5
and my awn uneasiness is that Career Education will have
)the 9sual short and superficial life of an educational
fad.° I find the'literatere proposing the new reform to
hive too many non-sequiturs at crucial points. .

-,%

Sneddon (in 1910)7 dUpported the formalization of
work preparation: "There can be little doubt that, in the
proceis of social evolution, the time has arrivea when
vocational as well as liberal education. must be conferred,
as far as the large majority of people are concerned, by
institutions especially devoted to this end. But these
institutions must be schools." The Moseley Commission°
visiting from the United Kingdom in 1903, judged American

'pupils to be superior at application.(as had other European
observers during the later 19th century), although some
commissioners were doubtful as to what the specific
influenceoof schools had been.9

The endemic vocationalism within our post-secondary
schools proves, unfortunately, to carry few if any clear
implications as to a desirable program of Career Education
in lowdt schobls.10 Indeed, the "general" component in,
specialized courses is large over most of tertiary educe.-

. tion., In these discussions We need to keep questions about
"specialization" (and the related distinction between
humanities" and "practical" subjects) separate from ,debates
as lo when "quotas" (numerical clauses) are justified in
tertiary and even secondary schools. The point is that
the requisites for an adequate supply of labor can be
specified in several ways; my preference is as follows:

a. opportunity to use skills must be clearly visble;
b.. much varied schooling and training must be avail-

able in order to turn out sUfficient kinds and
numbers of skilled individuals;

c. there must be an approximately differentiated
structure of incentives for individuals to seledt
themselves into clongenial training and jobs;

d. 'the social milieu must stimulate people to use
their training in more than a perfunct(41 mood.11

32
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Asyill be said at several points, occupations (04.,
as list& in a cenius) are ill-4efined entities. A career
is a linked series of occupations (or skills), though not
every lifetime of work is a career.

Some Foundations forlany Comprehensiye Approach to Carer
Education .

It is a widely shared conviction.of our epoch that
participation in adult life must be prepared for by instruc-
tion received during several.(or many) years of schooling.
Except under authOritarian governments, however, educators '-
concerned.specifically with vobational preparationare
likely-to have only a limited voice in deciding what the..
content of that part.of.schooling will be. Let us agree
that it is possible to strengthen the .connection of school.
With society, that we can enhanbe thez."relevancen of
schooling.14 But bearingjn mind the premise that what is
learned in sChool must be of "general" applicability as
well as.particular in content, few specifications about
4hat ihali.Oe'taught can be deduced from these sorts of
consensus.li

.

It can be observed that programs of soCial ameliora-
tion today.tend to be phrased as variants of 'manpdWer"
programs, and this feature characterizes contemporary
debates about "vocational" education. Not so often do
'writers perceive that analysis in terms of concepts about
"human.resources" is more subtle than a manpower formula-
tion - and confining oneself to "human capital" theoFy is
down-right ascetic.

Husen recently traced reforms of Swedish higher educa-
tion to two roots: demands for i specifically trained work
force-and a national commitment to satisfy the educational
needs of individuals.14 But neither aim is unequivocal s

and the two aims can be seriously conflicting. Hence
discussions such as that giving rise to the present report
are indeed appropriate. The remainder of the present paper
deals tfith two broad contentions: 1) There are serious
pedagogical obstacles to incorporation of units about 4

Career Education (or any similar wide-ranging'topic) within
the curricula of elementary or secondary schools. 2) The
assumptions and the outcomes of so-called "manpower fore-
casting" more often stultify than reinforce p9licies for
occupational orientation of school progtams.13

Will-of-the-Wisp Curriculum Plans

Overconfidence in the instiuctional efficacy*of
curricula is widespread, as it has been in many civili-

.
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zatlons and in .our'OWn history for centuries. AtIbe-Sure, .

this senguine viewpoint is no stronger About Career.Educa-
tion than-about *civic education, family life education, or'
"moral education." Yet it can be instructive.to enuierate
some sources for this optimism.16 One support far, the
belief,that curriCula arevotent ariSei from the fact that'
passing through school coincides with "growing up,' with

, .socialization generally, and With exposure simultaneously
to many other "cUrricula" such as,libraries, Scouts$,*and
age-graded television programs. Also, success in maitering
lessons has qualified the individuals who now-are making '"

educational policies. Most writers (whether of novels, of
court dectsions, or of regulations.for schools) are legiti-

-%, ..mated custodians of some cherished curriculum. %..

i

A frequent assertioh in frthe burgeoning literature on
Careet Education is that elementary lessons would hdve
maximum effect upon children's views about the world-of
jobs because Pi the early grades the pupil is treated ai
a whole person.17 But that assumption' ignores contrary
arguments about,recency of learning, effects of interest
upon learning, 'etc. It ii argued by many that if Schools
should rely more upon unconventional measures (especially
of-mnen..cognitive" attainment); motivation for appreciating
the vocational utility of lessons would quicken. TWo
objectioAs'arise. We do not know that the prediAive
power for adult competence of new sorts of marks would ..

exceed that of present marks. Moreover, shortcomings of
"the 3 R's" as the backbone of pre-tertiary schooling have
not been demonsttated._

Any school purveys same sort of curricular elements
more thoroughly (and more *elevantly) than other lessons. A
Effectiv ness varies by sex\or age of pupil, by social
'backgro d, and by extra-sch ol experiences with work.: ff
one uses any typology of cur cular components it becomes
clear that assAmptions about vocational usefulness," r

"generality," or motivationoto learning and retention
eludes simple generalization. find-the following typology
usefulf.a parts of any career-o iented program would be

4.

Aallocated to each of the four cell

(1

Parochià Universal
,

Cognitive 1 \ , 2

Affective 3' \
4

4,This scatter' of "career" items among the subtypes Of
cOricula points to a persisting ambiguity in\all proposals
to enhance the practical utility of special prqgrams within
the overall program of schools. In particuler,\those who
slae "career" as distinct from "vocational" educaelon tend

N
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Wigtress-proad perspectives abOU the world .of jobs
ind-to Schedule the more: spectfle job training:for upper-
secondary years. Buttin my View:even under the'most
nearly optimal-padagogio OirCumstances,:pinpointing of
lessons toward forecasted profiles of needed skills Or

. occupations is,not.feasible - as will be set fOrth in
detaIl in the fourth section of this Met:.

Schools. haveatantsorts Of effects up nAvcohort_of
AWamth;.the ltalowing (out 'Of 04nY'possibl liStsa. can ,

.77cAirry.the'-discussion.forward. This mqZtifunctioñality
-facilitates. fritegratiOn among instruct nal programer....
seen.from one aspect, but it also hinders single-minded
pursuit'of any given thete.

a. Tchools increase capabilities to earn a living;
in using its capabilities.eath-cohorrt reirkes the
occupational structure..

In some'degree Ivarying by time.and plac*q schools'
weaken children's parochial loyalties and prepare .

them for the tore impersonal reiAtionshipi of-the
workplace. A

CO Schools encourage individualtty and awaken pupils'
aWareness of their potentiilities, bdth of strengths'
and of weaknesses. .Whether cladsroom experience
also instilli the torts of'cOoperativeness appro-
priate tothe job doubtless varies, greatly.

d. Jointly with many other influences, schools help
.to select. and to mould. elites.

e. Much of what goes on in sChools seryes.to rein-
force existing systems of formal education and
typically to,downgrade apFeciation of the.impor-
tance of non-formal learning.

The contrOversy over the merits of "vocational" educe-
tion is more than a century old in its modern form.. Even
when "manual training" w".s the rubric, the panoply of
supporting or adverse argument and evidence has remained
surprisingly unchanged. ,,ZeVenty-tfive years ago, for
exampleMembets of the Moseley Commission credited manual
trainingleith widening pupils' aweteness of the laboring )

world.

By possession of even modest sophistication in statis-
tics, contemporary writers can be less bold than members
the Moseley Commission. We realize that either selective
dnrollment in "school or qualities of the envirdning community
or1 home influences.can generate spurious appearances of
evidence for the effectiveness of instruction. Moreover,.
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those pupils who undeniably
.pathArto work in "suitable"
ones who needed,n6 such he.

-learn lessons aboUt prudent
cations. be mainly the

,ftom teathers.

but-optimisivin nning new"eaties. of leSsond--
ginetal lbouf:work. o specific about jobs--it,chilled also'
by:learning:that pu being.instructed about.voca."
tions seem.not,to be, mate informectabOut-.the world Of work..

edsy-to design selevant:lessona..We can suspect'
.(ig.nat yet demonstrate) that tram. neighbOrslplassmates,-
or famil, pupils do acquire impressions about'fhe dtudge3ty -

of labor and the patience heeded for coping-with a Joh:. -

Howexer, we podsess fewmaps of how any sort of youth
look upon different aspects 'ofvocational. life, and
ideologists prefer dicta to the .gathering of evidence.19

.

Especially do we-have only-a fuzzi, pictute about changing.
.

,e conceptiont of a "careet.720 Amidst all three equivocations
and just plain ignorance, knowing that new lessons 4rould.be.--.
absorbed tent gs little about 'What those lessons should
contain. .-

The most pervIsive reason,21 for pally of us, to widen
the place of work-orientedslessons is our confidence that
it.would motivate many half-hearted pupils to put more
'zeal into'their school work. Admittedly, assuming a voca-
tional payRiff from any widespread revived interest in
school will prove to be as elusive as it was to exorcise
apathy and cunning imitation of studioushess.22 Benefits
from the wisest rearrangement oeschool are continually
neutralized by the propensity of contemporary societies
to entangle youth's steps from school into work by redtric-
tive entry to apprenticeship ahd by escalation of minim.=
wages, even.in the face of high or rising unemployment'of
young people.

-a "Sequencing" of lessons in schools usually reflects
"compromiseobetween assumptions (typically factitious) about

* child development and temptations to "group" pupils so as
to reduce the "span of abili.ty" (or of interesbk) to which
teachers must adapt lessoni: So, today, we read about
research for "stages of vocational thinking" that would be
normal or typical. One can expect that many constructersn
of curricula will hope to find evidence that a child alters
how he looks at work as he moves up the ladder of grades.
But on these topics we must be wary, for how a child ex-
plores his "interests" presents a different "need" for
intellectual nourishment than does adjusting materials to
reading levels or to levels of mathematical comprehension.23

Pupils always differ on any school task. Perhaps it
is the now-apathetic pupils who would benefit most.from
Career Education.24 Where truly inilividualized instruction

36
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Uttl IiiiOUt'what*.tc 'put int* -Unleisir (which i.;
imPro ler..:what:"..040.1s.Wieh th 1ear abotit-;1Ohs Is Close
gr4dnated to Alp t.:..shols trial be temptesirtO ',4e 'vac

.,s Citeer..Educationwith spill:Over iMpuIses to-revival
; of tracking 1,11 somi.pther 'stbjects.:' And. If Career EduCe.-*-

tiok least= are- planned Mainly for .who as yet7
' kriOW little :about. work,: OrderlY4, leSsens- Obit work are

likelyoto. be Withhel(0 from higachiauinq pupi3,s. -Not 401.4'
. .

incidentally.; 'any sitOk -practices apf .tracking.'in Career
.-EdOtation would .increase tendencies to`ute' sc.hools as
-"Certifiaating" agendiee. .bitiodlISS,to add, any inclina-
tion to treatCareer Educaion as a': "reinedia.1" program ;
-rests On *Warranted belief); as to what pgricoOl.btis_.pupils
kat* abou.; jobs*. Suet a wayi,:of %elating ...tareier .Edudetion
td other lesions wbuld act- to..raioe"irtifidially the?.."

"correlation hstween' schooli4g and type or .lecel of. job .'
. . .

, , .
) . .

The- ikaplicatipns oirexpanded Pro4rams fcir the schoOl
. .

.counsslors hatfiereceived..scanty attention: ,By many
coüns ling' is' seen:as suktee tO form the .keystone of a"

6./

-.q:frogram in Career Education, bgt I gem it ap a weak
,:...OMpflo;Pt 25 A. picirram in. Cakeer EduCation . (conceived

either narroWly or-broactly) could be useful to many pupils
:eskiVen,t,hotigh aiVa wholeit does, not meet even th weak

4. . criterion .-Of being "coat effective. Many ,students nor- .

ing141 derive benefit-"from even poor instructión. But .the
of -counselIng ,are disconcertingly Vagui3O .and in one.

-"raj; or.anOther ictiunseling rests heavily on manpower fore-
11.!'casting...--about which the nexiF section recommends 3képti-4

..cism.. And foi some unexplained reason, evaluations of
I

:the.effectiveness of counseling are virtually. non-existent.
here is reason to-believe that c'ounselors will -be

4typicialy conseevaiive cOipared tO other: teachers and
ghat they will display undue "nanr)/isin."27 Counselors
leobably will give undue attention to' college-bound pupils

, "tho heed 4ight help comparatiyely in making decisions
-4, **bout training and jobs: As /et we do not know what is
"5 pe best "package" df vocational information for teachers

. .for'Counselors. We must wofry also as to whether it Si
iilL prove difficult to legi,timate counselors in the eyes

4 Of pupils dr students.: .

.1

,.

1 .e

It 'ia .sugiested now and then that counseling could
lecome, more effective if the job descriptions in the

6, 3 ictionallp of Occupational titles were made more detailed.
r can discern serer-al major objectiops to that change.

.,Phe .descriptio.ns of jobs could become unwieldy in length
neoverweighted with "exteaneous" or' idiosyncvatic traits- hat now average out in the-presentcategoric fcrmat.

A

0 V,
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To be of greatest utility, desCriptiOnS. are .Perhaps.13est
stated parsimoniously on sets.Of traits that leave*alient
features'of occUpations unblurred.

a.
. 4

Any-comprehensive infusioh into Purricula Of)materlal
a bout working aife should /deally entail upgradin4 Of. I

teachers--not just counselorsover a brodd.front.' By
some interptétations of dareer Education, counselors would r
no longer be specialized'out orthe general bod9Pbf
teachers. A comprehensive program to upgrade teachers
confronts a major choice: shall,pniform and predigested
materials about.wo0 andajobs be:giyen to all teachers .

or should teachers be given the capability to prepare'
adequate lesions themselves?28 Xi it feasible to make ,

sure that most teachers possess a broad understanding of
adult vocational life? Yet somethihg appApaching such a
broad understamding is necessary : if career materials are
to e. integrated into the whole curricillum.

Much of what peogle write about, integrated curricula
is utopian.29 There are formidable obstacles to meaning-
ful.integration of any curriculdm across subjects.
Among other difficulties, proponents of each lakge program
.(such aS nutrition education or lessons,about ethnic
pluralism) seek salience more than integration: Where
shall we turn io find 4uidelines for concrete relation-.
ships in actual lessons among broad aims?30 'Schools

. easily become overloaded and relevance has a high priceY
when aims are 'multiple dnd at the same time phrased in '

different modes. Forexample, how does. a teacher 'devise
ways to teach economic principles about job markets and
also work out entathetic materials that weaken ethno-
centrism?

ti
Specifically, what is to be taught about work ills,

career sequences of-To7s, or balancing workplace co pera-
,tion against building one's own career?31 what-place
does teaching "values". have in Carept Education as con-
trasted* with its place in inter-ethnic lessons? What .

does hard'work on anl> lesson, however abstruse, teach
about "work values" as compared to what could be ).nstilled
by lessons designated as part of dife4k Education? And
what would specialists in "moral education" say about
these value aspects of different sorts of lessons? No
one as yet has assessed the-feasibility of Career Edu9A-
tion in the light4of.experience with civic education e

What truly are the pedagogic arguments th:s.t luggest we
can anticipate a good pay-off from heavy knvestment in
Career' Education7% After all,.there rarely is lear9ing
on any topic proportionate to the importance for
individual or society of the topic. . A,
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TheaCentfal Canct,Aftee for 00cUpatione:to
Manpower Requiremónlw

.

,

The.prbponentprof Career Education acdept'thMg,041.41,7
tion to. ensure. that'every 'youth, upon' leaviwt 400014
shall have a -"marketable skill." 'Thereby the'notion.Of
specific. or definite congruence between.training'and .occu-
.patior is affirmed. 'Indeed, if-"generelm education:or-
broad..4!understandine about thorealm of- emplOyMent.could
suffice, little of the drive for practicality thit.sucfuses
the movement for Career Education woul&remain viablei
It is just this, notion otisomOrphift_betWein'the riaim
of ocCupations arid the panoply. of preparatory inetruction
thatI find:unsupportable.. lerhaps unwittingly and in
inchoate form, the basic assumption of "manpowerfore-,
casting" underlie all full-bodied proposals Pir Career
Education. kb.

Statements of.-the aiiumptions of manpOwer forecasting
lie readily at hand, but most of them lack rigor.33 Theme
details will not be repeated here, but crucial' items of
my critique will be set forth. It is important first to '

emphasize 'one relationship that would be directly repudiated
by enthusiaitic planners but that is piayed 4own or ignored
in most statements about manpower policy (as in most
proposed programs of Career Education).- An "occupation"
typically is not a definite entity, an occupation is.a
shifting cluster of skills. -To be_sure (as ProfesSor
Magnum pointed out) recognizable categories of occupa-
tions-persist over several-decades often*without great

. ,

change in numbers. But as the schooling 'and the formal
and non-formal socialization of successive cohorts changel.b
-so also do'smembers of the cohort transforM the gamut

.

-of "occupations" which they carry on. The ritnge of .

skills among the would-be workers. alters the putative
occupational "requirements" with which supplies are
sUPposed by some proponents tek cOrrespond.

Every forWard-oriented sort of "vocationar education"
faces two complex tasks of aggregating occupational
4haracteristics. As lust pointed out, categories of
occupations (and-packages of-skills) can be combined so
as to minimize or to widen heterogenity of the category.
And there are cillemmas about the geographic scope, of
aggregation in the odcupational profiles forecasted.and
for which preparatory instruction is designed:

Profiles or clustera of jobs, or curricular units,
and of applicants for jobs can be envisaged for ,local,
for state or regional, or for nationar labor markets.
If. the geographic focus is narrow, Career Education can

39 °
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..be more.'"reilistic" butAiUdh..narroianess.:pepilizea:tligiing
'localities and disadvantaged individualsThis,narrOwfleev.

. ,is encouraged to the..degree that local employej-cooperate
in designinareer.Education Programs) despit m4ny.bene
lits tg be.found in this pragMati&c011abOrati .3f- In. ..
actuality, as.we all know, the proportion of school
'leavers who continue to be employed in their home community'
diminishes with emiCh passing year.

. -..

At the teriiary level two-year community (or junior)
colleges are being .relied upon to offer coMprehensive-
programs of both careeriland vocational education,35. .

One suspects that few teachers are familiar with the sorts
of training offered in the lodal comManity college.
Training opportunities in lobil proprietary schools that
Openly sell training are either overlooked or downgraded
by everyone from the Congress and federatPcivil service
down to local "public" school personnel.36 Indeed, pro-
pOsal's fOr requiring that such schools giVe'proof of
their usefulness to students far exceed theYstringency
of anY<propOsals for assessing the effectiveness,of
similar instruction'in the "public" schools. Comparison

t .

of different kinds of training in a diversified sample
of labor markets could lead,us into-fresh thinking as
to where people learn:17 .

Today's discussions about the.practical orientation
of schools,beCbme laden with the same disputes as to
purpose,, message, and organization'that have bedeviled
vocational-school teaching.for many decades. The vogue
words of the day that relate to schoolsiand to economic
policy reappear in discussions about Ca*eer Education.
When these disputes become intense, partisans seek
simplifications and such vogue phrases as "human
resources"are defined narrowly.38 It becomes easy to
forget thOtt occapations are embodied in the lives of
.persons and that "job clusters" often are manifested

J
in familiar groupings of individual's:

Few of us are adept at viewing an "ocpupation" in
lifetime perspective. Using a static outlook, census.
rubrics seem coMmonsensically obvious. If we shlft tq
thinking Jai terMs of similar paths of,career developm4pt,
some of the Census rubrics and clusters of occupations
lose their interconnectedness. Not often do writers
tell us how schooling gives entry to opportunities for
learning at work when an occupation is initially entered.38
Entry to work also carries chances bo demonstralte one's 4

attitudes ,toward woek and to reveal one's gras0 of how
paest learning becomes knit into litter learning and
adaptability.

el
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I!discern a comMon dificiehoyinpropoials for!
.6sreer Education, forneW.sorts0:4'cOunsielirig:, an#-

-%401 for.job-oriented curriCula in generals!, namely .

likelihood that!these programs will come:to tellyheavily.
'on exhortation.As already.:taid,;-1find:little evidence,
that schools implant chosen values or .motiveibeyon&
those arising frOm any Seriously pursued sch0Ol taSk14

.

liuch-of the directedneiss manifest in.social behavior
arises more from Manipulation of-inCentivis.todraw--..

. upon deep motives than.from implanting-new motives!
*But-one. sees few ways in which schools:can restructure
work motives when.the focUsing'of incentiVes for work
-behavior occurs Mainly after school hawbeen left behind.43

Career Education presupposes--in common with-other
sort's.of "life adjustment" education--that- pupils.can be
helped to identify and crystallize their individual goals
and options in the hope that self-appreciation mill be
sustained largely by experiences-At work. Aside from'
'my particular skepticism about preparation for such
experiences, I doubt that Career,Education would add to
the preparation that has been received in good schools
to a degree that would warrant major reconstruction .of
curricula. The potentials inherent in known ways_of
introducing youth.to work would seem more readily sus-.

.ceptible of improvement. Unfortunately, as disparities
among individuals' conditions of life want, disparities
in motivation become more central. :Manipulation of
incentives thein has to become moreigensitive; Unfor-
tunately the kinds of-exhortation prescribed by some
advocates of Career Education give promise, as I see it,
that there will be little gain in that sensitiveness..

40P.
As in any educational Program, circumstances de-

termine the.efficady and the appropriateness of the
instruction to which_pupils are subjected. When homes
and,community instill good work attitudes, habits, and
knowledge-about-work, Career Education can be prepon-
derantly cognitipeo Where officials of school share an
anxieWOVer a proper "balance" in labor markets, exhorta-
tiOn Can become minatory and shrill: More urging, however,
need produCe.no more iearning.44

The previous section of this p4ir reviewed what
seam,to be the most intractable pedagogic (or curriculat),
obstacles to an infusion of sdhool lessons with large
elements relating to,Caratr Education.. It seems clear
thatoCareer Education materials cannot in advance-
be dovetailed with changing structure of vocati6nal
speCialization. Nevertheless, the weak underpihnings
oft"manpower forecasting" need to be exposed more

42
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P systeritatically,. Theieafter brief Sections a exposition
will examine what X judge tO, be More dependable wayS' Of
linking work in schäol to Choice. of livelihood. -

The.key wdkd in'occupational futurologi, is ",reguirio-
ments." Advocates 'postulate that it will be possible to. .,

approximate the numbets who will be needed LI particular -
employments at suddessilie future dates.45 The More complete
we wish our manpower accounting'to be the narrower are the.,
rubrics we would'use, for broad categories are.elustve-
in conception and in enumeration. Again, what ie-An
occupation? If we choose rather to.itemize.skills rather

.. than occupations, conceptual difficulties may be lessened
but data needed for lorecasting will be more elusive and
costly'. ;

A

All too often it is forgotten that Career'Education
inclwdes career development. Even if.the aggregate, pro-
:file Of occupations did not change over-a generation, no
one could lay down specifications for training successive
cohorts of youth.for Individual working lives of forty
years or more. To prepare youth for Changing work rela-
tionships differs considerably from training them for
particular kinds of 'work even for what today appear to be
closely linked sotts of jobs:46

In actuality, few manpower specialists have cclpfi-
dence in the manpower forecasts they ostensibly use.
Both individuals' preferences among jobs and the com-
puterized projections of requirements.are overridden
by adjusted and authoritative dicta. review of what
preconceptions about "automation' did o more empirically
derived estimates of job requirements few decades ago
should alert.one to the need fot scruti y of whht purport
to be future "manpoWer requirements." ,

Achieving a good '"fit". between.projections of jolt
requirements and of training for those jobs is the essence
of comprehensive schemes for Career Education or for any
conventional "manpower policy." In some form, a notion
of "balance" between trained individuals and their array
of jobs is central to such planning. However., a de-
dendable balance presupposes an explicit hnalytical
link relating demand for labor to the supply of it.47
Simple data show that the-ratio of input of skills
(occupations) to outputs varies &thong economies, even
for given industries. Usable schedules of manpower 4.

"requirements" just do not emerge;.and it'is even more
.-rigliTIPMelt to add a link to the aigument by prescribing

approptiate lines of training.48

4 3



/ W 4 readtbrepier tly .about: .adjiiStirig trainiatli0.-
'4 jObi :although emplOyert a6citithodate . JO. spettifiCatiOns 'to
.characteristiCs of-available WorkersandcoMmOnly-sUppleis.
la ht workera'PreseatCapabilitieubyHOathe7lobtrainUg

PSihool people normally:are- unfamiliar with theseentref..eneUrial;d4c.islions. Since it.is' widely assgMed that
choolS are- more alterable than job-marketil, We- read..
eponderantly about adjusting, training, to jobs . I Yet ..

AmeOcan economic history long -reflected the adaptation
/aof tobs to "low profiles " of skill's . i among the workjers
:Mr. hike... Post-schools learning at work 'is., and.. has been
; inextricably linked with 'the dynamics or overall economic

. ..

I development. 'r ,.
I

. . .

Across-the gamut of jobs generally t see little evi-
1 denCe for increasing'speCificity of school training:beldow
i

Ithe'tértiäry
level as the main path toward a betteetit -_

between training .and the.ute of it. .410 doubt as icono-
,

miss become more complex.it iS.increasingly Wilful to

Isharpen
our identification of skills. -But this generali-

zation supplies few priOrities for the.designer of prograMs
riented to work, and few clues can be derived as:to where
'mr from whom ski34 is best'acquired.49 Tb be sure; for a-
few high-level -occupations like medicine schedules of men
needed come more by fiat than through a market; that is.
true also fOr a handful of crafts. Otherwise strategy'
for devising appropriate curricula can be worked out
withou't relying upon factitious projections of "neede.
for workers,

Looking back in our own history to the periods when
demands for labor were more Sustained (or so we imagine),
perhaps we can infer that the proposed broader aspects
of Career Education (relating to "general culture") are
little improvement upon the traditional notion of
"liberal education."- It is curious indeedrthat the
visiting Moseley Commission saw manual training (in 1903)
as essential:to aliberal education. This wisdom seems
often to be lackinTUSIFF in the endemic "vooationalism"
and the search for "fit." Controversy about each aspect
of this problem of "fit" between jobs and preparation
for them will not soon cease. But suppose my judgement
is correct that forecasts of 'numbers for specific occupa-
tions typically are wide off the mark. 'The many questions
about pedagogic opportunities snd difficulties in
preparing youth for the world oe jobs, and careers need
to be re-eXamined., And this fr h diagnosis should be
done not in isolation but in rel tipn to the persisting
basic.questions about curricula' trategy.

4#
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Fla* ilitY id Skill should pre4ibildite ove spec
ficity in training as a goal of prOparlitiod for work.°
Flexibly aine, lor,adaptableY workers can cope bettor
with the-always Oanging and only ;uglily predictable
tasks that make up a modern economy.*v ',One need not
posit that each man will havelOree (or four.or five)
segments of careers during a lifetime of work in order,
to appreqiate that "too specific" braining is dysfunc
tiogal.

It.j.s congenial to concur with Levitin and his co-e
authors" that drilling pupils in particular skiils is
dot the best"preparation for pmployment, lot alone
careers. This broader vioweoint dispenses with the
need to "fit" skills to requirements. *errs' thesis
that all education deals with "OA general" sounds less
causistic if one can accept the foregoing viewpoint.52

Employers' demand for "specific" skills typically
is less elastic than for general pkills. Economic
4ynamismlis facilitated by a preponderance of elastic
demand-schedgles for occupations (and other factOrs of
production).D4 In discussing the Dictionary pf Occupa-
tional Titles Kelley and asiocrates wrIte*4- of tfie,
abilities ana other characteristics required "to achieve
average successful job performande." . Readjustments in
an economy, however, are effected mainly by use of
deviant workers, especiaily those in any given line oft
woik who are positively deviant.

what employers call "job turnover" comprises part
of What slciologists designate "social mobilite (within
or betwee4 generations). Doubtless Mobile individuals
disproportionately possess atypical qualificatiOns in
the eyes of employers. /f we look 0 any matrix of
schooling.ftoccupation-income (holding codstant age, sex,
locale, and race), "deviants" comprise a large propor-
tion of workers - and such a tatiulation it only a picture
at one moment.55

Effective utilization of school graduates-contributes
more to productivity than does fine-tuned training. As
one can say generally about the benefits from schools to
a society, outcomes depend more, on how society makes use
of its educated yoAth thin upon?wise choice of content
in their leisons. This way of looking at the orientation
of schooling to lifetime activities is,a corollary to
the earlier caution about estimation of job requirements.
It is another way of saying that the qkilis of workers
reshape the occupations in which they are used. And how
they are used calls for at least as much adaptability by
employers as by teachers.

45
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InforatatiOn.a6out.laboi markets; wevailAble:ia'
patchwork; Omit it*ght 130 called' the dbnipiduOusliv.
missing. elementln most present-day. chemes designed
to prepare'yoUth lor'emplOyment.ULThii OverSight

-- reveals little,cOnfidente in Oupilacapacity tolden
tify those clues that w04d Twof .greatest personal
use. Inattentioh to the place of informationiiven

arrangethent for Career BdUdatiOn disregards' t.he,
rule that youth 'should be.taught-hoW to-perpeive'and
assess.th implications to themselves of. their school.
lessons.v

As apparent to careful reader ,ip efear
- One undercurrent in the esSay-tpet surely

offidiel and authoritative direCtion 0 training for
,W,ork and of job.choices. In some degree stich.tenden
dies are inherentein Any large scale and especially
public system. of schools anci.in any elaborate.program
'of instruction about edployment, But there areother
sources,,,in most contemporary societies for such muting
of pupills' sense of autonomy. Many of the strongly
authoritative decisions about.education are only
seemingly based on educational consAderations. Yet
there is a-paradox that in many sodieties tOleration
is greater for sexual unconventionality and tor "irre-
-sponsible" use of automobiles than fOr giving.lndividuals
wide latitudcLin choice of jobs and training.."

I am "more that many arguments used in this disCus-
iion will be discounted simply because of the widespread
contemporary disdain for "the market,"-especially among
intellectuals. It is overlooked often that market
adjustments tend to be correctiti of earlier decisions.
"Official" decisions, on the other hand, often tend to-
deny recourse to *ictims of public actions, to withdraw
activities of "publie agencies,from sdrutiny, or tO
block countervailing activity.- In short, in large
measuke official actions tend to narrow the scope for
individual choice.

Students of educational policy who are discomfited
by the endurihg inaccuracies of manpower data'favor
greater'investment in the procuring of better data.
Probably, however, that task can be carried At only by
institutions that also are able to make cogept analyses
of more voluminous and more variegated data." But in
this connection reference must again be made to the
propensity of public agencies (and of quasi-public
private organizations) to restrict access to the data.
As a halfway step we notice often that while better
data are open to private users, public agencies try to
confer,guperior prestige upon the official interpreta-
tiond."

'
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(2) "Appropriae preparatory claeses" canntlt therefore
be specified (except fot a sew occupations) in more than
very general. terms. Forecasts of needed sOrts and
'number of workers it 'follows., Cannot be."fitted",to-
training programs. The changefulness of .the world of
occupatiOnal activities is/beyond reach of our quantita-
tive manpower accounting. lOne major reason - and a .

reason that emphasizep the'interaction between supply
.of labor and demand fbr it - is that the effects of
evolvingocapabilities among candidates for work rarely

.

can be specified in advance og,when those capabilities
are.put to-actual employment.Q1

Furthermore, translating these'economic commonplaces
into programs for schools is hindered by the "trained
incapacity" that afflicts all occupational specialties,
including teachers. We have not learned how to construct
an overall. view of how different components of. a curri-
culum are interrelated.

Consequently, I have expressed doubt about the
usefulneis of terms like "manpower requirements," and
such notions as "fitting" specialized training of skills
to putative job needs of an economy. Instead, I stressed
how "occupations': are changed by new entrants and by
anticipated supplies of workers. Types of work may (and'
often do) change also within the timespan of experience
and learning of an individual. I urge that "flexibility"
of training (and related viewpoints) be emphasized and
that the implication of such ideas for curricula should
be taken into account.

\ Non-icoaomists commonly ignore the fact that
supplies of labor and-demends-loi a given sort of labor
always carry a price tage. The requirements for skills
(or for outputs of training) are always schedules 0
numbers tfiat vary by price in relation to quantity'.
Moreover, there is substitutability,among skills and
here also price is an important factor.

We must go beyond thinking in terms of demand and
supply schedules or- their elasticities of substitution.
,Over the fqrty or more years of any individual's marking
kife two broad sorts of changes Will' occur.- (1) There ,
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r will lifemc 41: Vo0atiOnial. 'learning
and in cUpat (Mal roles./ ..theriet..Ohangea occur in a..
comparat vely statid!. societY. (2)..As an *COnomy.As.......
tranifOried, there .are 'shifts in\aggregate COmbinationfi-
of d 4emand* nd riupplies Of. htmad resouved. '.,(Thus the ,

cohort pattern .of (1) can be altered id succeeripre
cohorts) . :One 'priority for any Scheme of educAtiOri for.
careers must be to. facilitate continued learning for the :

r inevitable adaptationsi that .will cCcur in' the world- of ,

work over the years ahead.
1 :
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The author has tried to cover representative meter-
ials.on this large topic. The Main' gap relates to'origging
evaluations of studies in Experience-U*0d Career Education.

2/n the present.debate one can ot merely say that
edu tion is."a good thing." See J DeweY, The EdUca-
ti na Situat 'on, 1902, pp. 71-2. As a plea that the
presen essay s mot a stubborn defense_of.geheral
educati., quote a more elegant warning-of how difficult
Will to d clarity in debates about "useful" education:,
"The though of an entire population raised through
culture to th morose dignity of an arts 'faculty is terri-
fying; andmiriuc pure fancy" (E. Knight, The Objective
Society, 1959,

3Most comm
it and experienc
actually, as 'Man
work will (Reorien
Nor would judgehn
more favorable for
quality runs along
remarks (Ibid., p.
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function more adequat
E. F. McGowan and D.
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ther dimensions. Mangum wisely.
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r break an ecdnomy although they
ly in some countries. Nov/ever, sem
. Cohen, "Career Educatiokt,ReforAing

, Public Interest, Winter 1977,

(elk

Career Education in the Unl.ted
: Project Basellne, 1974,

.41W. 114' Grubb end M
(place: Cdntinuitiei and
Harvard Educationalevi

, 6
D. Rogers, "Voce

'ritique and Some New 4.

Record 74 (4) :471-511, 19

Lazerson, "Rally Round the Work-
allacies in Career Education,"
w7%45(4):451-74, 1975.

nal and Career Education: A.
ections," Teachers College
3.

*

7D. Sneddem, The Pr blem of Vocational Educationl.i9r0,
pp. 17-18.

8 Reports of the Mos ley Commission to the United
States of America, 1)04, pp. SI, 104., 136.
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For oirerall trends see A. A. Mare The' COncept Of
Vocational Education in the Thinking of. Genera kAucatdrs.
1841-1f45, 1946; see liftation. Of rA41,3, pp. 4574; And .

A. J. Peiers'u "The Changing Idea of Technical Education,
British JOurnal of Educational:StUdieS 11(2) :142-66, 1963..

41. :

V./See my paper with M.' J.'Bowman, "Theoretidal
Considerations in Educational'Planning," in' D. Adame
-EdgcationAllalanning, 1965 (and reprinted in M. Blaug (Ed%)'
?earbook o Education,' 1967). A broad typology of training.,
systems'is gven in P.-Drouet, "Economic Criteria' Governing
the Choice of.VOcational'Training Systems,"* International
Labor Review 98(3):193-223, 1968.

11
. . See my:"Bducation and Society," in International'
ElecYC/opediatof the Social. Sciences, 1968, pp. t17-25.

12\ ---
. erhaps we should re=examine the postulate that,

ma s manipulative propensity is primary and"that his
ve bal culture is'on the whOle derivative; Dewey Was
perhaps too cautious in espousing that viewpoint- (see
citation of f.n. 2). P

H. DaVid, Manpower Plans.for a Democratic Society,
1965, p. 82. .

. 14 '
T. Husen, "Access to Mass Higher Education,""in

Perspectives for the Future System of Higher Education,
1977 '(Hiroshima), p. T6. My interpretations of tweaish

Woficy are more complex, see "Sweaen Re-Examines,Higher
ltducation: A Critique of the U-68 Report," Comparative
Education 10(1):167-80, 1974 and "Upanding Xcrucational
OppoAunities: Conceptualization and Measureftents,"
Higher Education 4(4):393-408, 1975:

15K. B. HOyt's six codponents of"Career Education
tare widely quoted: (1) provision of basic academic skills.;
(2)-basicliabits of work [largely embraced-in (1)1;
(3) work values (which assume that strong systems of
values can be taught); (4)' knowled0 and aWereness about
the world of jots; (5) skill in making decisions about , !

career'choices; (6) skills in seeking,getting, and
holding a job [really included in (5)1. Each of the.themes
,in such,a'classification has had its individual history.
-All in.ill,tthe blOprint presupposes what I,judge to be
unobtainable information about supplies ahctdemands-air
workers and would entail impossible pedagogic or curric4ar
reorganizations.

a..
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16:
E. W. Eisner et al., Career EduCationAhe State 0

the,4rt and Its Prospects for the'f4tUre,A.974ft p. II12. .

17K. Hoyt et al., Clreer Education and the Elementary
Schoor_Teacher, 1973..

.%

%,
,

f . _. . .

1A- t 1
,-

See my "Social Context of Educatiimal Planning,"
Int'ernational Institute of Educational Planning, Fundamentals
of Educational Planning, No. 5, 1967; .:

%

-, . .. .

19
R. T. Bowles and W. L. Slocum, "Social Characteristics

, of High School Students Planning to Pursue Pest High SChool
Vocational.Traihing," Washington Agricultural Experiment
Station,: Bulletin No. 707; and Stephen Heyneman's preparatory
document for this conference (at p. 36 of the Winter 1977
version).

4.

. 20
Popular lore exaggerates the academic inferiority of

vocational pupils, and the proportion of students who
later receive sOme post-secondary training for a lob seems
to be rather uniform.among secondary curricula. T#e real
"dumping groun " for apathetic 'pupils seems to be the

th"general" cour though ey seem most to-need help one
suspects they wil .continue to get lost in the system.
The impkication's of dropouts during high school for this
disciassioh are unclear. . We already come close to streaming
vocational pupils of good ability in a European model and
easily could carry that practice further; .close examination(
of Swedish and German programi would.deserve priority.
Of course, egects of "career" courses art affected by
variations in proportions moving through secondary school
and those variations are large between and within societies.
See J. T. Grasso, "The Contributions of Vocational Education
Training, and Work Experience.ta.the Early Achievement of
Young Men" and other studies in the large investigation
directed by Herbert Parnes at Qhio State.University.(so tar
available only in processed versions.) ,

-;1See the citation of f.n. 10 above.

2
2C. J. Schaefer and J. J. Kaufman, New Directions in

.Vocational Education, 1971, p. 13.

2j
, That. some pupils learnlioreiandlvearlier outside the

school about the life of:work presOts sufficiently difficult
pedagogic problems-lithout addipg entanglements from
ideolo4ical resentment of this fait..

t 4 1
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,24Th "die.aiv.iintacied" predint:.anspeciai problems'
platin g, o bptb equity andceffiaiency ,in any, job.+oriented
rogtams.. Even.,such c.o sots tend to be..at their. worst..

rslune'diiitricts wheir esUmably . they .attir most needed. CCP

!Moreover, some -spo labor organizations oppose
i.v , any vocationalizing o cowls .- small schools, riaral
est schools, iand traditionally 'Os a innovative sdhools wili .

be less receOtiv14-to design.s for careet education. The . i

seemingly auispicUus phrase "dovelOpment of human
tt. resources" does' iwt always fostex..programs .that teach

individuils to improve ..themselvess it is easy to slip
into the language of efficiency after beginning to talk
df equity. .

.

/
discern21113 2.1;igign::sIsfinflhe41.124111.o=s=1::tiwhich

26

I

comes, I believikfrom one of thEuroe 2000 publications:
fit

"Qualifications. Nurdles must be done.away with;their place
should be takenlby. a guidance and counseling process."

I

Another now;seqiitor about counseling was found in the
1, -London Times (for May 31, 1977): "This country spends less

., than 4#10 w teengige head per annam,on its careers guidance
. %And employment 'service for young people, yet it costs the.

taxpayer more than.e10 per week for each young person
unemployed." .

,

26
D. J. Armor, The AmericanNthool.dounselor,

providei much information about conseIors.but little
about any' aspect.of counseling that would affect the fit
between deman4 and supply of labor..

27 -.

Ibid.,.pp. 121-4; from his data one infers that
few puflrha\more than casual contact witb counselors.

28As I read him, Dewey recommended the first policy.
Worthington (citation of f.n. 4,04.p. 44) points out that
4e4en ifall pupils receive Career Education, not all
teachers in a school (or slistei). need be'involved, but
if.all teachers are not participating the likelihood of
aCllieving 4g. integrated curriculum diminishes. Todays
it must brIdded that efforts to enrich curricula ca:n
be.frustrated by rules of teaChers unions about pay,
:queuing for preferred positionso.job dilution (by use
of teacher-aids, e.g.), etC.

. 29'
4 Dewey's mordant comments -(in citation of f.n. 2

at pp. 25-26) about instability of policies on curricula
are not outdated

I .

(.
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Many sidelights on the diffiOati? 'Of harpOniztng
Matiple 4ms are mkt forth by LeVttan et, al.,
Human Resources and Lebor Markets (2n4 ed., 1976),
pp! 22/4.

31
. incidentally.. littite'he4 On ttise questions can

be obtained from a rokiiew of.SOviet thinking and prigtice
tabout polytechnical etAucation, for all Of 'our difficulties
have been experienced in the Soviet Union', ,

'32 4

. To be.sure, a youthrs good Or bad uck on the
labor market can'bem%uch a4fected'by reve s of mintmum
wages or otIller factorsMeyond the reach oI schools.

33
A review-and critique of the assumptions of manpower

forecasting is given in the first citation of 10;
andther excellent treatment is to be found in S. C.,Kelley.
et al., Manpower Forecasting in the United%Statesn 1975.

4(
34
However: "But wten one of the local employers said

that what wduld be really useful would be for the school0
leavers to be taught Roman numerals from I to XX the
Amhnpower Services Commission) solemnly added it to the
list Of skills they put out for research tender" (London
Times Educational Supplemdht, July l', 1977),

r

35 L. Mangum, The Emergence of Manpower Policy,
1969, 'pp. ntial flexibility in career educati7
(along with the intel ec ....sed by

the analyses-of economists) risk being swamped byithe
academic side-effects due-to expansion. of commuhity

,

colleges,

, 36
The literature comparing Oroprietorial with "public"'

training schools is expanding rapidly, e.g., William Hyde,
Thej4etropolitan Propri*ary School, 1975.

37
I emphasize the quality of "public" instruction in'

order to persuade some readirs to re-examine prevailing
etatist notions about specialized education.

30
See the ditation of f.n. 33.

39
Discussions around 6lese topics, when they

tend in our day to become submiarged in meandering
about workers and "middle-class," whereas salient
contrasts lietwithin specific occupatO.ns, hs I see the
situatIon.

do occur,
essays

53
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i41_11H1 orical sidelights on thest,decisions are
discussed Bowman's an4 my "Education and Economic.'
Moderniz ion in Historidal Perspective," which haS
appeared in a recent symposium edited by Lawrence Stone.

42
, See my "Social Perspectives on the Education

Explosion," yearbook of Education, 1965, Ch. 12. ,

43.
The long,series of manpower studies spon§ored by-

'the Wional-Research Council testify mored.to eflexible
system than to one suffering from lack of'suffiaient
manpower planning,in my judgement. Whether,"recurrent
education* Will encourage flexibility (other than as part
of unemployment policy) remains uncertain, but this is
not the occasion for discussion'of this topic.

44
Tq use a different example, 'will the level of . 1

driver competende be raised more quickly by introducing
more*school courses on driver education or by using ,

tougher tests to obtain a driving license?.

45
See Kelley'et al. cited in f.n. 33. If as my co-

discussant states, sizes of job categories change.slowly,
the task orestimat4pg could disappear; then one. needs to
decide only for how many specific kinds of job it will be
practicable to organize training.

46
Acknowledgement should 'be made to the work of-J*1in

Tinbergen,demonstrating that purely adjustment lags can
exist in a computer-flow,that includes fuli specification
Of requirements.

47
See Kelley et al. cXted in f.n. 33. Few investi-

gators have looked for data with which to test whether
individuals' unguided-choides of jobs are as "suitable"
as the'placements made by the evicts of planners; however,
see the work of Richard Freeman. In any event, it is
essential to procure followoup data on where individuals
are working after various kinds of prepaFation.

48
L. A.

Education: P
f.n. 23 and

Lecht, Priorities tgr Planninajn Vocational
i.orities for the 197-Vs, 1.07-0, of which
.x.

1
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The assertion in Salley et al. (of f.n. 33, p. OS)49

that today 4eveloping countries are outstanding for thjoir
manpower planning mistakes the. affirMation .fOrs the deed'.

50 . .

See the Mahy repOrtsmfrom OhiO-State University
longitUdinal Studies of walk experience (under the
direction of Herbert Parnes). i

51
4 See citation of f.n. 30a p.'231.'

52
As cited in f.n. % above. Substantial job turn-

.over and "wastage" from initial jobs can reasonably be'
seen as a cost of search and testing, which is the essence
of flexibility,as T. W. Schultz had for so many years -

contended.
#

53
The Swedish inquiry about higher education posited

the.opposite and took a short time perspective in
recommending many specific. training programkcombined
with limited notions among choices open to students...

54
Citation of f.n. 33, pp. 199f.

55
Some reformers propose that vocational life be

democratized by rotating workers among high, middle, and
low-level (or pleasant and unpleasant) occupations.
Whatever the merits of this idea on other grounds, it
would not be congruent with thNideas about "fit" in
Career Education.

56
,J. H. Fitzgerald, "Career cation:,An Error

Whose TiMe Has'Come," School Review 2(1):91-105, 1071;
see the comments on work habits in Mc owan and.Cohen as m
cited above in f.n. 3; the basic work this topic is 1

by Geoege Stigler.

.57
Again the utility generally would be greater foi

low-def$ pupils who lack other sources of information
(and es0Pcially for the more intelligent among them).

4

58 ,

Conventional writing about "educational planning"
fosterp authoritative direction over schooling. Looking
back Xo the schooling of immigrants' childrenAn the
United Stistes 75-100 years ago. 'one wonders if even the
most forlorn among them or the most disadvantaged were
"pushed.around" by educational authorities more than

I.

4
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parable Pupils d4ring the last two, decades or so.
411 my Uiscussion of these autboritatiire trends in a
ievisof ceveral4utope 200 reports (London Times-

ucational Sun4ement, giptember 5, 1975).

59See Kelley et al. (f.n. 13 above at pp. 7-8, 144),
raw countries zealously explore their.existing data
about education (sayl in relation to occupation and incoMe);
Oven countries famous forlinnovative policies (as Sweden)
mkke little use.of disaregated data obtainalAse frog_
census tapes. ,

f

6 °Mane of the imaginable new sorts of data would
Alter thi fact th0 changes in-job structures,A dynamic
societies:reflect supplies df.workers'as well7as demands.

61
in addition there are the opportuAty costs

arising from advising pupils to make unsuitable choices .

of jobs and from absence of flexibility in labor markets.

.1

.1
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Question 3": Collaboration Between EdUcatiofi,
Labor and BUsiness.- Is There
SufficienteLmpetus?

4.

-'

The question was stated to the piiticipants
as follows:

Can the,contention be supported that
there exists sufficient interest fox
emploparsv workers, Amd school systems to
cooperate or collaborate in the preparation
of students for work? .

a 4..

' .:11 . i; ,
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.ASSERnoiripout CAREER EDOCATION,

Willard Wiriz

understahd the purpose 4i being to get away from
:argument about Career Education cast in such broad
conceptual terms that it generates heat 4ui40 dispro-
portionate ta any ligtkt it.sheds., The sug ested alter-
native is to idpintify:severai of the criti l components

the approacn to th$ preparatory stage o ,life which
WCareer Education typi ies, and by discussing the '

validity and viability of these componeht elements ..:
which are more,readilxfssesseble in rational terms - tO
test the broader concept. . .

One Such Component:inveiVes the interest 044the
established institutions dn making the adjustment:304n
conventional'procedures that Career Education and
related concepts connote. The quest4on posed for
consideration includes the implication - properlyrI
think - thit these adjustments are to be in the dorm of
new cooperative or collaborative arrangements between
"employers, workers, and school systems." Are the
interests of these three groups such that their repre-
sentatives may be expetted to collaborate (taking the
stronger term) effectively in developing new processes
fOr the "preparition of students-for work?"

- My answer is that there'is significant evidence in
both reason and. experience for eApecting such collabora-
tion.

I will be making, in developing this case tor the- (
affirmative, one Ossumption about the scope of our inquiry
which probably warrants clear preliminary identification.
This is that we are concerned about both the "education"
and the "work" elements of a youth-li-adulthood transi-
tional policy. .

If an education/work policy were conceived of as
.

only.another educational policy, addressed exclusively
to changes in schools' conventional curriculumi and the
traditional role and approach of teachers, I would both
question its significance and have reservations about
the likelihood or even the value of any *really sigdifiv
cant inter-institutional collaboration. With respect to
its development and implementation, I understand Career
Education as an itlAtiative undertaken to break down the
isolationism betwden education and work, at least so
far as young people are concerned-- although it need pot



be limited to the youqg alone. Such an Plitiative would
be mistaken and*abortire, in My judgement, if it Were.
limitod to Nfhat the.ockpori alone are to dol'to chdhges
in curriculums and. clasorooM procedures: This is part
of it, but there is a good deal more.

b

.The rest ot it has to-do with the "wbrkwor.mexper-
ience elements In the transition from learnfng to-\
earning a living. Nor.are.thesetlimited to'building
experiential elements into traditional courses-of Study.
The whole career guidance and- counseling function
also part' of.the picture it is proposed to change. So,
in my conception Of this, is attentiOn to youth work.
and servicsfoppOrtunities. I don't assume that AU young
people should finish their formal educapion befote they
become full-time.employeed, And then not come batk. It
is a mistake .to talk about building brldges.between the
worldS of education and work and then to try to build
them from one end.alone.

SO when the question is posed of whether "employers,
workets, and school syslAilms" are going to be interested in
collaborating "in the pieparation of students for work,"
that qumstion seems to me properly viewed as covering
the.development of albroad policy inVolving all Aspects
of the school-to-work transition. -If "Career Education"
connote anything narrower than that, perhapi it would
be bettek to speak of an education/work policy.

The Point put in issue will be most directly sekved
by first taking inventory of what evidence there is in
experience and what basis in reason for anticipating
collaboration from eadh of the three,groups - "employers,
Workers, and the school systems" separately, and then
drawing some more general conclusions about the basic
elements of institutional dynamics involved here.

1

First, about "employers:" I credit the meaningWness
and signi4cance of the emergence in the past decade or
two of the concept of corporate social responsiveness -
partly because it is in large part, though not entirely,
a concept_deriving from a recognition of institutional].
self-interest.

In sharper focus so far as the career education and
broader education/work proposals are concerned, there
seemd td me every reason to respect and no reason to
discount the sincerity of purpose and significance of%
intent underlying the initiatives taken- in this area by
such organizaXions as the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, the
National .Association of Manufacturers, the Conference
Board, ad the Coimittee for-Economic Development.

11,
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Th4 Department of Vonore* is ilaying.an iicre/S-!
. .

1

494 significant rOli,in implopOn4WcareerieucatiOw
and eduCatiOn/work policy. It .has Mate.than'Aftibolic,
significance that the new Secretary, of commerce, beifOre
her appointment tO.Ahat office, chaired the special
EducatiOn ead NorN,Committee of th, Aierican Association
of BigheriSducatim. t

Thel is so far-only beginning realization of the
A

significatice of the'corporate development (both unilateral
an4.:/ithrouh. collective bargaining) of 'tuition refund and
related k ds of programs. I.know so iniimately, as to
make more than mention of it inappropriate the rola a
number of leading American corporations'have played in
establishin4 the National Manpower Institute and directing
it* efforts toward the establishment of new education/
work.policies., di

It would be a-serious mistake to minimize the impli-
cations and significance of the variety of un4ertakings
in this area for which corporations and industry peso:-
ciations are responsible: from the "adoption" of MO
schools, to the setting-up of scholarship programs, to
.the establishment of a nation-wide 'distributive education
program, to the National Alliance of Businessmen's JOBS
prosgram - to mention a few among thousands. rault any of_
these. Minimize their significance as individual initi-
atives. The question is whether there is evidence of
"sufficient interest" in the corporate sector. To doubt
it is to-press legitiMate skepticism to the point of
conditioned cynicism.

The traditionally recognized corporate.or.employer
self-interest herenis in having well-educated young
people available for new employment. This means their
knowing how to read and write and cipher, and includes
their having at least the elements of a marketable skill.
There is also-a good deal in.the idea"ornew employees'
having gotten in one.way or another on at least a beginning
underdtanding of.what employment means and what it demands.

There is also increasing awareness today of the

t
losses and costs that are incurred by t community as a
consequence of casualties at the school to-work gap.
The young men and women leaving school ithout what it
takes to support themselves become liabilities, sometimes
permanent. ,The costs are high to both the individual
and the community, and the corporations pay.in taxes a
sUbstantial proportion of those costs. 'irhi-ere is a real
interest in the consumer power as well ad %he "manpower"
involved hexe. ,
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, e.andedr4.14rg4HeiplOyinfda i040644.10,04ciialY:
in-the manufpdtuting.industrIAS4 are hi,rin frfewer40:.
leVer. YOUng..)eople underthe' .age OfL20.eit'21;!
lncreas *sr recognition in the-.cOrpOrate comMunl.ty :Of the
need for an education/wOrk- polidy Whiahwill indlude.theH

who wiould, -ai recently as tett' r. :fifteen. years ago, have
development.of.alternative:opons for thoe.4.YouTol leople.

left highAschool At-10.017 tq'.itake unskilled jObS
.

whichvt"ines. are.no0 doing.
,

In the service industries and.aMong small employers
on the other hand, there are durrently unused opportunities
in many communities for morp.part-time and youngervorkers.
The situation here has been advertely affectedhrthe

.

negative attitudes that have developed, about what have
.

come to be called' "dead-end jobs." .0ne of the important
dimensions of.an'education/work policy involves the
constructive inter-relating of school act4yities with ,

work opportunities in the serviceindustrits. Although
the ."distributive education".program has been develloped
primarily so far through- cooperation by large retail
trade corporatiOns and the schools, there is substantial
promise in the working out of arrangements of similar
'kind inVolving small retail establishments.

,To know the now seven-year history of the Career
EduCatiän concept is to know that it has been supported
fully by the corporate communitA. If-this support has-
been most visible in'the actioneof large corporations
and trade and industry associations, this is only because
they arp organized in a manner permitting their larger
institutional responsiveness. As the percentage of youth
employment in small businesses increases,-At wi).1.become
more and more'importint to develop collaborative riaation-.
ship etween the schoolsand these primaryeMployers of.
yo ge people.

Now about the intereSts in cooperation and collabor-
Ation here of What the Statement of the issue for debate'
refdrs td as "workers:"

::
. The apparent decision on the part of the framers 6f

this issue to avoid a reference to labor unions illuminates
almost glaringly a critical element in what is in some
ways the paradox of organized labor's ambiValence about
Career Education.

There has not been and there is not today a represen-
tative of organized labor - or, for that matter, any other
kind of "worker" representative - on the National Advisory
Council for Career Education. So far as I can determine
this reflects administrative decisions taken within the,



Federal GOVOrnMent: I don't bel4elretWAFL-C10 h4, eVer
been asked to name a representatilWtd t4e touncil. r
.assume, sgsin'withouti kmwincji that theVels curren

'rectinsideration of tHis matter.

Ihe evidence that wOuld suggest the likelihood of
future.cooperatiOn-or collaboration-14.organized labor-
which is'what isvcritical here in Career Education or.:
relatel education/work pOlicies.or PrOgrams must bó
revie4d and Weighed, in-the light of the.fapt thattit
has b n in affect_excluded from...significant pitticipa,
tion i 'the formative stages 'of phe.Career.Education .

program:. .What has happened atthe national level has
been paralleled too often'by failure at'the local level:
(princtpally through oversight, atguably but not clearly

'a lesser offense) te include AM-CIOPEuman Reiources
Development instittpte.representatives in'attempted'
collaborative educhtion/work programs.

It would be.serious error to even s:m to Agest,
however, that the factors involved here a e limited to
institutional slights and reactions to .these slights,
or that thii all started with the Career Education
program. There is a long -history of uneasy and incom-
plete relationship between educationaiwinstitutions and .

labor organizations, and an even ,deeper and older question
about the extent to.which education has or has not been
fairly responsive eithbr to individuals' intereAts as.
worker's ot .tkiLorganized labor's purposes and idealp.and
processes.

There are altto.particular elements of education/work
policy which raise very real questions so far as organized
labor is concerned: about the relationship Of cooperative
education and work-study progtams to adult employment,
for example, and about the integrity of bhe minimum
yage laws. The increasingly widespread organization of
teachers fox. representational and collective bargaining
purposes,has created new relational situations, involving
elements of.both collaboration and controversy.

This has all been the subject of such extensive and
illuminating comment that it is appropriate here only to
rOer to its recent (December 1976) summarization by
Mark Shulman in a study prepared fot the National Advisory.
Council on Career0Education. There is included in that
study, too, reference to the wide variety of actiOns
taken by various labor organizations regarding Career
Educalpn as a specific matter: ranging from its strong
endors ment by the United Automobile Workers to the
attacks on ip by the American Federation of Teachers,
with the Ani-CIO taking A generally negative but reserved.
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poiition in the Platform ?roposals presented :Wthe..-
Dekocrs0.0 inctlitepubLica#National oirint*ontljast.:yeatic.

. .

it woi1d be a mistahe to miiiiisite the implications .

Of the..fact ',that organiSed ;labor ..has..reflectet. a :-cinsid!»

erable.,coolness toward 'the Career EdUcation :concept .

partly .1 thinvibecause. it has- .not -been inclnded the:
development Of' the,initiative in this particular .form,
partly because.of-4.concern. about a posSibIe
of,emphasis owthe priMary need for4ftorelobs:
AFL-CIO had emb4geWthe Career Education idea. with.the
enthusiasm the MAMHand.ChiMber of Commerce did, this
polOy would hgre beervgiven a critical momentum.

It would be still worse, however, to interpret the'
unions' coolnessieregarding this particular initiative
as. reflecting a disinterestedness pr.A negativisi Qn
the part of organized labor toward either the expansion
bf educational opportunity or the-development of-sounder
education/work policy. Most students areworkers' sons
-and daughters, and if the unkons' most immediate concern
is about in intolerable six to seven.percent Adult
unemproyment rate this does not meanthat theme is any
disregarl of the present and future implications of
increasipg youth unemployment.

. The uniohs have supported Strongly over the years
various education/work initiatives. :They were prime
.sponsors of the Vocational Education Act of,1917..
The c011aboratively developed and admidistered appren
ticeship-program is too often overlooked in the consid-
eration of education-to-work transitional processes. ,

In the 1960's, organized labor was the key political
force not only in promoting a new manpower training
program but in supporting federal legislation that
vastly enlarged.educational oOportunity.. .Labor uniOn
tepresentatives ate Aey members of the boards of many,
probaply most, community colleges. One of the signifi-
cant turrent developments in the education/work pollay
area .is reflected in the growing insistence by numerous
unions on the inclusion in collectiire bargAAning agree-

- ments of provisions for'educational funds4OT one kind or
another.

It seems to me relatiirely cleara on net; that both
as "workers" (in the terms of the ddbate issue gpsed)
and as labor unions, this constituency in the American
society can be expected to collaborate constructively
"in the preparation of students for work." That the
record on this so far is cloudy seems to me not to
reflect anything negative in the institutional genes of
organized labor, but rather an incompleteness so far in
the efforts to make the unions full partners in this
'undertakiM
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A Siiilar3.y Mind affsossit :netegiaary With
.1. Systems" providingthespect'to . Prospect of "

Wkind of doopimation and 014.4boratiOn contemplOed
the issue posed fOt doba ø.

_
i4 . .

On the one hand,' most o .the titiative, An
"bringelig the wor14s of education aid" work closet-
together" has been.school-baied. both historically.and "
recently.' .The land grant colleges were chartered bver
a contry agp tO.,engage in the,teaohing Of, "agticultural'
and mechanical pursuits." The Vocational\ ducation
Act was Pissed in 1917. Coopetative educe On has. a .

fifty-year history at the post-secondary lev and goes'
back even further in the secondaky schools.

when the family lost or abandonbd its key career
!guidance and*coungslin4 role,- roughly twenty to thi ty
yeat ago.,Ithe higli schools assumed this,responsibil
Community collegesproliferated in the 1960's to beco
exaMples of broad.'scale accommodation of liberal arts
and Morewbccupationally-Oriented academic emphases. .

The s been a parallel dive/opmerit, though with
signific t differences, of technical and vocational
high schools. The whole system of graduate education
in the pr fessions.is properly inCluded in this'inventory.

This al Debate itielf is in incident in the
emergence of a Career Education concept which feflects'
the...commitment of educational architects and builders
such as Sidney Marland and Kenneth Hoyt to the purpose
'to interrelate learning and eatning a living-.

There remain, nevertheless, two Sets of questions
about the extent to which the schools may be expected
to "cooperate and collaborate in the preparation of -

students for work." Any suggestion of larger emphasis
on-the "vocational" or-"career" elements in' education
prompts almost instinctive reactions to Oat is taken
as the implication that this means less attention to
"the basics" amd to "libetal arts." There is a tradi-
tional-reservation, furthermore, about yielding to
outsiders - to private economic interests oh the one
hahd or to government on the other - any meal:we whatso-
ever of educators" responsibility for determidinq academic
policy.

So far as the balance between "academic" and "career"
emphases in education is concerned, I have nothing
significant to add to t.he obvious commentary on wh is
bound to be - and should be - a never-ending cont etemps.
Increasing youth unemployment is not, lin my iliew o it
attributable to insufficiently career4oriented educ on.
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I doubt. Very much..whether'.mo*e vomitional:or cargir.,

edUcetior6 more skill.itriihing, wOUldfitcoUla.affeCt.
-.4r-the youth.unemployment figures .eVen i-tittlebit..-.:My.

strOng-iipreAsioWis that-So fit'as.mostoccUpations- .

ire Concerned, and excepting.the profeisions,..thployerii.
Are piimatily 4htfte5ted iii foh.applidants having the:.
best possible 404 education and are !illing to.do
Most of-the spedial skill training As parlkof. the
employment. This doesn't conflict with the idea of,
career eduCation',. which I think of as part of basic
education rathet thin special'skill.development.:

lk .
. .

.

It is another question whether-teachers and Achool
administrators:can be expected to go veiy far along
the line.of suggeited "collaboration" with Other agencies
in the community so far as the preparation of young
people for 46tk is concerned. If this means Anything
Osignificant its necessary'implication is some measure '

of sharing of what have tra4itionally been exclusive
institution prerogatives. Collaboration in developing
edugation/work policy means some invasion of turf ai far
as Iducators are concerned, which isn't.a Consideration
with respect to the other participants in this contem-
plated joint enterprise. -Bureaucratic inertia is at , c,

least as strong a force within the educational estab-
lishmentCaA in aorporate or goVernment structures.

(

There seems to me, however, a clearly-discernible
movement within the educxtional system today toward
linkling new form f. collaboration with other community

linstitutions and
ith

the community at large. Thereis
a growing sense t the schools are being charged, by

, a society which is prone to institutionalize blame for
whatever is happening to it/ with tesponsibility for

_ developurints beyond the control -, at least the exclusive

.range from worsening disciplinary.pr blems in the class-
control - of the educational system.. These developments.

room anddeclining averages on standardized acideiic
tests to-the Increasing difficulty college graduates are
having in.getting jobs that ute.their education. .The

,

schools problems reflect,.more and more, comthunity .

difficulties. . The rchools are looking tor allies not
just in deiperation, although this_is part of it, but

. also becausp it 4s only through better alliances with
the rest ofrthe community that the schools' problems -
including those with which theyrare unfairly charged -
can.be met..

.

; The 1975 statement, This We Believe, Secondary Schools
O In A-Changing SocietY,-issuea by the NatIonal Association

of Secondarp4thool Principals, seems to me a classic
statement of.intent tc:Adevelop new forms of working
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We are.p4y beginning to recognize and appreciate
the implications of the comMunity college'development..

k It rakects, at least in many of its Minifistattons', :

the potential for educational 'progress that lies in .-

drawing on the torce,of commuaty as well as on the
ideils of learning. -

.

, .

alliancebet*.en thb, sCh004-and the cOMmunity at large
'without any compkomising of academic:standards or tradi-e
tional reSPOnsibilitieS.

.'thefl fairest suimary is probably that the-schools'
responsivenest to efforts at Ocreamed cooperation.and
collaboration An preParing students for work will'depend
on what form theie initiatives take. My own net appraisal,
necesSarily subjective, is that the "school systems" ire
prepared not max to collaborate quite fullypin reppon-
sible educatioa/work initiatives, even to the.exteht of

laitgiving up Or at least'sharing previously retognized
1 responsibilities, 44 that they will probably play the

leadership role.in such collaboration. 6

t\
An institution-by-institution inventory of interests

iwcollaborative effort remains, however, meaningless in
itself. The real questions implicit in the issue posed
for debate go beyond Are the separately identified
sets of interests compatible? If' they are, will a joint,
undertaking to promote them be significantly effective?
Will there be any costs Anvolved which% will have to be

, 'counted againit the values!? And howl if the.answers to
these other questiOns,are encouraging: is this all to
be brought about?

Because these questions carry beyond%the dssignment
in this particular d9bIte, they are appropriately noted
only briefly. Yet the Case,for.the Affirmative Would be
hollow if its iMplications. weke disregarded.

I think these various sets of institutional interests
are comptaibie, that a collaborative effort to serve
ERM will be effective, and that there will be a clear
value-Tan - at no cost in loss of other values if care
is taken - from Rich an undertaking.

This takes us back to the opening suggestion of the
assumptions underlying this presentation and argument:
that what'is required today (in*"the preparation of
:.students for work%) includes a virtual reconstruction

1 of the traditional pattern of options, opportunities
'and obligations - effecting both "education" and "work" -
for,"4the school-to-employment youth-to-adulthood, transi-
tion period in people's llves. If this goes beyond the

. concept ot Career Education, it clearly includes it.
40
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1; I think w are aliout through what may igen .prioVe
top hive bemi,.the roughest passage in course Wyatt% -

,

/. what some of us call Career Education and Others
:Education/Work Policy. Thiamin the passage attehdod
tiTthe illusion, to which we May havwcontribisted,
Oat what was being proposed Was a cure-all for youth

-,linemployment and underemploment in the'fortvof a
shifting emphasis in education from.Liberal arts tO A

'',Iitronge; emphasis op occupitional trrinitag of One kind.
or- another.

Thaeliwasn't andnisn't the propoial so far as
education is concerned, and if it were-it wouldntt
meet the.present and prospectively worsening problems -
which are related but separate problems - of unemployed
'and underemployed youth.

The case for collaborative effort - involving in'
my view of it participation by-the educational systemt
employers, labor unions, and also representatives'of 0
the community at large - depends on the validity of the
identification of a series of pmmis-here (withopt.getting
hung-gap on definitional problems) and. the establishment
of the.propbsition that these needs can be better met
by these institutions viorkin4 together than by their
vorking separately.

There is time and ocdasion here only for the
briefest, suggestions of the type! of needs which seem
to me involved here: for the rev sions in educational
curricula encompassed by the Career Education concept;
for adequate career counseling and guidance programs;
and'for procedures for facilitating young people's moving
back and forth between formal education, and experiential

/ learning.

There is need, equally, for new initiatives at the
local community level to identify whatever are the
available opportunities fok young people, especially in
the service industries and among small employers,'and
whit arrangements can be worked out collaboratively
between schools and employers to- make maximum use of
these opportunities.

The need protiably goes beyond this to include the
necessity to develop new cbncepts of community appren-
ticesKips and inteinships - perhaps inAllving, to some
,extent, uses of funds availabre under etle Comprehensive
pployment and Training Act, with the prospect of addi-
tional possibilities opening up under the Youth Emproyment
and DevelopMent Projedt Act of 1977.
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These are Only .suggisiiiie raOrences.
a feeling Of confusion. about.th Attempted isolatiod Of
the implementation issue ktiebtiffed in this paOioular
debate .from the 'broader. issues Of the substanti of
Career Education' and education/work policy which must .

be left for others. '

conCludtm with dOecificb4t only passiiV reference
'to the example of cOoperation and collaborgtion in this
area developing inthe Community Wor$4Eduqation Council
Consottium, and iO(the'Oarallel programs being admini-
stéred by the AmetiOan Association of Community and.
.Junior Colleges ed the National Alliance of Businessmen.
In most of thA 31 communities included in these projects
there is today in'faqt the cooperation and collaboration .

we seem to be .digating as an abstraction.

I don't believe there.is much qUestion about either
the interest of employers, labor unions (workers) and
school systems in.collaborating. in the preparation Of
students for.work,-or their readiness and ability to.

.

proceed along thele lines. The critical question is
rather about the degree of realization`by "the publie
of the part it must play - at national,- statefrand local:
levels - in Mis new pluralism which 0 in fact aliready
developing in this. country,: especially'in the edUlOation/
work area and Oarticularly at the local communityklevel.
This is U0 to allof us. -

at
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CAREER EDUCATTON: A IOLUTION.TO WHOSE PRCIELEM7

David K.- Cohen f

This essay is an exploration of what is presented
as "the implementation question." The issue which
seemed critical to the implementation of.Career Education
programs was whether there was "sufficient interest" on
the part of various institutions and persons - workers, ,

emplOyers and school systems were mentioned - to permit
collaboration or cooperation in programs which prepared
students for work. This is a somewhat puzzling lormula-
tion, for while "interest" is certainly an impoipant
condition for the success of any program, it iehardly
the only element important t mplementation. One also
thinks of social need, sound p ogram des0.gn, appropriate
means-for delivery, and the codtxt in which the program
is to occur." There.is also the target group" - is it
in .sympathy with the program, does the program speak to
its perceivid needs and desires? Focusing simply on
interest is a potentially.limited way orthinkinTabout
the implementation og career education programs.

Certainly the issue does.not occur in a vacuum.
Thee is no need to return to GO, collect all the
evidence, and advance painfully to The.Conclusion. We
already Wnowrquite a bit about the implementation of
career education programs (at least those sponsored by
the Office of Education), and this information suggests
several conclusions about their imtplementation: None
of them are particularly encouragin4 about the extent
to which the programs' goals will be achieved. Naturally,
the USOE programs now in existence are not the last word
on 'education and work. NIE has sponsored some 'quite
different and very interesting efforts, and the National
Manpower Institute is just novi`iii the early stages of.
efforts to establish community consortia which will work
collaboratively at "smoothing the transition" between
education and work. Thus the problems of existing
programs are not conclusive - there are other and perhaps
better programs.

This point is particulariy important, for he
discussions of these papers 1;eveai1ed that Mr. W rtz, at
1.east, is also interested in a somewhat different,problem
than career educatibn. 'If I. understood the views he:
expressed, the problem is dfntinuing structural unemplOy-
ment or underemployment foe!Atodth who are finished w9th
hi/h school but not yet in -their middle or;late'twenties.
He and others view this pattern as a serious and persis-
tent feature of the economy now, and are seeking to
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devise what might be termed a gurriculUm for worki'to.% .

meetJA%.t The community consortia nOW being arranged' .;

by'the National MappOwer Institute are, in effect, en
effort to provide tame work experience, Some educftion,
and something to do for what Mr. Writz thinks is
large and growing segment of the labor force-.!*
irouthful late adolescent and young adult unimployede
Career education in schools, he $04, 1401 help with
this problem, but all the Careeireducat 'on in the world
couldn't solve itvfor.the problem ocoUrs after high
school is over yhen woik doeSn't materialize.

, There is room,fora good deal of`arguMeint about
how neW howeerioUs, and how"petsistent his problem
may.belltind-there is room fOr plenty-of disagreement
o#et w er'it can be solved even if it is setious and..
persisient. Mt. Wirtz's view, presented at the debate,
it that business and.labor would enthusiastically,
support programs to provide work and education for youth
"in this category = even'though there were.no real jobs
foi them - because if such eXperience was hot provided,
serious social and political problems could ensue.
Ln effect, fr.t Wirtz believes that it ii the prOspect ,,v
of potentially.serioussocial trouble which will
encourage management and labot to behaVe in ways, ,
apparently contrary to their economic self-inte4st., '16

This may or may not be the case. 81,WWhichiVer
way those issues are deCided, clearlyAhey-are not
central tO career education as it hatbdienunderstood,
to-date - programs Operated Yor.yetifh befre, thi;
school leaving age, in schoo.4:::. TIjüs, despie the%
different and lively interesti Whi4h unde4y: Mr; Wirtz'd
current work, this essaT.WillAeallwith-c4rder educatiOn .
in schools- It seems.,,wise.to begi* by considering
existing evidence oncimplementatio* - speCifically on
the role which thOschool

systems:h pliyed in prO4r' s aimed,at improving
W!tinterest" of wgkersl'employers and:

a.
the connection between school and tliork.

Existin Pto r Im lementation
. !

The impl menpation of USOE-spOnsoreo career educa-
ptograms throws,some light on the e#ent to which.

;these efforts have met the,originkl aimsk'teaching youth
more 000 wo k7.proViding A more:rational basil for
decisions'abo t work:sand iMproving.the transition from
school- to wor Ihe prograMs.weite originally premised
on the hotig - as Willard Wirtz:wrote several years
ago - th4t u less there was an equal partdership between
schools and mpl'yers career education would not work
well.L Andl t. t 'e local level Mr. Wirtt's.forecast
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appears tdchave.been mostprOokhe.out.-,;Equelpartniarship
of schoOls and husifteis it quite rare.- sUffioiently so
that it is hard to 'find evenA few example" of it. And,

. progrtm implementation seems.iito be quite-Weak. Elsanori
Farrar aad.I surveyed ,the Scepe..and dOndlwded-hat.
partnership was:a phenomenon celebrited mare in its
absence than its realization. , This.informatioA,Came to.
us from the VS04 'administrators reSponSiblo. far the
programs, an. as0r. ParrarAnd I...reported. .44 a recent
essay in The'.ub ic Interest, the idea seems.to have
been quite .,111,. y g ven 0004 officioliput it ,,

nicrly: "No o talks ItOut'eq t4eVehipetiymore."
! ,

; This.retr at\seems to hav(?eenA
similar stratic withdrawal* i 4r0

'.Career educatiOn was initial1 Ic0000
those cloudbuOts Of wor4y en tuSiaS
paw the birthl,of new Federal Orograms - as an-endeavor
whldh would permeate the entire schocil curriculum. New
materials would teach students more effectively about
the, iforld of work, and there would be real experience
in york settings. The first was imagined to be a way
in,ight.ch to relieve thS unholy drudgery of academic
Subjects by introducing curriculum based on the real
world beyond the schools' walls; the secomi was thought
to bea way or providing, as they said at the time,
"hand4-on" experience with work of,all sorts.

tOpa#,Asd by
.content.-

yea - in one of ..

1-which-often accom-

T 9 difficulties in weaving materials on the world
.

of worlk into established curricula on math, or'literature,
or, pezhaps the sciences can easily be imagined. These
have been chronicled, and the wounds licked publicly,
by Offide of Education staff responsible for the programs.
It turns out that work is rather an imprecise idea, and
that wheh applied to the precise or at least highly
organized curricuA and materials uted in schools, the
applidation doesn't take. As a. Farrar and I noted,
plans for infusing information about work and careers
into students' learning ran smack into rising hostility
to all carpe4ng oh t.he curriculum: Americans who were
backing into basics in the mid-1970's saw this as just
another way qf watering down an already rather thinned
out intellectual brew. That reinforced the feelings' ofl \

discipline-oriented teacheil in high schools, and their
views seem t persist.

USOE o&icials.acknowledge this in several ways.
Some come ri;ght out and say that they can't figure out
how to solve'the problem - that infusing career education
into the currtculum seems rather like infusing water into
oil. Others take a more euphemistio..eiaproach - they
argue that career education is the best way to teach the
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,p4SiOs4 and propose that teecher!vget,mOre.release,:time ,

lmo that they can study career e4tiOatOson.4 I. will. pass :

on thefirSt pant, since cardir'idiloationwaeinitielly
.,AdvertiSed'as a way to save kidefromthe bored0m-Of

cs. But thdrbegond is tool'eng4gingto
witj4 notice. ArguingNfor-moge release: tiMe.for.

.

teac ere now when.schools-face siovere,fiscal prOblems
is rather like suggesting to. residents of Miami worried
about an oncoming hurricane that they all fade east and
blow like hell,

Indeed, all the evidence suggests t4at USOE career
education programs have for the mOst pact become just
the sort of thin4 which USOE administrators didn't want
them to be - namely, what Dr. Kenneth Hoyt termed "add-
ons." te didn't like.the idea because it suggests that
career education ie eXternal to the core curriculum;
'But add-ons are not necessarily insubstantial. A good
deal of money has gone into career educition .durricUlum,
among other things because that is something that.educa-
tors and related industriee know how to produce.

Por example, Project.Discovery (is] a career-
education program deyeloped by the Iowa State
Department of Education. . . Ray Morldy, a
consultant to the program, says, 'Project
Discovery is dedigned to get students actually
doing things.' This 'hands-on career-education
effort' consists of packaged materials and
instructions for different kinds of work. Over
the past four years, Iowa has spent overll
million developing 20 'career kits' that,
according to promotional material, are desiqped
to 'permit students to experiment with many .

characteristics of work in the 'safe' environ-
ment of the school lab or.classroom,' These
self-instructional packages ate currently avail-
able'fbr commercial art, hairstyling, adver-
tising, auto-body repair, plumbing, greenhouse
work, and medical patient care, among others.
The masonry kit, for example, ihcludei a mortar
box, wire, a patio-block form, and a line
levet/ - along with instructions on how to use
them. The school provides trowels, bricks, and
concrete h4ocks - all that any mason needs.
This is.a far cry from students wotking side-
by-side with a *son, but Ray Morley reports
that career-kit sales are brksk, at $2,550 for
a set of 20. The producers of Project Discovery
plan to*develop 60 additional career kitg.4 ,

II
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like litany Other OducatiOA relortql04 cariler
education programs at .USOB have. Undergpne A Crucial
0401Warmati9n. nom strictural change in the learning
4mocess,.in the content Of education, and in the context
of schooling, they. have become curriculum,ptokages.
These video tapes &lid job simulations testify to the
continuing..ingenuity Of those who manufacture what is '
called -currioulaliNit it seems to bear a weak ream-4

,blance to what career educators originally *aid they'
had in mind. ..

. 0

.The.same fate seems to have befallen efforts to
enlist business partnership in teaching students about
wotk and the world in which .it occurs... Originally, the
idea waif that.students would Actually experience A
veriety of, work settings, thas helping- them to under-
'stand whati.it was all about and 'adding information
which would inform choices about both school and tOe
jobs .it VAS supposed to lead to. In'most cAses it
appears that these experiences simply have-not materi-
alized. But in those where students do get out. of
school, the result resembles nothing so much as that
trted-and-true staple of the educational diet, the
occasional field trip. The be0 examples of school-
business collaboration to which career educators point
turn out in nearly every case to be plant tours,
lectures in iilants, Movies about work in school-like
rooms near workplaces, anl so on. In these cases
there is an increase in the numbers of students leaving
schools for these brief fotays, bait the chief effect of
it all seems tO-have been an aped scheduling burdenm
on the schools-and businekses.- None of the administra-)
tors seemed 'to think these krips were Much of an
improvement - they spbke of !them mostly as Just the
same 'old thin under a new name.5

The extek. of implementation'in most UsOlOcareer
,education programs, then, seems not to set a winning
standard. Perhaps it makes sense to conclude with an'
assessment'mide'brKenneth Hoytv who has led USOE's
efforts in this area for severaX years. In a recent
eisay..Dr. loyt noted the findings of a national evalua-
tion: career education, it saidl'had made little
pro'gress in secondary schools - it was more successful
in the elementary grades (whiCh, one nOtes with interest,
.are rather far from the wo4 0 of work). Hoyt also wrote
.that the chief.problem facibg-career education was
increasingsits comprehensiVenessa This, he said, seemed
essential because-the samd evaluation had apparently
found that "'comprehensive" career education programs.
were Occurring in Only three percent of the'd4stricts
with career education. This is not exactly a pennant-
winning record. Hoyt went.on to say:
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When one reali4s-tha.xhat-,.(thi ,.eyituai4.60]
described as "comprehensive:" !as really far
from what we.wou14: liki to See, the teriout-

.11 ness ..of the, ploblem becomes,more apparint.6. ,

SidnaY Marland could not have put it more succinctly,
1. tiw

0

-Why Implementation Has .Been Weak

Rediting this unhappy.record:may. seem thpoliter but
ln exploring the reasons for implementation.problems it
he/into have ksense of. how the /and lies. It slob can
help'focus attention on the reasons whyjAplementation

ansWet e.questiOn pOsed .for the essay namel , Whether
has been so problematic.-. And this'in turn can r

th
ig us

the partiesbat interest can collaborate Or cooperateto
train students for work..

Reasons tere.come in layers. One set has to do with
the ordinary internal Organization of schOolC business,
and other places pf'employmeht. Sahools Are places in
which. people tave.fairly,settled.routinet. Teachers
have generally impossihle amounts of work to 4o - or
impossible if one imagines' serious education to be a
chief part of the job definition 7 and one way they
manage this is to-organize their work in ways that are
reasonably.predictable. Classwork is-predictable, in .

part because spontaneity six times a day with as many .

as several hundred children would tax even St. Francis.
SChool organiUtion is predictable, in part because
without it the mere management of all those students -
:many:in the unruly spastis.of-addlescence - would be. next
to impossiblef course there Are lott of Other .

reasons for thisroutine, including the passjions of
central administrators and'the history.of formal educa-
tion. iut even without these considerations, the
structure of schools is (quith enough to explain it.

Another.reason is that schools.alto
hav long beenthought best .if secluded«
some hing to the fact that in many cases
offe -CSomewhat better environment than
elsew )ere, and in another part it is due
assoc ation between seriout learning and

are places which
Th0 owes .

they .used to
children had
tO the anbient
places of quiet.

But in\athe U. S. the rslative seclusion owes-a good.deal
to oth efactors. One is the long-sta4ding notion that
school provided a preparation for work which required

i
freedo from distractions in bhe rest of society - most
especi lly the demands made on children by wofk or other
pressuies of economic circumstance. School was not just
a prepa ation'but a'refuge. Theyother reason for the
schools somewhat seclpdtd ptance is that they are

. /
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publid iiis utiotisrin-.44 st4v40.4IMOairaCts'...a.::.4teititicracS?, .

..- ObsesSedwith OduditiOn..' As paliC.InititutiOne itaffed.':1

.withjlowr.statuwprofessionalSAhey have-traditionally:
been terribly yulnerable to publid..and. privatelOresstires -

. of all sorts--4. Irom parents, interest spOups, polit4cians, ..
. ,and tio.on. In-an effort to.secure sOme relative.tran-.

quilitY in the midst of these.presSures.-. tranquility'...

.for which. lawyers And doctors need weaker. institutional
barriers, because theix professional statue is'so .

relatively high' - school professionals have tried.tO '

,.. remove the institution somewhat from the centers. of' ,

public action and opinion. .

One can see from all this how problematic a seemingly
simple thing - making partnerships with othee'private and
public enterprises - would be for schools. It would take
time that wasn't therevit would require a new role
definition for teachers; it waluld- require an end to
seclusion; ahd it would suggest in dozens of concrete .

ways all the threats arid problems from which schools .

.have tried to distance themselves. It is thus hardly a
surprise that schoolpeople have not.been entirely forth-
coming in response to the cheers and urgings" of the new

Federal programs. For the programs imply organization
and action which reduce.their painfully modest autonomy, .

,and shift the precarious'roles of their professional
inhabitants.

Businesses and other places of employment are not
\ordinarily.trapped in such tender relationships with
their environment, but their oPerations and organization
also shed some light on the fate of existing career educa-
tion programs. Amid recent chatter about public respon-
sibility - it has waxed and waned periodically since the

.

Progressive Era - businesses perversely pursue profit.
Study of their operations in the last twenty years
suggests that they do not do this mith the rapacity,
rationality and total dedication once imagined to be the

Case. Often, it seems, they pursue it with caution,
routine, even sluggishness. But whether AA boring
caution, grey flannel rationality or flamboyant ferocity,
businesses try to make money. They also advertise.in i

. various ways, and try, to maintain good community rela-
tions. But there is uo evidence that chatter about social
responsibility has produced a widespread sense that-
business ought to actually take much responsibility for

anything n the social service department. Often, indeed,

t

they tak thelir responsibility to be keeping such servi,pes
in check .thro4gh lobbyin .efforts. Almost uniformly they
consider taxes'to be their ief contribution in this
department. Thus, in respo se to a set of feasibility



studies..of career education ,paitnetehlf.Uriiiertake4Atc .

few year; ago-in fOur differentregiOnllroflOte:cootry.
buSi4esses almoskUnifOrmlys:reportid.thet#1141vneit#,r--
,thoUght they had tOecific edUcatiOnal.,respOralibilities
nor were they willing to take them cin - even tOr:Pay:
Thatr.they declared, watuthe'schOole-businesti.:

: ,

Thus, most work,organit tioni would think4.t.%inseemly
tO take'On major educational eSponsibilities.- A:few-
have, but many more ftave loc;it(ed responsibility tor career
education.in their departmentt-of public or community -"

relations - the departments oflplant tours, good will,
andlow-cost locution. But most firms:do nothing-. And:.
it,should come as no surprise that 'the business organiza-
tions which have taken the most vis/ble'rolein career
education are precisely those nationil and multinational
vcacerns whosevfsibility in the economTand'the polity
have move them toward a More prominent role in the .

national liberal culture.. The'same seems to be true for
labor - Le:, the only major union for which real concern
and activeJnterest.is claimed is the UAW. The-Ieaders
of:these organizations have tried to lenda hand with job .

programs, some.national executivea:even have struggled
with welfare, and recently some have been enlisted in
the cause ota smoother Transition for Youth. But just
as the social ideas of Henry Ford have not much .penetrated
to.his plant managers or dealers - they doWt'even-ieem.
to'have reached his foundatiou t so the career education
participation of national corporate relationereiecutives:

.
.had little effect out in the branches. GVen the economic
and social structure of American businessWthere is no
particular reason to think there will be much movement in
the dther, direction. As one slightly despondent USOE .

official;put it: "If you assume rationalebehavior, the
investment just isn't worth the cost to business."7

These two brief excursions suggest some of the
reasons why the "interest" referred to in the mandate
for this estay would on Ithe.whole be low in both schools
and workplaces. There Are, of course, A few others:
One is the rather high unemployment rate currdnt in the
nation, a rate which suggests more pressin4 social and
economic'needs than career educati6n.. That unemployment
rate, though, is alsO a decent rough indicator that in
many sectors of the society there is not the demand fqr
workers which might create some.intereSt among employers
in improving the preparation of youth for work. A
second reason is what one.might politely characterize

4

as the reserved attitude of ciganized labor. At best
they regard such programs as a sort of harmless palliative,
an activity which bears roughly the same relationship to .

work as pablum does to whole oats. But Mostly organized
labor does not regard these programs at best -.instead' A
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they see Ahemipither as a threat to jobs 'already held
by oggani#ed viorkees or as an effort to'increase the
pool 9jpbganized :labor.

d don't entirely eiplain why "Apterest"
has.th r not been great enough to.fan calkeer educa-
tion into a great blaze of.educational enthusiasm. It
helps, in this connection, ko consider the thing be
implemented:. The nature orthe program or policy, after
all, is of critical importance: imagine the implementation
problems which the Community ActionPtogram would have
avoided if it had been the Community Revenue Sharing
Program instead. 0

In the caserbf career education, the problems do
not seem to lie principally in its creation of local
political firestorms. Rather, the problem seems to be
just the reverse. With a few exceptions there is a lack
of strong feelings about it; the idea has not taken hold
strongly inthigh schools, where one would expect career
concerns to be greater; and with the exception ok a
couple of academic essays, career education seems not
even to have inspired much debate. Mostly it seems to

, have inspired the sort of,bureaucratic heavy breathing'
which accompanies most Federal programs. If controversy
is a measure of a program's potential importance, there
is less here than meets the.eye.

Mit Problem Is The Policy

The chief reason for this, I suspect, is that career
education represents an.effort to solve a problem whose
nature is terribly unClear. As a result one can gain
neither A sense of the correct direction for change nor
much momentum. The very definition of this problem is
so curious that if tends to inhibit.the emergence of
"interest" which would lead anywhere. The chief problem
with implementation, then, ii not the obstacles out in
the world - though they are hardly trivial - but the
confusions,inherent in the conceptions of this particular
socia/ pioblem.

It is easiest to see this in the terms of reference
used by prbgram advocates. Modern society, they mrite,
has kiecome complex:.it requires "bigness and specializa-
tion." These developments open4"wide gaps" in socie-ty,
gaps between parents and sthoon, between schools and
dbmmunity, between work and.learning.8 Now these notions
are as old as modern society itself: the French'nobility
was decrying the very same developments half a century
!Afore the Revolution. The events following 1789 sadly
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d4Minis1ed the4:SiumbOrv IStitthere.the-tivii0:40 faIleri
4iterature and locial limice:tiookug:the.04 Ilia$ we
find_Mr: Wirtz_ arguingpi .a reCentpublication hatl

. , .

. .

. . mbat is ticking:awafii.-our.ability:to .

retain our humanity iss. #he face.of. a tremeT,!ous
lOss of.cormsdnity.

AccOrding to itsuchroniclers this-loss of community:
is mini-fest in. AnY number of Ways, but career_education
enthusiasts focus on what they'fike.to betwo particularly
dangerouS developmentej Pirst,48 the PSAC report. on
Yoifitkvin Vansition Made out', there is the "yoUth-
culture,""a phenomenOn.which walla-adolescents off in a
world all their own..:- Due -to.the decline of familyand
dommunity, it is said, modern youth grow-up locked'in
their own culture; in the report's view this seemed:tp .

be dominated by loud music, radical and InSurgent political
ideas, a market.which caters to youthl'add a-widespread
hostility to adults. put-off frbm.contact from the-teal
adult worlds of .life ahd work-,..youth were portrayed. as'
in danger of growing up unsocialized - or,rather,:'social-
ized to youthful values rather thanto adult ones.

..aq The second dangerous development has been nicely
put.by'Mr. Wirtz - it pncerns the schools' isolation
frolp the,rest of society, and their alleged consequent
inability to teach: 4 .

Schools that become isolated from the rest
of the commaity become isolafed from the
knowledge of what it takes for youth to
participate in those other institutions. u

Schools that are cut.-!off from society'cannot teach students
what they need to know about work; they cannot provide
contact with adults that will pierce:the hermetic seal of
the youth culture; they cannot provide healthy socializing
influences in place of the adversarial mentality-of the
youth culture; and they can't help youth either to find
jobs ;le to figure (Alt what,they want to find. As a
result of this isolation, youth often founder upon leaving
èchool - they cannot make the "transition to adulthood."

This.is a big diagnosis I am slightly in awe of
the ability with which Social scientists and men of affairs
can get it down, as it were, in one gulp. But swallow it
they do, and then move on. With James Coleman and other
connoiseurs of decline, Mr. Wirtz briskly declares that

%the problem must be brought to hand: "We can't just drift
along."I He goes on to sketch in the scope of remedy with
an admirable succinctness:

4.

------.--
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If alommuniq as me.usilld to know it fwheire ihs
succpssful coming ot age 04emed ageitiss - is
not again obtainabll, ttlen'We.have to invent
.its modern equiValents.14

The invention of these Modern equivalenti, then, is the
husiness.of career education, and of snch.other effort;

. as the Community Education-Work Counciis.which the
National Manpower Institute presently ie engaged in
organizing. The agenda fcar these.reform0'- again I have
difficulty swallowing - is nothing less than inventing
inititutions andearrangements which.will make up for
the "tremerlaous loss of community" which has ocmirred
-in the lasf several centuries. .

! Now there are two sorts of problems with this. IPirstt.,

is it true? Has there been the loss of community described
here? Or if there has, has it produced the social
pathology and dislocation described in recent reiorts?

lj
Second, ssnming arguendo that At is trim, why in heaven's
name w d we expect career edacstion or Community-
Educat on Collaboratives to be the.answer? The problems
in clearly answering these-questions - And the great
confusions which underlie them - contribute much to the
absence of that "interest" which might produce implemen-
tation.

On the first point, .one can hardly argue that the
world has not changed in the last several centuries,
nor that there has not been profound dislocation.,'But
has the change,been.good or bad,'disruptive or liberating? '

Moderns/ after/all, have told themselves two very
different stories about what has happened in the last
few hundred years. One is the'story of equality and
progress, in which we haye thrown off-the limited and
oppressive conditions of often depressed and restric-
tive rural villages' and always oppressive factories, and
by dint's:3f great political and Social struggle created
a.wide and'fairer world, a world.in which movement'is
freer, horizons broader, opportunities greater and the
choices of ordinary teople far more varied and am6le.

' It is a story in which the obliteration of invidious
inherited personal distinctions characteristic of old-
style communities allowed the creation of a.more free,
equal and open society.

The other story, by colltrast, 4s one of lost commun-
ities and fallen 'families. It is.a story of a ha-ppy
society long ago,-where family and Community, work and !
learningo.labor and leisure were woven into erseailess
web. But:1n .the:oview ot James Coleman, Mr. Wirtz and
the Frenchmobility before them, large-Scale commercial:
entures.). urbaniation and associated social forces

.
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weI0W4y eJhe tpricoUthis othe tim04-rcreetilig
"great dielcmation.andpersonal all
ation: From.stich ituff walthe lsolated:yOuth-Olt re:A(
and the peisonal-alienation and anger,o4-its member

r. to be made. . 4-

/APericans have told thetselftg.these Storipgr- -

sometiites alternating anorofteWat the same time...-for.
-time out..Of'mihdl The'New England: Colonists-hit4.hardly
Oottenotf the boati before they begawbeMoanAg the
ditobedienceof youth, t4e incipient decalvarthe family,

.

and the need fOrystrict.controls and formal inititutions.-
theY Called-them/schools - to stem the"tide The saMe:
stdriesvere tbld throughout the eighteenth ceritury, and

"by the, nineteenth thei contributed ttlthe,creation Of ;

'what was rapidly:to become a nation4Wsystem of public
schools...BUtthe creation bf those stools also' was

thtied closely to e other'stdry of w education would
.rescUe ordinary working. Mericans front the AconOrnic-and
political oppression of'the preAJackfonian'class structure.
Thus, if schools were inspired in-part by'the persistent

4 sense that commun#y seams:1)(1re coming unstrung and
needed to be stitdhed up a/ain,' they also were inspired
ler gart bythe notion th t 'Only thkough education could
ordinary AdMricans gain e information, power, and'
status needed to undo the bad old community.

Which yeriion are w to belieye?.,The question is
impossible, butluxtaposing.the-twb iF a neful.jolt:
if community has beep.loste,is it something we really
want to find again? Or 'are we caught in a bowerful-and
recuirent.myth about peace,.beauty and integration in
the Old Eden.- This is cerpainly a story, which has
griplAd' Western culture for time out of mind,. And if
we canput'two such dilferent interpretationh on the
same histori, why choose loss? In'the case ofpreer
Educationlhe Teasont lay. mostly .in the htate 'cif things
in thklat iixties - when an unusual upsurge of youthful
political insurgency!an0 artistib actrvity came on the
heels '13f Ciy44 Rights and) anti-warsagitation. It rocked
t e adult culture Jatqkon its heels... *That was alto the
t meo discrelar'in theyhigh schools, drugs,on middle-

ass streetcdrhers,-and4theltioglUd news.bf,that older
C lemen report), apoutift* schools didn,:t make a difference.
At a restattheesamdilthing happened as has happened in

°-- earlier-pbriods of concern,about unrulipess and disorgan-
itation,ii,the disorder recalled that old story 'about loss,e a

a story manifest in'both'the literary and social science
. ideas everybne learps in gclioo e*, It is thus a fayorite
way of. ewlaining.social tr8u ip. The:story about lost

I.

'commUnities seemed to fit the phenomena in thb last,1960's,
as it has seemed to fit intermittently since the seven-

,
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teehth century. But this may:lave MOre.to do with Our
. Passion for the storyhan isith.t40 el.dAten.

.
..

.

"4gq

,
'A 4ew points may illustrate just howslusive that

evidence can be. A typical assertion about tO_ for.4 4,, .14

new institutional arramiements to repairploss -4 : .. .

-

. ; thi need for collaboratioh and
ation (among schools, bUsiness, etc.) is .

parlicularly acute in achieving the integra---
.triollof the young into adult society, for the -..

e- -

life of'a teenager is whole fild cannot-Werag-,

N ..
fragmented (emphasis added)."

:

. I.san reObrt, after dutifully ransacking the'extani iter-
atdrq..on the psychology and sociology of adolescence,
that.there seeds to be little support.for'thisAdea.--
ihatetror fragmentation mewls, there appears to-be little :..

euevidence:that researatersfind problematio.- Indeed,
there aro many adolescenti,presently'in high ichool
whose litres seem to be "fragmented" but who find the
experience stimulating: They work part-timerthey

.

fiave-
ater-scIol activities, do theiF school wOik, and tven
seem..tolvAre a social life. Sometimes ttley play sports;
Others are "feagmented".in.a different way - they do
prettivnearry only one of the.above - but'they seem no

. -less healthy.- Similarly, several.recent studies seem '
- to show that other sorts of "fragmen4toh," like drop-,

Oing out of.college (whidh only yest produced the
sort of ho;rors which Mr:Wirtz refers to), produces
both "fragmeritation" in the lives of late adolescents
and especially a very unsmooth transition to work. But
thexesearchers think.it is a healthy feOure of the
-students' personal development and school iwoek. In
addition, I have been unable to figure wit what it means
to say that "the life of ateenager needs to be whole."
Thereois a good dela of,evidence that adolescence is a
time of unwholeness and Xjerky" development. These
things wore until.repently regarded as normal. There
is a good della of dirfuseness, unfocused behavior and
uncertainty, and
adult-values and
the paroxysmswof
tilts arid public,
of'adolescence th
OnewOnders why t

ite a distinct ambivalence about
thprity in adolescence. 'But until
ease which seized adult iociil scien-
ficials in the late sixties, ptudents

ught these thiikgs were to be expected.
ey are,suddenlgoevidence of pathology.

The contrastr between these nsw cries.about adolescent
fragmentation and the-actual evidence is useful. For
kt remihds us tha a certain 'amount of what presently
seems to be teoublesome - personal uncertainty, resistande
to authority, vocational undlarity.and even hopping



1 , ...

.aroumt ftom job.t0 job - May simplY be:thwexPected, . .

Aoncomitants of a Society iR which youth 4av.e-Much mord-
OP 'Illfreedom than.they'usedto. Oher$ Oertainir,i$ 40me

(

evidence that these behavioral attribUte$ and attitudei
'1
,

i. -were not.particula4yiladifest in late.fifteentheentury
propel and it seems-reasdnable to think that One Of the
reasons they exist-now is because.society'has,created .'
what we call adolescence; a time,of ttansition, of %

uncerta n7responiibility, 0.f
.
personal developmentr and

of rel tiye freedom from the caies .of.adulthood. There
are, o e hardly.heeds to mention,cpowerful ecOdomic and .

.

social ces which reinfbrce theexistenCe-of this'
period - including an already oversupptied labor market..
and a social value system which.places enormous worth:

..,
on self-development, personaI-explorration.andrplayfui,-- --,....._
behaviOi in'the young '

,
. ,

. I. -.-
. -

lhe existence.of adolescence thus means.that the
"transition-td.adUlthoOd" occurs later than it.did four'
centuriemaga. And it means that the iraniition is
accompaniedlby more'anxiety, personal problems, and
changes of cogrse.. .But-thess come with mot% freedom.
What evidenceis there thatIthip.ii.bad?. What criterion
.of orderly:personal-progress. tellt us-that adolescents
should move "smootIlily!from school t6-work? what sense
of ratfonality, or %violence, or experience tells us that
young peolile can be taught thingi '.in.school which-will
have a major impact on their job Choices? What is.the
evidence that: there is a major pr8bleff here? lhe.chief-
problem I ,can find isothe Modern World: periodi6ally'
adults de it is a mistake, and that'one chief .

indicator his is that the young are going to,hell
1

in a handb ket. But an equally strbng case can be
Made thatt he young are only doing the things to be .

eXpected in this society; what reason is there to see , J.

"

this as evidence of social pathology?

This should be en4ugh to suggest just how difficult
.

it would be to make out a strong empirical case for a
iolicyol "ftoothing the transition" for youth. The
vidence ii-very mixed at best, and\as a recent AAND .

o/ume suggeted much Of/it runs ac*oss the grain. of
Youth ip Transition. Thus,,while we,could explorif,the
fssue for ;months, most of the dIfferences would :IA be

.

empirical, and even if thepy werii., the evidence is mostly,
itoo'weak to decide them - much ktss make ahconvincing ,

base.for this policy. If the policy has appeal, it has
more to do with convictiens about the.state of modern

n society than with peesuasive evidence on social problems .

There is, however, another way to approach the
issue. Social science is oAen in a state of,serious

/11
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collfusion: th Mere fact that iv:ri4e:14 is.uncita;,01411;
rarely.'been a erious obstacle*to thought,. Muchrees W
action. We mi ht,_ therefore, agree to forget social .

science for a moment,:and forget di ouetesitations
about the policy. We mightlin fact agree thet."smooth-.
ing the transition" is a good'. olicy; that the problems
it is designed to solve ve se oust and that we want to
implement it. And'then ask one estion - what reason '0

is there to believe that the pol dy voill,solve the,
problems?

Answering this query requires' a look at 'four conCerna:
the strength of labor markets, evidence on the- viability
of institutional arrangements for sMoothing the transi-
tion; and mvidence on the efgicacy of new institutional -
as Opposed to old - arrangimfants for executing thdtpolicy.
I am doubtful on- all thzee pointi,, and it may be useful
to briefly explain why."

T he first,point is the simplest: withclut employer
demand which is stron4ly pulling new workers into the '
workforce, there may be no real econotitic incentives for
employers to parpicipate in soma effort to better

.-yotith for work. 'For - th04all questions about e eff tive-.
1:4epaie

ness of such efforts aside for the Moment - given a .strong\
demand for new Workhrs, 'programs /ike careen' education or N

community-work collaboratives may strike-.emplayei,s.as
helpful devices' for either improving-Vleir. access to labor '
markets, impitoving the quality of/labor they have access
to, or kratiroving Weir abiiity to train or select from
worlker pools. Thus, employers might support-suctt policy
if there were not substantial oversupply of qualified
taorkera seeking' employment. But in an economy' with.
America's present level of tInemplOyment, there is unliXely
to be .the aggregate l'evel qf demand for labor., which would
generate employer interest uniformly throughout the
eConory. Of course it may be the reverse in dome sectors
ar in some regions. glut even assuming/that, it implies
not a natidiral. policy :but a series of fragmentary or
rocal efforts. That may not be a bad4 thing, but then the 4

" intAitest" pf-the business community Would be Less
strongly economic than it might be, and the motivational .
slack to 'support buiiness interest in a national policy
might have to be taken up by social .concetni. These can
be powerful/ asj recent social movements suggest,ut the
moat powerful sociel interests c3f American business -0,
generally have been in keepihg' tocial welfare .

dittares. .
.

A. second ;4 it crncern s. the "requiremenis ,for' Managing "
any offort at trai sit on scsockehing. Implementing a,palicy lab
ok this sort rewires quite a ddiverse a-iaray of retciurces:

I ,
e

I
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mechanisas for channeling V 4th asiong a variety of
inikitutions i the , inventiOn or 'adaptation 'Of training .

. t'for (or about). works wchanisms for creating inoti-
tutional . linkages mod§ institutiOns usually not , I . .2# ,

linked it all - schools, businesi, other. locai fjovern- . . ,

., ment agenciese W.; and the monet to-support all thie..:
. (

There is= wet to Predict how well such arrangestests \--
, would work, 4ut, one can popt'to the relevant issues ,'

and thOresUlts of pest emperience. Concerning MechaPs
ismerfor'channeling youth among various institutions,

- we know only that this is both a new enterprise and.
thitAuch channeling mechanisms'haire mostly been .

private and informal. Job placement in the U. S. has
' been managed largely through either markets or informal

J. personal networks. We have little experience in
.

designing formal organizations tO acquaint yOuth with
-. Work, to'help convey them froth school to work, or to

get.them from one job to another.

On the question of training there is a bit more
experience, but it seems ambiguous. ,Ihrilious.War on .

'Poverty programs sponsored by.0E0 and bOL have recently
aimed at traning youth for jobi. Admittedly the

erF ."target population" here was more narrow aild perhaps
more problematic than 'the one envisloned by career
education. And admittedly there was a somewhat
different ambition - that is, specific training in
both,sChool and job skills. put this means that these
prOgrfms had clearer-and less broad objectives than the
policies we are explprihg. Nonetheless; their results
have been anything but clear: Evaluations reveal very
mixed and at best weak effects on program outcomes -

, like bastc skills, gettlng a.job, and income. These
are seftainly much more concrete targets for action
than'those suggested by a-policy of "smoothing the
-transition" to work. If it has.been hard to design
-and izplement efteotive tr ining programs aimed at
relat vely clear, program als, why think it would be.

..possi le to develop effec ive programs for much less
- clear program goals?

Anothe resource required for this policy is.

.effecbiye links among those institutions presently
z. * . unl4.4kedz.)chools, other local govern,ments, buiinesses,

',;socJait.,:service agencies, regional of ices.of federal
qtgendiesanct the like. Interagency cooperation,and

::010.laboratjon,ls, of coursel'one of the best-filled
- graveyards.for appealing ideas. The interagegcy.task

the pane 0. agency delega.tes; the.coMmunity-
..w0e.toidmOtee with representatiyes of various
'iogigncIes.!.t liege-organizational coffins contain the .

.reimain0 oflidt'as Which had just,enough support to cause

0,- , .
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something to happen, but not enough Support to cause..it
-tol.work. 'It maY.bw worth noting, in this connection,:
that there-is.little evidence of muCh-SpOntan001201..
Collatiorativeactivity in-resOnSit ttvitarious career
educatidn'programs, something'which might betaken as
AA:indication of the degree.of "interest" already
existing: A.More serious Point is that Whilebureaur.-:
-cratic mechanisms to'link institutioms can. be'created,

, many examples from other arias. of social policy-suggest
it is much'harder to.maie them:work. Existing agencies.'
are simply the official.aspect of large, enormoudly--
cOmplex and well-established.social service sectors.
These sectors are closely linked to established prcifes-
sions; bureaucratic and political territOrYl.and to
ways of. seeing.the world. As a reiult, securin4 cooper-
.ation or collaboration requires more than just:desire;
intereste.orprogrammatic cOncern:-it requires also
social and political forces which cin counter-balance

, the power of existing arrangements. Strong economic
pressure on employers td find new'or better workers
might-help to create such forces; but there is no
evidence.that such pressures exiSt.

f

stA

The kast resource(is mo ey.- Ironically, there is
less to say about it. )clea ly it would be required,
and.equally clearly there s less. of it .for social

.programs.now than there once was. But if it does meter-
-ialize, either through career education legislation or
'statutes supporting community collaboratives, one thing
should be borne in mind. .Money is a necessary but not
sufficient-condition of success in endeavors like this.
Absent other knowledge, skills,, and resources - as many
Great-Society programs revealed - no amount of money
can create.the training', the institutional linkages, or
the interest among employers which this new policy.
would require.

A third way of exploring a policy of "smoothing the
transition" is to ask whether there are better ways of,
accompllshing that goal than creating new institutional.
arrangements: In that connectiog, for example, one
might argue that this policy, lAke most social welfare
policies, would work onlyflor those who desire' the
service in question. Youth who didn't care to have a
SmootherAransition, or who didn't. feel.that this trans-
ition Was a sario4s issue in their liveS !night not be
the best candidatei for any career eduCittion program -
no matter.how innOvative or interesting: If that is
plausible, then might it not be simpler to just improve
those existing arrangementt. which allow students to
make or explore the transition themselves? The arrange.,
Ments now available include wotk-study programse-coopera-

8 5
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1.1. ' .... ... ,
tiye adnoationif,pro0a*,-thik-N40:012Ww.nOituoW0f
EducatioesrOZE)Orggram/.0erttliwY904-0404tenciy--

.-.baSeld high_sch901.-cort41444tion.OpUdrppOin40.00-of: ... ,,.

Iiiiiir-schgolv.-, Abse.rktakty evldenceitii. the. contrary s-- .,...
-,.

.....

.suoh as fgr: enalnIge .- Otirvey 4esearch OW" showed a.
,much large* dethpnd ;for -Work exPerieince o*.?trangiiticia -,.
eu4othing :4064:hi4h sChoOL,,,students...than.,'presently ..,

ex st.-- onji mfght argue.' that "ekisting.. ergangeMents.
,were Sufficient. tO Meet.'.4ting .needit.... certainly it
is striki* .r.b.0 in alr the ergUmentsfOr thils new ..
policy', therc,has .-beeskr nd-4vidence -.either .from-the
eXperienei otlrouthWith .eXisting :programs or fivm,
theit attAndeli ,,, 4deas. ;and.. expeotatiOns concerning ".

-sChool &hid wcitit4. Instead,. infetences have bisen .made
.- front the': youtn. 4Ultuke., .:, ot thev,loss of commaity,, to
:the::need.' .fo*.A.Jew.-..prOgkatais....'Given 'the gteat- 'leaps .

''. these, infetelice# *require, it .might be prudent. to , learn
sometAing frwprograms :.altready " in existence ;i* and ..
'from, tIttep. ideas -and attitudes .of-s adaleicenes 7 before. .

beginhing efforts to :fc reape **. new programs aidi,'institu-
tions.. If past eicperaence 'is any guide', .there.wcftgl4-.. :

.

be a.. feW,Surpriass.' ,. . . .,- I ...

1

,
. ,

r
e

Conclusio0 ,.
....0...--..,. I.

. .
, ....

This'essay has examined a-rather large.questiOn:
whether there is restdn to believe .that .thiVimpleMenti,
tidn of career education programi ,oan'expected.tO,SUcceed.-
It has examined this isSue in termS-pded'in this debate -

:t
namely, whether e.su4ficient "interes'e ists to'create
the required Collaborative or cooperat. e relatienahips
Among employers, worker*, schools ancrstudents: I have
suggested a generally'ne9ative;answer,:fprfseyeral reasons.
F:irsto existing implementation has..been4Weak,- and there is
a. good deal of evidence that "interest",in.many career
education-prolram,is .Sufticisntohly to.qprOwts theL' . .,

most 'superficlal sOft Of-CooperatiOri.- 5eca:4144Yr have-
argued that there ake goOd reasOns - having to fo witO
"the structure of"bdhools,:the character of bu iness, and
th e nature- of existing,labor markets - why su h super-
'ficial'cooperation has-lbeet fOrthcoming. Thiide Illave .

argued that a more dertous obstacle to implementation may
'be the fuizy and questionable.definition of the.problem
That is,.matly Career EducatiOn'programs May be weakly

.

implemented because the problem is weakly conceived. TOe.
probZem;may be our ambivalence about being.modern, not a..
distinCt social pathology with clear causes and definable
remedies; Finally, / tsuggested that even'-if we'ignOre..all
this and accept the views of those who advocate a policir'
of smoothing the transitionto work, there are deep
problems. One is that the 4conomib conditions whish may: ..
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second is. that .''the varlous .reso tea requirsd 'to *gement..
'.. ! 14 Xecplirlid 420: 'implirdeqt the PoXidy AO. -not- eiciat. .. X '..., -':. '!. ,

,.
, ... ,

. .. .. .

..the:...polily ,-. training, the crea . Or. of. SeW.:Sodial. .. :.. :..
-...Channeli. and -netwokka *, the ihce. time.* for interOrisni-6

-:satiosal tilationsf.and money%m .800tin-rather4oubttul
.supplf%. Andla third is the utter-absense of any.direct.
-0Vi4enee that new arringements Would be.preferableto, ,

.. _Ot:more.e4fiCtive than, exOting.progiaMs Which.Permit
.

experience with or eXOlOratiOn,of-WOrk.

Ailof this suggests-two:thin4s One is that the .

"interest" and othir conditions'requised to sqpport- ..

0

,

successful implementatioh of career eaucation.prografe
may not exist:dh the broad Acale required.for malar

o the obstinadi.of - the'
national programs to succeed. is thther that.:id

.condition mAy be less the result .

social world than f the ambiguOus and uncertain[status
of the "problem" Øáreer education ls designed toiolve.

.

But thiA. doe not mean that career education programs
will fail, nor.th t these programs may.not be psefUl and'
constructiVe.. For . one thing; even if everything 1 have'

:said is correct something which seets ddabtful 7. there . 0
, will be plenty of irocalexceptions. And more important,.
.:sOme career education programs seem to respond to real
needs afid.problems - albeit not always those intended. 0

-,
The programs may, for example, offer more,of thesame
opportunities as can be found already 4n work-study or
cooperative education programs; they may create alterna-
tipes to existing high school programsiwhich..are too

. dull, too oVerenrolled or too demanding for &any students;
they may provide opportunities,for more individual atten-
tion.than existing high school classes; and.-they'MAy
crete -the politically useful sense that schoOls are.: , ?

.. .

, "doingosomething" about a problem that peesently botherS
adults - making.schools more relevant to.work altmore
useful. Careee education.may. well be a gpod th g, then, ,,

,

because it attacks real problems in American high schools.*
Evtn if it doesn! help much in "Smoothing the traniition" .

to work,"it may h lp with some of the difficulties'with
this tiriotis and iroblematic institution,.

0.

4
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*f am grateful to Dr. Eleanor Farrar for these ideasr
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Question . Will the individual eXerciSs.Rf fie. (*dice
of tareer 4irection result in'occupiiionSl
choices that are consisten th the prefer-
ences o relevant social nitik (for example:
,parent of compulsory-ag chiydren, minority
group immunities, etc.)?

f

rear of. trackingJs. today'a univerisal phenomenon..
Expressions of this- fear in'the. U. S" however, are Some-.
what unique.because of the particular history of education..
"Tracking" it must be. remembered., has a very Aif4erent
history in Western Europe. There, Where childreewere.

.

sepa ed into eithet,a-college-preparatory or a.terminal
. instj.tutiori loon after primary schoolt-the process'of

tra ing haebeen considerably more blatant, and proposals
for its solution Considerably more iiniform. There,
becaUse children from manual laborfamilies have been
grossly under-represented in college-preparatory institua.
tions, the political objective of labor parties has been
to eliminate tracking-by eliminating institutional ,

specialization. .

Like their European counterparts, American children-
from manual labor families are also under-repreilented
in universities, in spite of the fact.that-the.comprehen*1
sive school is native to the United States. And'since
under-represented AMerican groups are as worried as theiS
counterparts elsewherev'the discussion hap been heated; 1

but because American tracking, by and laige4 is not the
result of specialized terminal i4stitutions, the argUments
are more diffuse and more likely to-concentrate upon.
process by which a child chooses a curriculum. Since
the match between child and curriculum occurs within
schools, educators are inevitably under suspicion. There-
fore any propoSal which claims to Assist s4udents in
'sharpening their career decision-making skills can be
'expected to raise an adaitional alarm - irrespective of
the pro4ram's Actual content, or its effeci.

The notioi of free wll is at the hearti.of the c31ebate

Over who shoul choose what a child shoUld p epare,f r.
Nevertheless, Ibecause it involves career orientation of
chaldren, containee within this debate islthe spettee .

*of equalirepresentatipoin ait high levels olOrainincy and
all of its political. implications. Within this iuestion
lies-the fearland Suspicion of all groups Who are,under-
represented; groups which, 'despite the denials of career,:
educators claiming they have no intention of tracking,
still fear the results_ of free choice of.career direction \.
will exaceibAte, or at the very least, will pot ameliorate,
what is already prevalent. Exploring the question of .

.%
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whether it ts rightefor, thicilaid.tvchoose VA town .ourrt-
.

=gum thotefore, is' hardly an Arsotiric eierciee.,
+he Degree of Adult Intervetitiont-When and How 'much.

In tfie course of the debate, Schrag adkitted that no .
child can be entirely educated without some.form of adult
intervention some expression Of preferences .from
"relevant social units," however Wined. Children Are,
for exaMple, asked to learn to read ...though some.may
prefer to play kickball. Fellers, of course, agreed. .

Chbice is meaningless, she Said, unless it is "informed,"
and no one can choose for himself until there'is a self
to.choose for. .The trick, said Schrag (and Fellers might
concur) is to distinguish between choices which are .

"informed". from those which ate not, and then to honor
those which are.

Thus they agreed that "the child's self" has its
liMitations, and'thet no.child can,.much lease ought, to. ...

choose a career orientation until.prepared and informed:
But three questions remained unresolved: (1) when compe-
tence, however defined, is present; (2) how one is io

. tell when it's there; and (3) whether occupational
preference is appropriate for the school to dfscuss.
Schrag would have us,,and presumably. Career Educators,
operate on the principle that a child's occupational

,

preference represents a child's need to know. He felt
this could occur at a very early age and whether it was
realistic (as i Career option) .is not of significant.
importance. It is perfect y understandable if a child

i
of seven wants to be a dift saur hunterr in fact one might
use this."preference" to t ach him about evolution. Thus
this "naituralistic" mOdel of pedagogy would imply that
the career exploratiop element in Career Education is
legitimate - even 4M-ft used at primary school age levels.

Fellers disagreed. This "exploration element" has
nOthing to do with "ca eers4 she said. Ilt may be justified

"working together," or n acquiring basic knowledge about
on the basis of service to,Otheks, on the basis of

whatla postman does, but; if thisiexploratory element isl

. ,
. ),

explained as being relevant to a child's personal career,
it would be "destructive." -.

In sum, there was an' understandimivon at least one,'
1 level, that adult intervention is a nebessity in the

educational process._ When applied to occupations both
Schrag and Fallers would'have us use occUpational prefer-

..ences fez- pedagogical reasons. But Bchrag *buld have the'
school avoid passing judgement on the reakity of occupa-

.
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*tional prefetenoes, ind ra1leva would ask thAt the tchoOl
avoid trying tO relAtot A ch4.4.4'1,000p.patidhal 'Preference
to a child's "career:iv

Too Much Choice 9r o'rotj 14.ttre:Choice

Our soCiety, sai&-Schteg;44,40ither-primitiveA04-1
operating.on.a basis. 0U004sen80114:nOrtOtal4tatigna.
Informed'ehoice, therefore, must boi'Made.Wthe:ind.Widdil
and if.the debate.questlion has.any meaningil must. be .

answered affitmatively!. Ifthe.indiVidUa it.hot allowed:
to choose for himaelf, 'how do We'kno4which iocial unit
As the one most.i.eleVailt.to choose on: his he Alf; how do
we know, which spdtesmen are legitimatet Or wh
interests. are .consistent with.those..0 rival u
even internallyconsisteht. Patents-Ate not-fr
mascalculation-or pteludice; and it-thCchild i. forcel
.to delay choosing a_career direction in concordance.withH
the ttesires:44:"relevantsodial unitse.theri.ia.certainly:.-
loloAuarar,kte0'th.et:their-choices 'Would be, any leststulti-.
tying.,than'ff,' When informede.children had..Made-it for
themselves.

.

Said Fellers in reply: "There is'a senSe in which
many of' our young people.are being destroyede.or allialeast
traumatized by 'the great. number of choices they.are-
.constantly asked to make." In fact, ihe *plies; some
(Children are given such a latitude of choice that they
are apt to-forget that there are units.larger than them-. ".
selves. _FurtherMoie the.whole process of'thinking about

.a calmer forces children into "self;Analysis" before they
have a mature self to analyze; it exacerbates an.already
pronouncea tendency, toward self-centerednessj it .ignotes
the pressing need to have, children delay their own
personai satisfactions for the-common good, And it dteites
confusion and disorientation by creating an illusion-oil'
.action when in fact, during adolescende, little is -

poSsible legally to act on. It is because. we are an,4
Open society that it-is morally.right that we ask that
our young people not make y choice of career .directio
until they grovt in skill an maturity. Nor, shej says,
when a child,isAn need.of:. artier directione'sh fad th t
diràtion Come from.the schbol. This ls not"e tunction
legi imate to the sollool. 'The' principal task orthe
school is to teach those skills which are basic to econ-
,omic survival, and to insuredthe-transferencefof a "coOlon.
culture." -That is a'14...

In the,cdurse of the debate one questioner asked
Mrs. Fallers how she would respond to parents who demand
that schools teach*the'skiils necessary for their children

91
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,to fiwremplo ent. To this ialleri replied that the *.

schOoIs do 'to h.emploYient skills by teaching, ies'ponsi-
bility, basic knowledge df iscience, math, history,

,

language, and service to others.. Furthermore, 'she .

insisted that professional educators should negotiate,
with parenti but, as professiondls, should never alloV o's

themselveto %be placed in a'position bf having to
more econ mic potency on the part of school's than
parents hould. have'reason to expect. This is daMaging
.to. all -c ncerned: educators, childten, parents,And
underlp es confidence in what schools are reallY supposed
to .do.

Xf Pallets is correct., Oeit-children already have
too many choices,e1tild would be damaged.,if.given more .'

of them. Thus, she argues, Cateer EdUcation should not
be taught in 'schools. If Schrag is' correct,,then the

: philosOphy of"Career Education, that.wilich lays emphasis
on having'the individual maki'an informed choice, is
the appropriate4proach.foi schools in el:society which
base's its ethos on the individual as rational actor.

Occupational Status 17.1.7ffereintiatiOn'and Bow TO-Treat It:.

A.

.

.

The, Tricking Connectioe.-
.

Schtag'carmsie no more.reasOn to force A Black a ild
to attend college than to.prevent A Black child from..
attendir14 college. -/t is no that.he ;sees all.jobs as
being equally rewarding, it's just that if-a-cOild
wishes to be a mechanic, which does not require a.college:.
backgcOund, the child should not be.forced by'some T

"relevant Sociil.unit" into postiponing that choice.,
To Schraq therefore, the school should Act as an inshru-.
ment toleffect what'is preferred by the individual: if
vocations do differ.in'value, then salaries or taxes
should be testkuctursed to.make thei.eqUavalent. But
there is, he said, no difference be!tween what a doctor
ora. gravedigger does which makes one inherently mere
.vaIuable (to society or tir individual) than the otheA.

Fallers disagreed sharply. "It is an insult to!
children," she said, "to pretend that they'can be taught
that all jobit are equally prestigiods:" Status diff#ren-
tiition is normal to evety society and it learned in
ways so iubtle And in arenas so well beyond the efficacy
of the classroom, that the school should not attempt to
overcome that which it cannot even influence.. The
ohallenge of.the school, she says, is not to teach that
all careers have egual value:, the challenge of.the school
.is to teach children thAt.respecting.people in diffeient
occupations is required of all. citizens:.
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Because Careet Education remains absolutely neutral
with respect to the prestige value of occupations, it
would paraliel Schrag's 'view. Career educators milht
ask that a student think carefully about some occupa-

. tional.dharamtekistics: responsibility over others,
working conditions, ledgth of preparation, specializatign
of required skills And the likei. To each cha

i

acteriStic
would be a valve assesiedloy the individdal c ild:some
like working,outsidel others do not, etc., Bu _no filafaC-

teristic is discussed which comtairs a value~t0 be ; -

. astessed by any..unit le4'ger than the individual.

Fallerq opOoses this. Slip does not ask that schools
teach children that doctors or poets are more worthy4 .

f as huMans,,than'are gravediggeri. But she does ask that
the school act at an instrvment of a unit larger than tKe
individual; that the school not ignore what.is true' in
all societies, that both poetry and medical science, for
example, are universally acknowledged to have' mote
challenging and woirrthy roles to play in the fuHRIOn of. 4

soCiety than do some others, functions Which require
\--complicated pre-employment training. This does not imply
that 'Paulo Ramirez ha.s.igto be a poet. tt does imply that
the function which is charged to the school by the wider
scoiety is to see that during. his period of non-adulthood,
Paulo Ramirez study enough,language before he becomes an.
adul (and can choose for himself) so.that he will never
be prevented front becoming a poet.

Which_Sociai Unit Is Relevant? 4

Schra4 is on,strong groundsrghen 1-4 points to th,
cotplexity ot social units and asks how one is to d4er-
mine, whichiis relevant. Each individual belongs to a
multitftde%.(family, phurch, sex, race, class, etc.); and
none is entirely consistent. Were the unit to choose'
the career direction the result, he implied, would be
less social harmony,lnot more; and more stifling and more
authoritarian schools, not less.

The philosophy of career education holds that each
child-should choose his own career direction, and will.
do it hatter ifirinformed. This is.supported by Schrag's
arguments. Not only is this principle morally proper,
.given our society's legal principles, but giren the
.pleihora of contradictory social 4nits claiming releVancy
to a child, 'havang each child choose for himself is

simply utilitarian.

Fallers did not deny the diversity of relevant
social units. It does give One patfte,; she hays, to
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Confrone.J.'iames like Marieltodriguez, David Stein, Alma
Olson, Oborge Fujikami and Ali Musir1in.t4a same class-1

c W sdom on which the schools shouldjbe required to
this does not me4nth that ere is no

ommo
concentrate. Among secondary school stUdents, basic
skills are common, as Is statistics, idience, art and
language, etc.; button() comMon are the principles of
moral action, nationalipolitical history, economioS,
.criticism, and experie cing responsibilityt -Specifics
.do'diffeF what bodk n what'school, ptc. But the -

essence tof Fallers' re ly to Sohrag lies in a curricular
direction whickshe cl imed is consistent with.the
interests of all "rele ant sotial units," regardless of
how-diffupe.

WhatTallers seem .to offer ii a way in which.schools
can provide an .educatic4n. in the interests of all sociAl
units simUtaneously. pier suggestion implies that what
a child prepares for no 'be left to the 'child's choice,
irrespective of illteres or abilit . Her core curricular
direction is offered as,being-the asic minimum knowledge
necessarY for the. youngto pass from adolescence into,
adulthood. She.implies that this is the basicrequire--'
ment of the society as a whole, and should not be subject
to a child's veto. In her view, compulsory schooling-
should qpt include a choice of occupational-specialization.

Fallers' suggestion would indeed prevent the cloting
of options until 'adulthood. As a philosophy, however,

may run counter to/an adolescent's belief that -he has
had enough English and not enough physical'education.
Neverthelss, it would lessen the curriculum diversifi-
catiOn fears of ethnic minorities, manual labor organiza-
tions and others( whose principal objection to Career
Education is that the child has not had enough English
and should, therefore, not be allowed to decide.

Question 2: Is the future of occupatidhs sufficiently
predictable that the provisiOn through
formal schooliQg o job-entry vocational

13) skills is to IA preherred to. NO provision
of-such skills during formal schooling?

5

Most important to emerge from this debate were the
fundamental disagreements over the nature of the evidence.
So pronounced were the differences in opinion that in
the eUmmdry one sile characterized the other by saytng
that "nearly everolike of the key-terms in the statement
he made is indefinable, an indeterminable entity, and
therefore, one cannot found policy on it;" while the

'4
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2ther side characterized the difference betW'efin them as

being linked to't,he opponents'"represeniting the!' UnivIrsity
of Chicago - an institution °famous for its'beliekin
non-intervention." This was, to sal the least,'a goda
debate. It was also the most technical of the debate'A
questions. .

Manelm began by ttresenting a list of occupat4onal
titles and the number of workers in the'labor'force'with

r- those titles in 1956, 1960, 1970, and wherever possibie,-
11185. From thiq list he concluded that the level of.
demand-for moitt occupations does not alter radically,
over time, provtng therefore that it was.possIble to
piedict the kinds and amounts of occupational training
which would be needed in the tature.

Anderson argued that Manguor's data Were irreleN:rant.

"The fact," he said, "that the census.shows.that occupa-
tions, omer the decenniai are stable or unstable, has ,
noth4ng to do'with career education.' Career educatio4 P

refers to schools. Mostly.. And the question of whether -
what goes on'i.n schools has affected these decennial
trends, is an entirely differentoquestion which was
jumped." Knowing the number of people in a given occupa-
tion, he said, gives us no indication of the kind of
skill training.necessary to per-form productively sOce
the skills requirements.withintupations have been
known to change rapidly. Furth ore, the number of
people in a given occupation does not simply reflect
demand, it also reflects supply - artificial (e.g.;
state-caultrolled) and ligherwise - and bear's little rele-
vance to4which skills school systems should-provide,
especially at the pre-tertiary level. Moreover, Anderson.
suggested, using census occupational data for extrapol-
ating or.for projecting !manpower requirements" can
involve circular reasoning. Not only do past or existing
occupational levels not presppp se future "requirementl"
(aspirations,'perhaps), but any jnumerical level of the
occupationaleemployment is aggr gated to a point frequently
inapplicable to individual deci ion-making - most people
move and the more local the empl yment data the mom
susceptible.to unpredicted fluct ations. Even if we could
agtee'on how to decide which ski ls might be required gf
an-occupation, Anderson asks, co ld-we then all agree on
which skills would be necessary or productivity over an
individual's whole working lifetime, say for the next

'forty years or more? I
1

,
.
Mangum responded to this by 4eminding his audience

that the purpose ot having schooli provide specific skill..s,

whether for international economic's or for plumbing, is

;

Or
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%o prov,ide entry-level skills only. Schools can be heLd
accounta4e bq no mote than that and the wOrding.0f-the .

,dmbate'questionrconfines itself to.entry-level skills
in particular. 'Of course, he said, the number employ4d
in'a given occupation does reflect'supply as well as
demand - but isn't it leg#imate to include a supply
(however accounted for) in one's prediction? is true,
he admitted,/that the number in a given occupation is hot
synonymous viith the skills required for that .occupittion,,
and it-is. lso true that because local conditions alter
more quick y (new;.pipelines, a major industry closing,)
etc.) cho sing which skills to provide,is more problematic
if it is ased on local data. Nevertheless nationally
the gure u of Labor Statistics (BLS) has had about an 85%
6Uccess rate of occupational.predictidn; we know that
technol gical change excluding fads such as hula hbop
product on) takes at last ten years to generate; we
can predict changes ii demand of say,'teachers, well
ahead Of time - if anyone would listpn - and when it
comes down to it, to plan,-even with its knOwn inadequacies,
is better than not to plan. .

With respect to specific skill ttaining,in schools,
Mangum, contended that vocational curricula have Changed' '

vety little over the decades.and tend to concentrate only
in,..nose few skills which are among the most invOlatile:-
clerical skills, health, automotivev welding, drafting
and the like. He admttted, however; that vocational
educatOrs have been "burned" on occasion by providing
skilts'in less dependable arenas; thet specific skill
tra ing (like everything else done in schools) does
ind ed have opportunity costs; and that schools (more

4 fre ently than he "would.like to think about") provide
vo ational skills for jobs which don't require them - and
th ugh perhaps justified-if the sEUTe-t needs remedial
h lp - it can hardly be-justified on more economic grounds.

Anderbon, for. his part,* admitted that there were "a .

s ew" occupations which had skill requirements sufficiently
predictable to justify "preparatory classet," But-were
these classes up to the public to provide? He raised
the issue of proprie'tary.schools and suggested that it
was fallacious, to assume that they were less successful
as providers of skills.thafi the much-touted training
programs.in the general secondary schools and junior.
colleges. 4pecific skill training at the pre-,tertiary
level haS,.says Anaerson, never been any insuiance against
"frivolous" job choices; and if one were to lo6g closely
at labor market data oneowould find that, by and large,
the, most innovative and productive individuals aie those
whose training was, bj all agreement, "deviane" from th4
norm. Look at what employers want, Anderson argued,"to
be sure, thdy want employees with. entry-level skills,
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especially when iaxpayers are willing tp pay for them.
.

But most want individuals whose preparakion would lead
to more adaptability, not less. 'In.sum, he said, the
"employer's demand for specific skills" typically is
"lel edsastic than fok general skills."

.

I.

' A question from the audience referred.to the .

Congkessional Recotd which.hA indicated .that when voting

li on Career Educaion legislatidn, Congressmen were aommonly
under the impresdien that the program,was going to develop. . .

.
.

saleable skills and reduce youth unemployment. _Since
both debaters had*inted out the importance. of ecoAcic

.demand independent of an.educational trainiri4, was the
i idipresion of these legislators correct?

0,

1..

This elicited fout tomments, first.one from Mangum
and the next day, in reaction to Mangum, from Anderson,
Cohen and Wirtz,. Mangum sapid:

p.

this,'like many other things, [legislators]
havea very.inexact..understanding of what
these relationshAps were. . . jbut] I don't see
that as their real role. Their role is to
kind of absorb a sort of feeling of the direc-
tions that we-ought to go. . and I think
this iCareet Education] is a way that'will make
a marginal improvement and like some of'the
people that Professor Anderson was with at his
'school, I think.we all operate on the margin."

r

To this, Cohen, the iiey* day, xesponded as follows:

"If indeed thç ederal legislature is voting
for thede prog s on grounds which the
dponsord of the programs themselves believe
not to be valid, then we have a serious
problem if that program gets passed, beoause
Congress has then done something which the
executive branch does not believe it can
accomplish:"

Anderson, after implying that Careei Education could
nor-accomPlish'anyth'ing identifiable, said that:

". . . the literature so far tn Career Educa-
tion does nbt make a case for speeding a dime
beyond what will evolve anyway in good

'.0chools with alert teachers under present
..eystems."

7.

4.nd to this, Wirtz responded:
4

0
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"Have you read H. R. Seven4*Dr:°Anderson:.Do you
kno4 the spdcifilcs of it? Because my answer

, would be that there is a sufficient ideUtifica-
E4ontofs specific list of things, VOt vague,
but-qutte specifically spelled out,.which eao
.whrrant the investthent of that much money.to
tett their broader v4lidity and viability."

4.

P.

4t'

*sm..

Comment: At the second session Mangum pointed .out
dat =Mg in. specific'skills Should not be considered
synonymous With,Career Education. Although'there were -

career edlicators who "include occupa4Lonal skill training
as one of, the many components of career eaucation," the
program, he.said; included a-wide array ok goals indepen-
dent of specifi.c skill training. a

The distinction was.agree4 up9n. Vocational educh-
tion was not taken to be-synonymous with career. education.
Nevertheless career education embraced the proirision of
slitecific skills through-schociks.. It was this element, '
and this particular element alone, to which this session
Of the debate was dedicated. As Wirtz said, -"the problem
"(of. Career Educatton] is broken.down into its co ponent
elements whihhtdoes Ipermie.the rational discussio of the

,vlability and validit4 of the concepts on which.t ose,
particular elements proved and thereby approach,a rea oned
judgement as to thfiprossndcons of career educa ion."

This session discuse&I a question on which there -

is a.valuminous literature and a plethbra of experience.
To sum up.the result, one would have to say this: that
Mangum successfully defended the proposition that,"occupa-
tions" have changea less than we would have thought,-
given the technological revolutions since 19WD. 'But he
dia not succeed in establishing a clear link between the
lack of change in the ngmber employed across'tkit spectrum_
of, occupations, and the provision of occupationally
specific skills in pre-tertiary public schools. On tliurt,

the debate will contipue.

1

Question 3: Does there ekist sdfficient intefest for
employers, workers and school systems to
cooperate or collaborate in the preparation
of students for work?

Of the three, this topic elicited the most succinct
debate. The question had been raised earlier in priAted
form, 'end because of this presentations had been genera-

.

'ting over a longer period of time and were about as
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cliArly focused aS woy.d 09 possible: Though disagree,-
ment was pronouriced, there wve al few areas'of genuine.
consensus - some of which Oere no small Surprise, to
audienci and participants alike.'

4
Collaboration Ot The tuSiness:Community

dohen claimed that the participation of the businesa
community in career'education is confined generally.to.
those "national and multi-national concerns whose viSi-,.
bility in the polity have moved them.toward a more
prominent.role in the liberal/cAlture." Other fir* have ,

expressed interest, of course .but their activities are
.concentrated in thdirvub 'c relations departr9ents where -

stu ents, when invitttd, crften end up .spending their time
lea ing about the business in # room, very muc4 res4m-
bling a classroom, tocated near to the 41irm's headquarters.

1He, claimed furthermore.-that the-Office of kdacatiOn and
career education administrators know of this leck'of .

business willingneit to participate (even-if offered pay
or profit) and if their names are withheld for protectidh,
indiwiduals will.admit it. In fact, one such official

/A was quoted by Cdh.en as sairing that "if you assume
rational behavior the investment just isn't worth the
cost in business."

Wirtz-dktagteed. The4National Association of Manuft-
tureri, the Chamber of-Commerce, the Committee for .

Economic Development dre all example§ of organizations
Which, he claimed, have expressed real interest and a
441l2ingness to participate. The new Secrptary of Commerce
is interested, furthermore, said Wirtz in his.rebuttal:

"Yoli (Cohen] cast off with a gay, reckless aban-
don any suggestion that therp.has toeen evidence

a off collaborativeness. . . and-I appreci4e your
esference to the Education-Work Consortiums,
becAuse they do permit us to go into t4e evi-
dence.. . . and (ap stated in the formal presenta-
tion] there has been an extraordinary degree of
cooperation from the corporate community through
the institutes to the developMeni of a new
Education and Work program."'

The Effect Of Unemployment

r Said Cofmn: The business of business i# profit. And
:airless cannot profit if it focuses its talents on

ation. Therefore as the price 9f skills becomes
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'cheaper, i.e., as unemployment rises, the tenclency for
business to Collaborate, already low, will be less. ..

Wirtz claimed the cipposite. As unemployment rises, he
ofelt'that the sente o.f qocial hcrisis" %till also'rise.
If this occurred, then Uusinesses wokild collaborate

..with educational authorities more, not less.' In an
atmolphereof social crisis.they would see more clearly
,that in the ldng-run collaboretion would be in their
to fe/f-interest., 0,-

4.

:'The'Effect.'0f,Underemployment

Wirtz says that underemployment is a serious
problem, particularly with college graduates. Cohen is
not as certain (neither'is Anderson) . What is taken for
°underemployment, e.g., the "over"-e4ecated's tendency
-to move among service industry emplOwers before entering
the manufacturing or other sectors, May'in'fact be normal
labor market search behavior, and less serious as a
problem than we have supposed.

'khe Collaboration Of Labor _
I- f

In' labor's view, says Cohen, career education bears

\ about as much re/evance to work as "pablum does to whole
. oats;! a program whose rhetoric (despite the Federal

bureauCratic "heavy breathing") was hardly worthy, of
any sizeable commitment of time or resources. Labor's,
principal interest,fsays Cohen, is to see that any

-assistance to youth outside the classroqm does not in
effect supplir work which could be perforMed by union
labor.

To an extent Wirtz agreed. Unions, he said, have
not played a large, role in career education policy-
mMeing; they are indepd interested in protecting union
jobs (principaltly by/protecting the concept of a single
minimum wage),.and their participation can be described
as mixed at best. Strong career educatidn endorsement
has come from the United Auto Workers, but attacks on
it.have come from the AmeriCan Federation of TeacherAt:
with the AFL-CIO being "generally negative but reserved."
However, this is changing, he taid, and union parti&i.-.
pants can be expected to increase in the future.. A;
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The CollOoration Of Schools

Additional consensus was found on this subject,'
for both participants argued,that the collaborative
role of schools and school el.stens has been equivocal,
at best. As Wirtz:put it:

"any item-by-item inventorying of evidence
.bearing on the prospect of educators"cooper-
ation and collaboration' in new education/work .

policy or program proposals is of litqe value.
There are unquestionably special forces-of:
institutional protectionalism and inertia
working here; and the'concern about compromit-
ing education's broader purposes and ideals is
obviously legitimate, though I think not wolld
bounded."

Could school' systems be expected to cqllabdrate in
the future? Here differences emerged. As was true.in
the case of employers, Wirtz ftlt they eventually would,
and for the same reasons. He felt that schools were
under:tremendous public pressure to deliver a markeiable
studentAirrespectIve of the economy's health), and
because of this pressure they badly needed political
allies. The eeason why schools would team up with labor
and business organizations, he said, is not unlike
Lewis Carroll's story of the butcher and 'the beaver:
"The night.grew darker and darker and the valley grew
narrower and.narrower, until only from nervousneds, not
from good will, they marched along, shoulder to shoulder."

Cohen disagreed. Collaboration of school.systems,
he felt depends upon the collaboration of school teachers,
and school teachers "have generally impossible amounts of
work to'do." To-,idd one more function.- a career
function -Ntd'everything else which is currently expected
of them can simply not be fit in logistically. Further-
mbre, part of thelstrength pf the American ethos for
school systems rests upon the community's demand that
school be isolated from the more debilitating elements
in a community; a belief that the school should offer
.an environment, albeitatemporary, "somewhat better than
hildrenid elsewhere." For these reasons, Cohen argued
that the "aollaboration" of schools remain somewhat
,problematib. Not only are school te hers already pushed.
.-tp the ltimit of their functions, but there is a community
conspmus that schools, to one exte t or another, be
s6ptrate\and s50tUded from other en irohments.

100.
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Smoothing:The Transition TO Adufthood
. . .

No subject emerged where opinion was mare divided.
Wirtz strongly felt that there was a "disjuncture".in .

becoming an adult today; that this "disjunsture." exists
in other industrial societies; that as a phenomenon it
is relatively recent, serious, and that it.requires
hnnediate intervention. At stake, one feels from hii
description', is there-assertion Of some notion of
"community.4

't
1

, Cohen has thought about the psychological. origins
of social policy and places this particular.belief of
Wirtz's alongside several others which, he saicr,-stemmed
from 'a "sense of loss." He sees Wirtz, Coleman, Bron-
fenbrenner and others as actorswhose'refraiiA,is typcal
of the last century of socO1 policy liturgy, 'He sees .
them, not as prOphets, but as "coiknoisseurs,of decline,"
men whose beliefs (in adolescent"fragmentation" or "age-
segregation"f were based more on their own amblvalence
over.modernitv than on the strength of empirical evidenqe
to show that new habits had negatively:affected a'genera-
tion. -There is no concurrence over whither age-segregation
or fragmentation (part-time work, part,time,School, etc.)
is good or bad, Cohen said, or4ion how the:woyd ,"c6mmunity"...
can be defined, on whether the school should be more ,
closely connected to the world,of work'- or moreprotected
from it; or on whether the process of tanfitidn,to ad41t-
hood is worse, or in fact better than it once las.'
this, Cohen in effect argued that the original preitiise4 s.

,of and the original reason for collaboration in educati4
and wprk - that there exists a "disjuncture" worthy of
ianterVeion - rests 6n very shaky grounds.

What Are We Talking About: Career Education Or Post-
Compulsoey7Sdhoo1 Activity7- .

Nk

Late in the debate Cohen came to the conclusipn that
he and,Wirtz had been discussing different problems.
Cohen had been confining his remarks to Career Education's
activity in schools. Wirtz, though awar6 of, Career Educa,
tion's in-school strategies, segmed to address himself to
a different component of .education and work, the component
which concentrates upon individuals who have left school /
and who have not yet settled into a career, indiViduals
generally between 16 apd Perhaps-bedause he was
thinking about out-of-school youth, Wirtz rejected any
notion of there-I-Wing an equal aevel of collaboration
between 6choo1s and,employers. Employers,. he felt, should
have a very smallirole'to play with respect to school
curriculum and.teaching.strategy.
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'For COhen, the fact.that Wirtz was emp4mOzing out-
of-school youth as the target group for Career Education

'cgat no small discovery. "It is Interesting," he said,
,"that we've been talking about. two different things,"
and that "Mr. Wirtz is.intdiested in a somewhat different
.pro4lem than career 'education," namely, "the structura1
unemployment orlunderemplOyment for youth who are
linished with high .school. . ."

. Wirtz alloleed that schools had been overburdened -

with unrealistic expectations ap4 that in fact their
princlpal task was and will alfria$4, be their broad educa-
tions/ mission. Furthermore .*conceded thet his personal
interest centered on the prob1.eit64f_yoUth who had already
left .schools. Nevertheless he'alto tried to defend the

\use of career-education in schools And put A th4"way:

"Part of the reason.yod and I have trouble
getting on the same wave length is that I
think of career' education only as part of
this broader part. But when you ask me do
I think,that these are two componentg and
that we've been talking. . . onlY about the
educ4ion end of it, %think we ought to
talk about the work era of it, tOo."

The Utility Of Foreign Uperience In Education and, Work/
cok

Both participanis were asked whe ther the experience
of other countries Mdght be applicable to Amepivan
education and work strategies. In short,both said no -

% thougi.f r different reasons. Cohen admitted that there
wdre soc4ietis in which-the relationship between school
and occulpation was closer than in this country. But to
imitate heir-strate4y, he said, prestimes agreement on

- the moral.principle that it should be close; that children
. know what occupatitn toprep,iTeYar while stirl in school;
. anikthat the amoun of changing back and fdith after a
"deEIsion is made, should be small. Not many Americans
would entirely accept the implications of these assumptions
as being the ethos of the schools. Wirtz, on the other
hand,Arejected the lessons of foreign.experience because
universally included in other countries seemed to be an
increment,of central administrative aAhority - also some-
thing he felt antithetical to an American solution.

In response to Wirtz's rejection of more central
authority, Cohen asked Wirtz howNhis suggestiOns for new
nstitutions for out::ofsschool youth could be 'implemented

A without sizeable new resources; and whether it would be
likely to find new resourl(es without new Federal tesyonsi-

...
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bilities. Wirtz responded by sfying that large 'amounts
of money would.indeed be necessary, but that this could
be found on.a basiS of "present cost transfer."
Responded Cohento that: "Well, as a former Secretary
of Labor; you know bettef than all of us how hard it
is to reallocate existihg costs." Replied Wirtz: "It
is terribly hard."

-11.
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